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ABSTRACT

Zunyite, a rare aluminosilicate mineral of co'm.position

(OR, F)lSAl13SiSOZOCIJ has an unusual structure built up of 5i50 16

groups of linked silicon tetrahedra and alurninium.-oxygen groups

of linked octahedra. The structure proposed by Pauling is verified

and refined by X-ray methods, using 163 (hkO) reflections from

single-crystal photographs with Mo Ka radiation. Refinem.ent of

positional parameters is carried out by the least- squares method,

with inclusion of off-diagonal term.s in the no-rmal equation rn.atrix

because of overlap of oxygen atoms in the (100) projection. Refine

m.ent of isotropic temperature parameters for separate atoms is

carried out with the use of difference syntheses, by m.ethods dif

fering somewhat fro'm. published ones. A general discussion of

isotropic temperature factor refinem.ent from differerence syn ....

theses is given. One stage of least-squares refinement using

410 (hhl) reflections is carried out, for com.parison with the (hkO)

refinement. The corresponding accuracy of interatoInic distances

is + O. 02 X. A large apparent tem.perature factor discrepancy be

tween the two refinements is attribute-d to a deviation in the con

trast of one of the X-ray photographs. The refined structure

differs from the trial structure in distortion of coordination poly

hedra, as found in other similar structures.. The arrange:m.ent

of protons in the structure is proposed from. structural arguITlents J

and the proposed arrangement requires the inclusion of at least

two fluorine atom.s per stoichiometric molecule.
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I. INTRODUC TION

The study of crystals by means of X-rays has introduced

new order and understanding into mineralogy. Before X-rays were

used l minerals could be described only by variable and sometimes

intangible physical properties, and could be classified only on the

basis of uncertain and frequently disputed chemical formulae,

whose relationships to the physical properties were at best con

jectural" This was especially true in the m.ineralogy and chem

istry of silicates$ whose complex structures allo'wa great variety

of substitutions of one elem.ent by others o The X-ray technique s

introduced by W 0 H. and W. L o Bragg,t with their discovery in

1913 of the diam.ond and rock salt structures, were developed and

strengthened by application to crystals of simple composition in

the early days of X-ray crystallogra.phY$ and then, beginning in

the 1920 f s, were turned upo,n the complicated silicate structures.

From. this study carne the idea that the silicate minerals group

them.selve s naturally into several large clas ses~ according to the

broad plans of their structure,t and that the structural plan of a

silicate mineral largely determ.ines its properties and hence its

role in chemical processes - an idea that has been widely and

fruitfully applied in geology.

Aberrant from the large and well-known classes of sili ....

cate minerals are a few rare species of relatively little geologic

interest but of definite significance crystallographically, because

of the unusual features of their structures. One of these is the

alumino silicate :mineral zunyite" whose structure is of a type
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unknown for any other substance o This unusual structure was pro

posed by Pauling in 1933. Professor Pauling showed that the pro

posed structure accounted well for the size of the unit cell and the

intensities of X-ray reflections fr'oITl cr'ystals of the mineral; but

the X-ray diffraction techniques available at the tim.e were not

capable of subjecting so com.plicated a structure to a systematic

study th.at would prove beyond any reason,able doubt that its atoms

were arrang,ed in the proposed way, and that could use the X-ray

data to deter:mine the most probable atomic positions. Although

the crystallographic world has not hesitated in general to accept

results of the stochastic method of discovering crystal structures:

som.e skepticism about the zunyite structure has prevailed" due

per'haps to th.e complexity of the proposed structure and to the fact

that Professor Pauling proposed not only the structure for the

mineral but also its chemical forITlula J which was also in dispute.

W. L. Bragg m.ay have regarded the structure as speculative,

for he did not include it in his celebrated book The Atorn.ic Structure

of Minerals.

During the last fifteen years powerful new methods have

been developed for the study of com.plicated crystal structures.

In view of the unique features of the proposed structure" it has

been desirable to reinvestigate zunyite to see whether the struc

ture can be establis.hed accor'ding to m.odern crystallographic

standards o This thesis presents the results of such a study. The

correctness of the atolTIic arrangeITlent proposed by Professor

Pauling has been verified" and all atoms in the crystal$ with the

exception of hydrogen, have been located to within a probable
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accuracy of a hundredth of an AngstroITl.

Although~ therefore, this thesis presents no essentially new

facts about the atolTIic arrangement in silicate m.inerals, the re suIts

of this study have made it possible to consider the unusual zunyite

structure in a detailed way that was not possible before its verifi

cation and refinement. At the present stage of progress in research

in the field of silicate structural chemistry, :most of the problems

of greatest interest concern structural details in substances whose

general atomic arrangement is already knowh J and interpretation

of these details in terms of the physical and chemical properties of

the materials and their possible application to geologic and other

problem.s. The recent intensive work on the structures of the feld

spars is a good example of this.

In keeping with the spirit of this' attack on structural prob

lems 3 we have endeavored to carry the present study as far toward

interpretation of the geologic role of zunyite as known data permit!

although, of course; our main concern has been strictly structural.

The very rarity of zunyite is indication of the special geologic set

ting of its occurrences, and of the very special co-nditions in the

earth which rn.ust have produced it. Our study has made it possible"

we believe» to outline these conditions with considerable confidenceo

But the bulk of this thesis will be devoted to derivation and

interpretation of accurate atomic positions. After surveying briefly

the developm.ent of ideas on the composition and structure of zuny

ite, we will present the X-ray data used in this investigation, and

then turn to the pro-cedure of testing and refining the proposed struc

ture by lTIeans of least squares and difference synthesis methods.
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It will be shown that the atornic paralneters obtained can be relied
o

on to +0. 00 I" and interatoITlic distances to tao 02 A. By use of the

refined distances" a number of features of interest in the structure

can be considered in detail, and in particular a satisfactory arrange-

ITlent of the protons in the structure can be postulated.
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II. HISTORICAL SKETCH

Zunyite was discovered in ores of the Zuni Mine,. on Anvil

Mountainl near Silverton, San Juan County" Colorado. It was first

described by W. F. Hillebrand in 1883 as occurring as hard., small,

clear, isotropic, perfectly developed tetrahedral crystals im.bedded

in a matrix of another previously unkn.own mineral" the sulfarsenide

of lead, guiterm.anite. Hillebrand had available only two sm.all

sam.ples of the fresh zunyite-guitermanite rock" altho'ugh he had

in addition a quantity of cloudy to opaque white, porcelain .... like,

partially altered crystals. He analyzed the crystals chem.ically,

but was obliged to use the partially altered material for his analyses.

The analys.es are given in Appendix 1$ together with all other pub

lished analyses of zunyite. Hillebr-and assigned the empirical for

m.ula RIB Al16 Si6 (0, F 2; G12)45' where R was to include the sup

posedly isomorphous substituents H, Na; and K.

S. L. Penfield discovered zunyite at the Charter Oak Mine,

five ITliles from. the Zuni Mine~ in 1852. Writing of his analyses,

he stated (18933 p. 398): tiThe agreement between the author's

and Mr. Hillebrand's analyses is very satisfactory. Especially the

percentages, of chlorine, fluorine, and hydroxyl~ which are regarded

as isom.orphous, are very close and yet there seems to be no defi-

nite proportion in which these constituents are related to one another."

Opinion on the com.position of zunyite underwent several

changes after Hillebrandts original formulation. This development

is sum.rn.arizedbyLo T. Nel(1930, p. 215):
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"Hillebrand1s original empirical formula was ITlodified
by Po Groth in 1889 as (SiO )3A1 2 [Al(OH, F, Cl) ] 6'
representing a basic orthostlicate analogous to t~e
garnet formula. B o Gassner and F. Mus sgnug in 1926~

insisting a~n a ratio Si:Al == 1:3 gave as alternate formula

SiOZ- AIOFo 2AlOZH or SiGZ- AlF(OH)Zo ZAIOZH

and

2SiO Z- 2AIOF- 3AIOZHo Al(OH)3 J

while later, in or'der to conforITl with the results given
by X .... ray analysis$ Gassner again readjusted the for
mula to

3 SiOzo3AIO(F., Cl)o 4AIOZH. 2Al(OH) 3 •

J 0 McCrae (1929), who analyzed crystals of zunyite discovered by

L. To Nel at Postm.asburg, South ....L\.frica, wrote:

"The form.ulaassigned to zunyite is Al6(OHJ F"Cl)lZ(Si04 )3 0

The amount of chlorine in the specimens (say,
2 0 50/0) shows that whereas a halogen-fr'ee zunyite rnight
be formulated as 4Al(OH)3 0 Z.Lz\.IZ03- 3SiOZ.t the speci
m.ens contain chlorine replacing hydroxyl to the extent
expressed by the (doubled) form.ula

AICl(OH)Zo 2AIFZOHG 5Al(OH)3° 4AIZ0 3a 6SiOZ.?

but in the South African specimen hydroxyl has been re
placed only to an extent approxim.ately represented by
the (quadrupled) form.ula

2AICl(OH)2· AIF (OH)Z8 13Al(OH)3- 8AIZ0 3·12Si02 •

~. Gassner (1927) was the first to stuc;ly zunyite by m.eans

of X-rays. He m.ade powder photographs using iron and also copper

radiation and determined the size of the (cubic) unit cell as a =
o

13.80 X.D. and 13.97 2:004 X.D. for the respective radiations.

On the basis of the chem.ical study of Gossner and Mussgnug (1926)

he accepted the formula

Si 0 · AIO · (~ F + 4 Cl)' 1 AI 0 (OH) · 12 H 0
Z 19 19 19 2

-3
and$ from. the m.easured density" 2~ 878 gm em. ,found six mole ....

cules of this com.position in the unit cell. He assigned the point

group symmetry Td 0 From oscillation photographs about [lOOJ ,
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[110], and [lllJ as oscillation axes he derived a mean value

a o =13 4 93 x. U.) based on the layer-line spacingso On the photo

graph around [110J all odd layer lines were absent, due to extinc-

tion of all reflections with mixed indices. This indicated face-

centering" w'hich could natt however$ be in harmony with the

num.ber of m.olec'ules found in the unit cell. Gossner therefore

dismissed the systematic extinction evidence and assigned the

I -
mineral to space-group Td - P4 3m~ stating that among all

space groups isoITlorphous with T d , only in T~ could plausible

atom.ic positions be foundo He com.m.ented (1927, S. Bo p. 468)

as follows:

"(1) Das falsche VerhElltnis der Translatianen (T
lOO

: T
l10

:

T ill ::; 1: t f2: J3 anstatt 1: J2 :J3 fur T I ) U:t~t sich viel
lelcht so erkULren, dass durch das sehr fh.nliche Beugungs
verrnt3gen von Si and Al fUr die RtSntgenuntersuchung eine
zu kleine Translation T 110 vorgetauscht wird o tI

This was the state of affairs when Pauling (1933) under-

took the study of zunyite. Pauling confirm.ed the point- gro,up

symmetry T d found by Gossner but assigned the crystals to

space group T~ - F 4 3 m, regarding the face-centering trans

lations as significant. He then reviewed published analyses of

the mineral by calculating the number of atoms of Si, All OH3 F ~

and Cl present in the fundalTIental unit (one fourth of the unit cell),

using a density f :;;: 2. 89 gm cm-3 and using the value a
o

::; 13. 82 X.U.

found by him from. an oscillation photographo By assuming that

fluorine could substitute for hydroxyl in the structure but not for

chlorine" and that aluminiuITl could be expected to replace silicon

to some extent; he arrived at the provisional forITlula (OH I F) 18
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The choice of this formula was an excellent demonstration

of the value of X-ray study in deciding compositional questions.

The size of the cell determined the number of atoms in the funda

m.ental unit, and this restricted the Al :5i ratio o Because the

num.ber of silicon atoms was calculated consistently at about 4. 6

for all analyses (see .Appendix II) there had to be at least 5 silicon

type positions in the structure, with therefore some substitution

of aluminium for silicono Finally, the recognition of the distinct

structural roles of Cl and F ~ contrary to previous investigations,

allowed a satisfactory as signrnent of anion com.position and a

(partial) explanation for Penfieldts observationa p. ~l on the OH"

F ~ and Cl content.

With this fo'rm.ula, with a knowledge of the space group

and cell dimensions, and using the coordination theory of ionic

crystals and the electrostatic valence rule (Pauling" 1939, po 378

384) Pauling was able to for:mulate a detailed atomic arrangement

for zunyite. This arrangement is the trial structure used in the

present investigation, and we present F1auling[s derivation and

description of it in Chapter 3 0

Pauling then measured the intensities of 72 X-ray re

flections on oscillation photographs of zunyite made with Mo Ka

radiation. U sing the proposed structure he calculated intensities

to be expected for these reflections, applying Lorentz and polari

zation corrections but no tem.perature factor" The calculated

values agreed well with the observed values. All strong reflec

tions were accounted for, and there was general agree:rnent be

tween calculated and observed values for m.oderate and weak
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reflections" The overall agreeInent m.ay be judged from the value

of the mean discrepancy

L:llo-Icl
R; = -...t1L--_--

[ 1 0
'}

(the SUITl being over all observed reflections)$ which for Pauling t s

data (1933" p. 450) is O. 29. Considering the fact that Lipson and

Cochran (1953 t p. 147) regard a value of O. 4 for the residual

R == ~ II F;, I - !Fell
I z: IFo I

as indicating that a proposed structure is probably correct, and

realizing that I == IF 1
2

, it is clear that Pauling's structure is

promising.
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1110 THE TRIAL STRUCTURE

Pauling's discussion (1933, ppo 446-448) of his derivation

of the trial structure is illuminating, and because it provides an

excellent description of this structure, we reproduce it here:

It Let us first assum.e that there are six equivalent
silicon ato:ms in the fundam.ental unit, that is, 24 or
more in the unit cube~ (a) If there are 24 equivalent
and distinct tetrahedra, the 24 Si occupy 24a or 24b (in
Wyckoff! s notation)o No value of the parall1eter pre
vents infraction of the condition 0-0 ?- 2 0 4A.t eliminating
this possibilityo (b) If the 24 equivalent silicon tetra
hedra share corners, these corners lie on three-fold
axes, which makes 0= cornm.on to three silicon tetra
hedra) contradicting as sum.ption 3 0

The only remaining positions for 20 or 24 silicon
atOITlS are 16a plus one or two of the positions 4b, 4c,
4d l and 4e. Agreement with the electrostatic valence
rule with silicon tetrahedra in 4b (or c, d" e) is reached
only when the corners are shared with other tetrahedra.
The crystals must consequently contain groups of five
tetrahedra such as shown in Fig. 10

The formula suggests that the unit contains four
groups of twelve octahedra, with point-group syrn
ITletry Td (positions 4b, c, d, e)o Such groups, shown
in Fig o 2, occur in spinelo A framework might be con
structed by sharing the tetrahedral groups of Fig. 1
with these, the three oxyge,n atoms labeled A in Fig. 2
forming the base of a tetrahedron. The chemical
formula and the electrostatic valence rule require,
however, that the atoms labeled B be shared with
similar octahedra in a neighboring group, and it is
found that this sharing is not geometrically pas sible.

If the groups of three octahedra be inverted, the
group of twelve shown in Fig. 3, also with point-group
symmetry T d, is obtained. When four such groups are
placed in the positions 4b, it is found that the corners B
of one group (at 0 0 a , say) can be shared with the
corners B' of an adjacent group (at t 0 i), and that
such sharing for regular octahedra with Al-O :;.: 10 89 A
leads to a value of 13 0 82 A for a • in exact agreement
with the observed value o Moreo~er, the groups of five
tetrahedra can be placed in position 4<1, and tetrahedron
corners shared with corners A with only a slight dis
tortion (of a few hundredths of an Angstrtlm). This
agreement in dimensions makes it highly probable
that this is the fram.ework of zunyiteo
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Fi,S. 1· The 815 °16 group of linked

tetrahedra. From Pauling (1933).

.Pauling \
l
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Fig. 2. The zunyite structure. From Pauling (1933).

Flg~ 1$ From Pa.uling (1933).
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Agreement with the electrostatic valence rule is
satisfactory except for the oxygen atoITIs C (Fig. ~),

COITllTI.on to only three octahedrae It is seen" however,
that these atoms occur in groups of four~ which can be
combined to tetrahedra by placing alulTIinurn. ions in
positions 4e, the total bond strengths then becom.ing
2 1/40 The four chlorine ions o'ccuPY'positions 4c"
4b being ruled out by the sm.all Cl .... -0- distance it
leads to (2 0 72 A, SUITl of radii 3. 21 A). II

The resulting structure is described as follows, using the

notation of the International Tables for X-ray Crystallography

(1952$ p. 325):

4 Cl in b

4 Sir in c

4 AIr in d

16 Sill in e~ xl := O. 11 7

48 AlII in h, x 7 ::: 0.089 1 z7 := -00 228

16 01 in e, x 2 ::: .... 0. 177

16 all in e$ x 3 == 0", 184

24 0111 (OH, F) in f, x 4 := O. 273

48 QIV (OH1 F) in h, X s ::; 00 181, Zs :=: 0 0 545

48 0v in h, x 6 =O. 139, z6 ;; O. 006

The main features of the structure may be surn:marized

as follows:

I. The SiS0 16 group of linked silicon tetrahedra; no other

structure is known to have this group, the only finite groups of

linked silica tetrahedra being rings" or else pairs SiZ0 70

2. The group of coordinated aluminum octahedra: this

group is also unique$ its closest relative being fo~u.nd in the

structure of diaspore.
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3. The isolated alulTIinium. tetrahedra: this feature is

unique, as is also the linking of the silicon tetrahedra in an

alum.inosilicate material whose composition would allow all

silicon tetrahedra to be isolated and linked with alum.inum octa

hedra or tetrahedra, as in the structures of the polym.orphs

of Al2SiOso
4 0 The chlorine atom. occupying cavities in the frame

work of linked octahedra and tetrahedra: this has its counter

part in the structures of sodalite and th~ ultramarines.

50 The vacancy in the structure at the center of the

large group of coordinated alurninu:m octahedra.

6. Linking of the tetrahedral and octahedral groups:

this builds up a sphalerite-type arrangement with the tetra

hedral group's at positions correspo'nding to" say, the zinc

atoms and the octahedral groups corresponding to sulfurJ and

is a typical arrangernent in cubic crystals o
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IV. THE X-RAY DATA

I. Material.--The zunyite used in the present study is from

the Zuni Mineo .The material is the same as used originally by ProfG

PaulingJ and was obtained by him. from R. M. Wilke in Palo Alto 3

Califarnia o It consists of fresh zunyite-guitermanite racko Samples

of this were crushed and the small tetrahedral zunyite crystals

were selected by hand under the binocular microscope. Crystals

selected varied in size from O. 2 to O. 8 !TIm, and were clear, well

formed tetrahedra showing a sITlall negative tetrahedral truncation.

All crystals from. the zunyite-guitermanite rock contain black in

clusions, which W. F. Hillebrand (1885 1 p. 127) identified as rutile.

Crystals for the present study were selected as free from these in

clusions as possible, and contained at ITlost two or three minute

black particles less than 0 01 ITIm. in size.

Crystals which supplied X-ray data used in the present study

are listed in Table I. The octahedral habit of crystal No. 1 resulted

from near equal developITlent of the positive and negative tetrahedral

faces. This crystal was selected because of its near equant shape"

to m.inimize errors due to absorption.

Each crystal was mounted on the end of a glass fiber at ....

tached to a standard goniometer pino Mounting was by the hot-wire

technique using shellac o

Crystals were oriented first by means of a two-circle opti

cal goniometer o Positive tetrahedr-al faces give strong signals"

som.etim.es sharp and clear, but usually m.ultiple with 3 t6 10 sig ....

nals~ forITling a pattern extending for several minutes of arc in
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latitude and longitudeo The angle between face normals was al-

o
ways within 5 Ininutes of the ideal value! 109 28 i , and for sharp

signals" within 1 minute of this value.

The orientation was checked and small cor-rections were

made by m.eans of Laue photographs, one of which is reproduced

in Fig. 5. It was found, however, that optical orientation was

adequate and that only final corrections with the crystals in place

in the Weissenberg or oscillation cameras were necessary.

2. X-Ray Photographs.--A list of all X-ray photographs

used in this study is given in Table II. The photographs were

made on Eastman no-screen X-ray film3 and processed by standard

procedures. Multiple fillTIS (in groups of three) to provide three

intensity ranges for a given exposure are lettered a.t b" c. With

copper radiation the three film.s were placed directly one behind

the other in the cam.era. With Mo KG. radiation it is necessary

to interleave brass foil between the films to get an adequate range

of intensities.

3. Oscillation Photographs.--The purpo'se of these photo-

graphs was to check the size of the unit cell, to gather preliminary

x- ray intensity data~ and to record intensitie's for reflections

occurring at angles too sm.all to observe in the Weissenberg

cam.eras using Mo Ka radiation. The photographs were made

on Tube Stand No. 1 in the X-ray laboratory of the Chemistry De-

partment, California Institute of T echnologYe The X- ray tube of

this apparatus is of the self .... rectifying "gas tube" type a with alu-

:minium cathode and copper target, operated under continuous

evacuation using an air leak to maintain a suitable pressure of
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Fi5· 2.
parallel to [110]
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TABLE I

CRYSTALS

Crystal No. Size Habit Rotation Use
Axis

I O. 8 InITl Octahedral [100J Weissenberg Pho ~ Mo KC{

3 0.2 Tetrahedral [100J Oscillation~ Rotn., eu KOl

5 0.2 It' [110J Weissenberg Ph., Mo Koc.

TABLE II

X-RAY PHOTOGRAPHS

FilITl
XI. Purpose

Tube Camera Rad. Filter Exp. Notes
No. Stand Time

1 3 Layer line 1 Osee #1 Cu none 1.6 hrOs c
o

spacing
angle
30°

2a-c II Intensitie s It II tt It 3 0 2
0

O.a.IS

3a .... c it If tI II It 11 3. 1 "
4a-c II 11 " II 1f t1 3. 1 If

5a-e II 11 " II tt 11 3.4 11

6 Weiss. #4544 " 0.5
0

7 1 Orient. Mo Ooa.19

lla-c It Intensitie s II it n Zr 140 1 1= 0

12 3 Cell size 1 C. 10 T. Powd. eu none 3. 6 Rotation

17a-e u Intens o t1 Osee #1 II " scaled IncIo (660)
scale

18a-c 1 It 6 Weiss. #4544 Mo Zr tf 11

I9a-c n Intensities It n 11 If 14. 7 1= 0

23a-c it IntenSe 11 Weiss. #673 11 t1 scaled Incl. (660)scale

26a .... c 5 Intensities it It 11 11 30.5
0

O. a. 215

28a-c If II " It II " 47.6
0

O. a.125

29a-c It Intens o It tI II tI scaled Incl. (660)
scale
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air in the tube. The photographs were made using Camera No.1,

of radius 50. 08 + 0 0 02 rnrn (as measured by J. Ac Iber s). One of

the photographs is shown in Fig. 6.

The photographs were indexed using a Bernal chart" by

the graphical method described by Buerger (1942, po 196). All

e'quatorial reflections ( h k 0) were indexed, but only such general

reflections (h k 1) on higher layer lines as were necessary to corn ....

plete the set of (h h 1) intensities.

Intensities of the reflections were estimated by visual

com.parison of the spots on the photographs with a set of standard

spots. The standard spots were made by taking a series of seven

exposures on one set of 3 films, using a given oscillation range,

the exposure times for the succes sive exposures being devised to

fartn a logarithmic scale in logarithlTIic intervals of O. 10

Intensities were m.easured of all equatorial reflections on

photographs 2-5 produced by the Cu Ko
1

and. Cu KaZ (when resolved)

lines. Intensities were recorded in logarithm.ic form o The film

factor was estimated by aver-aging the logarithmic differences be

tween intensities of spots due to the same reflection appearing on

successive photographs. Insufficient data were available to estim.ate

with confidence the fillTI factors for the pairs (a$ b) and (h, c) sep

aratelyo The film factor determined was 3. 7 0

Determination of the film. factor provides a m.ethod of es

tirnating the internal precision ,of visual estimation, by observing

the scatter in the logarithmic differences of (independently esti ....

mated) intensities for the sam.e reflection. The standard deviation
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TABLE III

COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED INTENSITIES

Reflection Pauling (1933) This Investigation

020 " 5 • 71

040 .0 • 19

060 .. 1 o 32

080 .4 o 79

0 10 0 • 2 • 60

0 12 0 1. 0 1. 32

220 .. 6 " 29

240 .0 .0

260 " 1 " 21

280 1. 0 • 93

2 10 0 • 0 • 05

2 12 a • 0 o 22

440 2 1. 44

460 .0 • 00

480 • 0 • 10

4 10 0 o 0 o 03

660 10 lao 0

680 CD 2 " 27

880 3 3. 1
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for a single visual m.easurem.ent was estiITlated in this way at (f == 0 0 04

for m.oderate and strong reflections" and at (J::: O. 08 for faint reflec-

tions. These standard deviations correspond respectively to scatters

of about ZO/o and 4% in the intensities.

Intensities for resolved Ka
1

-- Ka.
Z

doublets were corrected

to log (1 Ko< + I v ) by assum.ing log I K - log I K := O. 3. The
I r\o(2, 0(, G(1

value estim.ated for this difference from the X-ray data was 0 0 38 0

The photographs were corrected to the intensity scale of pho-

tograph No. 2a by adding constants to the logarithmic intensities of

photographs 3-5, the constants being determined by a comparison

of the estimated intensities of reflections appearing on TIlore than

one photograph. There were four to seven such reflections for each

comparison.

The resulting intensitie s of the 19 equatorial reflections m.ea-

sured by Pauling (1933, p. 450) were reduced to a scale consistent

with Pauling's. The cOITlparison is shown in Table III, and indicates

the scatter to be expected between the two sets of datao

The logarithm.ic intensities of the complete set of 37 equa-

torial reflections (h k 0) were then corrected for the Lorentz

factor and f'or the polarization factor (Jam.es~ 1950$ p. 39). This

(

J + cos
z 2e)

was done by subtracting log. from. each reflection,
sin 2e

the values of e being calculated from. the Bragg relation

A/h2
+ ~Sin 8 == ~

2ao

where a was taken equal to 13. 87 A.o

The resulting logarithmic intensities were used for com.-

parison with intensitie s derived from. Crystal No.1" as discussed

in the next sectiono
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4. Weissenberg Photographs around [100J fa --These photo

graphs$ using Crystal No o 1, provided the X-ray intensities for the

m.ain refinement of the structureo The photographs were m.ade

with standard Buerger-type equi-inclination Weissenberg cam.era

assem.blies o The radiation used was from the molybdenum target

of a G. E. X
R

-4 tube operated at 50, 000 volts cathode potential o

The radiation was filtered through zirconium.

Owing to the relati~ely large unit cell size and s:mall wave

length of radiation used, the spacing of the layer lines on photo .....

graphs m.ade with the Buer'ger cam.eras was so small, as shown

in Fig. 7, that it was necessary to narrow the layer line screen

to a width of about 1 lnITl, using lead foil, to achieve separation of

single layer lines in the Weissenberg arrangement.

A typical equatorial Weissenberg is shown in Fig. 8. In

dexing of these photographs is carried out in the usual way with

the guidance of lattice-row plats of the kind described by Buerger

(1942,t p. 274). An unfortunate feature of these photographs is

the splitting of the spots, which is particularly prolTIinent on the

lower half of the film. This is caused by the presence in the crys

tal of two separate individuals oriented slightly differentlyo The

prom.inence of the splitting on one half of the photograph and not

on the other is the effect of the translational motion of the Weiss

enberg caInerao The misorientation responsible for the effect

consists in a s:mall misorientation ~<Pl about some axis in the

equatorial plane" com.bined with a small azimuthal misorientation

8epZ about the crystal rotation axis" .6.<}>1 and 6<P2 being approxi

:m.ate1y equal. This interpretation is borne out by the fact that
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Fig. 7

e the short layer line spaoing.
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the sp.itting is approximately constant for a given central lattice

line on a given half of the film.

While this splitting is objectionable! it is not particularly

serious, because usual practice (S. Samson, in conversation) is

to estimate intensities only on one half of the Weissenberg film..t

the intensities on opposite side~ not being directly comparable

owing to the effects of ca:mera translation. Intensities were there ....

fore estimated only on the half of the film showing little to no

splitting. Intensity estim.ation, film factor estimation, and cor

rection for Ku
1
-Ka2 doubling and for Lorentz and polarization

factors on the Weissenberg film.s were carried out in the usual

way, as described in the previous section. The amount of data

(133 reflections) was sufficient to allow separate estim.ation of

the film. factors for the front pair and rear pair of filrns. For

the front pair (closer to the crystal) the factor was 4 0 0 and for

the rear pair 5. 0, a significant difference. This difference in

film. factors is presum.ably due to the greater amount of fluores.

cent radiation impinging on the m.iddle and back films than on

the front film., owing to the fact that the m.iddle and back films

are faced with rnetal on both sides, while the forward side of

the front film is free (5. Sam.son, in conversation).

The number of non-equivalent reflections which could

appear on the (h k 0) Weissenberg ph'otographs was 163. Of

these, 133 were observed. For each of the remaining reflections

an estimate was ITlade of the m.inimum observable intensity, and

an intensity was recorded of half this value.
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Intensities of the cOll1plete set of (h k 0) reflections were

estimated both on photographs 11 a-c and photo graphs 19 a-co

From. a comparison of the two sets of data, an estimate of the

precision of visual estiInation was possible. For intensities

greater than 4 times the smallest observable, the standard devi-

ation of the population log I (19)-log I (11) was estimated at 0 0 07,o 0

giving an estilTIated standard deviation for a single visual estima

tion of O. 07 / J2 == 0.05 0 This corresponds to a scatter of about

12% in the estimated intensities, and is in harmony with vari ....

ance estimates based on film. factor determination. A similar

comparison of the Weissenberg data from photographs 11 a-c

and the oscillation photograph data (Photos 2-5) gave an esti-

mated standard deviation for the lo'garithrn.ic difference of D. 09,

showing that the oscillation and Weissenberg data were in essen-

tial agreem.ent within the lim.it of esti:mation error a This latter

com.parison was made, of course~ after correcting the separate

sets of data for the Lorentz and polarization effects.

The final set of logarithmic (h k 0) intensities was ob-

tained by averaging the data from. photographs 2-5 1 11 a-c, and

19 a-c.

50 Weissenberg Photographs around [110J • --Because

the zunyite structure l having tetrahedral sym.metry, has a center

of symmetry only in projection on llOO!, the (h k 0) clata were

used for the m.ajor refinement, the center of sym.rnetry greatly

sim.plifying the calculations. For the investigation of certain de-

tails" however a it was necessary to have non-centrosym.m.etric

data. For this purpos e the proj ection of the structur e on (11o)
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was studied" by using data from. equatorial Weissenberg photo

graphs with [110J as rotation axis. These photographs were m.ade

using Crystal Noo 5. Because of the sm.all size of this crystal"

the \}10] Weissenbergs have a very different appearance from the

[IOOJ Weissenbergs. Photograph 28 is shown in Fig. 9 as an

exampleo The individual spots are elongated into short' ovoids"

whose axes all have a slope of about 1 on the film~ quite distinct

from the slope of 2 for central lattice lines, or the horizontal

slope of the typical elongated Weissenberg spots produced by ro

tating a needle-shaped crystal parallel to the needle axis. This

slope of one results from the fact that for Crystal No. 5 the angle

subtended by the crystal at the film is small compared to the di

vergence of the X-ray beam.•.

Reflections on these photographs have indices (h hI).

Indexing the spots is com.plicated slightly by the fact that sys "'"

tematic extinctions cause the row lines parallel to [111J and

Ul flin the reciprocal lattice to be very prominent, while the

row lines parallel to [OOlJ and [11 OJ are difficult to follow.

Visual estimation and reduction of the intensities were carried

out in the same way described in the preceding sections~ but

Lorentz and polarization corrections were not applied, and in

tensities were converted directly from. the logarithms, after

appropriate conversion to a scale approximating zk, Ie. Fur

ther reduction of the data was accomplished entirely on IBM

rnachines~ as described in Chapter VII. The nurn.ber of possible

(h h 1) reflections was 410, of which 340 were observed.
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Intensities for (h 0 0), (h h 0) al~d (h h h) reflections

were measured on both photographs 26 a-c and 28 a-co The

estim.ated standard deviation for log I (28) - lo'g I (26) waso 0

0-= 00 07 $ indicating that the rneasurelTIent errors for these photo ....

graphs were essentially the same as for the (h k 0) data. Ob-

served and calculated data for (h k 0) and(h h 1) reflections are

given in Appendix II.

6. Densitometric Intensity Measurements ..... -In the

cour se of refining the structure 1 it was found that the calculated

intensities of the strongest reflections were in every case sig-

nificantly weaker than the observed intensities 3 in contrast to

the ITlore usual situation where the strong reflections are weaker

than expected owing to extinction and m.ultiple reflection (James a

1950, pp. 25 and 49). To investigate this anomalous situation it

was neces sary to measure accur'ately the intensities of the

strong reflections, which even on the third film. are too dens e

to allow confident visual estimation. Measurements were there-

fore undertaken with a Capstaff-Purdy densitoITleter.

The m.easured Hand D curve (density vS G log intensity)

of standard intensity filITls 23 a-c is shown in Fig e 10. The

measurements can be reproduced to a precision of one or two

hundredths on the (logarithInic) density scale for intensities in

the lower part of the curve. For high intensities the measure-

ments becom.e mo,re inaccurate~ because of stray light coming

into the field of view around the spot. It was found~ in fact$

that if the oc'ular of the densitom.eter is not pressed down
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firm.ly'against the film., the Hand D curve exhibits a flattening

out at the highest densities, as though the upper knee of the curve

is reached and the saturation density approached. But there is

in fact no such effect, as shown in Fig. 10, which includes rn.ea

surernents up to the highest densities on the standard film.s o

Using the Hand D curve for calibration, intensities were

lTIeasured for a selected group of reflection on films 11 a- c and

19 a-c. Particular attention was paid to strong spots and to spots

lying along central lattice lines~ where visual estimation is im

paired by the white radiation streak. For each spot a density

was measured at the center of the spot, and then a background

density of white radiation fog was m.easured on the low- e side

of the spot" (the high-6 side was avoided in most cases because

there is frequently a significant contribution to the white radia

tion streak there by the reflection in question}o The spot and

background density were converted separately to absolute inten

sities (not logarithms), subtracted, and the resulting intensity

reconverted to logarithmic form for scale factor determination.

Comparison of photographs II and 19 measured in this way gave

an estimated standard deviation of <r'= 0.06 for log Id(ll) -

log I
d

(19)" or (f::: 0.04 for a single estimation(O T'his value is

significantly higher than the precision of measurement, and

shows that intensity measurement is affected by other erro'rs

than random errors of m.easurem.ent.

A comparison of structure factors calculated from the

final structure with observed structure factor s ITleasured densi

tom.etrically and estimated visually is given in Table IV. Although
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the residual R
1

fO.r this data is lowered from. Oe 12 to O. 09 by the

densitom.etric rneasurements t the improvem.ent does not see?'l

striking o One m.ay justifiably conclude that the im.provernent-

does not adequately repay the considerably greater effort required

in re,ducing the measurements o The chief advantage of using the

densitometer is that it frees the observor froIn the plaguing sense

of subjectivity attendant on visual estim.ationo

It is not possible tq make densitom.etric measurements

on the (h h 1) data$ because the spot size produced by Crystal

No. 5 was smaller than the field of the densitometer.

7" Com.parison of Intensity Estimates. --As has been rnen-

tioned~ the (h k 0) data from photographs 2 - 5, 11~ and 19 showed

essential agreeITlent within the error of measurement. Reflec-

tions of the type (h h 0) and (h 0 0) occur both among these data

and in the ,(h h 1) data derived from photographs 26 and 28. A

comparison of these two sets of data showed consid-erably greater

scatter than could be expected from. the errors of measurem.ent:

the estiITlated standard deviatio'n of dl =log I (26" 28) - log I (11, 19)
o 0

being (j::; OQ 2. With the idea that this scatter might be due to ef-

fects depending on the Bragg angle~ such as the Lorentz and po-

1arization corrections, the values of JJ were plotted against

Sin
2 e , as shown in Fig. 11. There is no definite indication of

a regression in this plot. When plotted against log I 3 however Io

a definite linear regres sion is suggested$ as shown in Fig. 12.

The scatter about the visually estimated regression line gives a

standard deviation estilTIate of O. 1, m.uch more reasonable in
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TABLE IV

RESULTS OF DENSITOMETER MEASUREMENTS

Reflection F F F
0 0 c

Est. Meas.

040 2. 5 2.8 2.2

a 6 0 4.5 50 1 3. 3

o 8 0 6. 3 8. 1 8. 5

o 10 0 9.0 8.9 9.0

o 12 0 18 0 0 19.0 18.0

o 14 0 3. 6 3. 7 3. 1

a 16 0 7.0 6.2 6.3

o 18 0 1. 2 0.9 0.3

o 20 0 2.2 I. 8 2. I

o 22 0 10.0 10.2 10.2

o 24 0 4.0 4.4 4. 6

o 26 0 2.2 I. 9 2. 7

o 28 0 3. 2 3. 5 3.0

o 30 0 2.5 2.8 3.4

o 32 0 1. 8 I. 5 2.0

o 34 0 3. 2 5.0 4.8

o 36 0 2. 8 2.9 3. 1

440 11. 0 10.2 10.4

660 45.0 41. 7 36.3

880 25 •. 0 24.5 22 8 2

10' 10 0 4. a 3. 5 4.2

12 12 0 9.0 10.5 9.8
14 14 0 14.0 14.4 14.3

16 16 0 5.0 4. 5 5. 1

18 18 0 5. 0 4.5 5.2

20 20 0 2.2 1. 4 2.4

22 22 0 7 0 0 9.8 9. 1

26 26 0 2.0 1. 9 2.2
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relation to the m.easurernent errors.

The plot of Jl. against log I shows that there is a distincto

tendency for the intensities of stro'ng reflections to be stronger in

photographs 26 and 28 than in photographs 11 and 19, and fo'r the

reverse for weak reflections, suggesting that there is a difference

in contrast) between the two sets of film.s.t either for the standard

intensity films used or for the Weissenberg photographs~ or both;?

but in such a way that the effects are not compensated for in in-

tensity estilTIation.

This discrepancy between the two sets of intensities we

will call the "contrast problemtl
• Although the arrlount of data

available in Fig. 12 can only suggest the effect, the cOlTIplete study

of the (h k 0) and (h h 1) intensities is able to establish it definitelyo

The contrast effect has three repercussions: (1) it affects the

tem.perature facto"rs s'trongly; (2) it causes a problem in the com.-

parison of calculated and observed intensities for strong reflec-

tions$ giving rise: we believe, to the anom.aly mert ioned above;

and (3) it raises the question as to how great an effect a systematic

error of this kind can have on the atomic positions derived o

FroITl an intercomparison of rneasure:ments made on the

various photographs with the use of different standard intensity

films it is possible to argue that the discrepancy between the

sets of data is caused by a contrast error in photograph 29. This

conclusion should be tested experiITlentally. The arguments for

it are too lengthy to include here: but they are substantiated by

a detailed study of the (h h 1) intensities, discussed in Chapter IV.
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On the strength of this conclusion, the (h k 0) refineITlent of the

structure ITlay be pursued without fear of appreciable system.atic

error s of the kind introduced by the contrast problem.

8 0 Absorption Correctiono --From. data in the Internationale

Tabellen (1935, po 577)~ the absorption coefficient for Mo Ka. is

calculated to be fA::: 10. 5 cm -1 in a substance of composition

(OH)18 Al 13 SiS 020 Cl and density p = 2.90. The optimum. crys

tal size is then 2 mm~ almost 3 tilTIes as large as the largest

crystal used. The absorption corrections for the large crystal

(Noo 1), which has approximately equant shape, may be judged

from Table I, p. 584" of the Internationale Tabellen, which gives

absorption corrections to be applied to intensities of reflection

from a cylinder of radius r and absorption coefficient f for

various values of the Bragg angle e,. Taking an average equa

torial diam.eter of O. 6 rom for Crystal No. I~ giving f r := O. 31

the correction factor varies by only 10/0, in the range froIn

e:; 0° to e:;::: 90° 0 Although this correction is negligible, the

crystal is approaching the upper limit of size for which absorp

tion corrections are small. For ~T ::: 0.5, the variation is lOo/o~

which is appreciable" though probably not significanta because the

probable error of visual intensity estimation is about 10% 0 These

estimates cannot predict the absorption effects due to the depar

ture from. cylindrical shape. However l it seems apparent that

these effects are negligible for Crystal No.1" and certainly so

for Crystal No. 50
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Ve THE SIZE OF THE UNIT CELL

It has been desirable to redeterm.ine the size of the zunyite unit

cell to check against previous values and to make certain the conversion-

frolTI atomic parameters to interatomic distanceso Layer-line spacings

on oscillation photographs gave a mean value of t, = ).C/11 ao =0.110.

When this value was used in indexing the oscillation photographs, a

systematic difference between expected and observed positions appeared ..

This difference was proportional to reciprocal radius S , and could be

eliminated by a re,vision of ~, to O. Ill.

The most accurate determination of ~, was derived from a

Straumanis photograph (No. 12, see Fig .. 13) II1ade with Crystal Noo 3.
the

With nearly correct value J, = 0 .. III it was possible to attempt index
f\

ing of the 3 equatorial spots at highest Bragg angle on the Straurnanis

photograph. High-angle reflections were used because they give the

most accurate determination of a , the accuracy being proportional too

which increases as Q ~ 90
0

• Bragg angles were measured by the

usual Straurn.anis technique, using three reflections at small angle to

fix the ze = 0° position.. The reflections were found to be (12. 12. 0),

(16. 6. 0) and (16. 8.0) and gave values t, = 0.1111, 0.1110, and O. 11104,

the last value being for (16.8.0») at a Bragg angle Q = 83?3 ..

These m.easurernents were regarded as prelim.inary, and were

made on a North American-Phillips powder film-measuring viewer.

The alTIount of data available on the Straumanis photograph (about
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50 equatorial reflections) would make possible an accurate statistical

determination of the cell size.. Although this has not been carried out,

the results of the prelirninary measurements show that we can adopt

with some confidence the value ~, = 0 .. 11104 + .. 00005 ..

Using the most recent value (Clark, 1956) A
C

~ = 1.5405 X ,
Ll 1\()J

o
we derive a = 13.874 + .007 A D This value is to be compared witho -

o
Pauling's (1933, p .. 442) value of a

o
= 13 .. 82 A.. The ratio

13 .. 874/13. 82 = 1 0 0039 is in part accounted for by the difference

between the tt.Angstrornn q.nits employed in 1933, now called k X. De,
o

and present-day Angstrom. units, there being 1 .. 0020 A in one k X .. U.
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VI. THE PROCEDURE OF

TESTING AND REFINING THE STRUCTURE

1 e General. - - The present study of the zunyite structure can

be divided into three phas es: (1) testing and preliminary refinement using

a limited part of the (h k 0) data; (2) systematic refinement by least

squares and difference synthesis Inethods using all (h k 0) data; (3) final

study of (h h 1) data for cOlTIparison with results of the (h k 0) refinement

and for answering certain questions which could not be tested with

(h k 0) data.

The testing and preliminary refinement was carried out by hand

calculation of structure factors and of Fourier line and plane projections.
1 .

Systern9-tic refineIT1ent .began with the use of the least squares :method,

but difficulties in applying this IT1ethod to the refinement of temperature

parameters made it desirable to use difference maps so that the effects

of parameter changes could be directly seen. After refinement of

temperature parameters using this method, the final refinement of the

structure was completed by the least squares method. The calculations

required for handling (h h 1) data are so extensive that only a liITlited

study of these data could be made. However, projections on the (110)

plane ve.rified all of the essential results of the (h k 0) refinem.ent.

In this chapter we describe this refinement process from the

standpoint of the results obtained and of the motivation for the pro-

cedure. Our aim is to present a relatively coherent picture of the r.e-

fine:ment and to point Qut the special problems which arose, problerrls

which seem to be of general interest in connection with modern struc-

tural refinement methods. To do this we postpone discussion or
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derivation of the details of these rneth.ods until later chapters.

2m Testing and Preliminary RefinelTIentm -- The zunyite space

group has tetrahedral sYlTImetry and therefore has no centers of

sylTIlTIetry. The projection of T ~ on the {I 00 ~ plane has the plane

group symmetry p4rn (International Tables, 1952, po 66)0 Because this

plane group contains 2-fold axes, it is centrosyrnrnetric, corresponding

to the fact that the octahedron and tetrahedron cannot be distinguished

when projected onto {I DO}. Because all crystallographic calculations

are silTIplified for centros'yrn.rnetry, because refinement may be expected

to be faster for centro'sytnmetric than for non-centrosym:metric data, and

because the variances of atotnic positions derived from a given amount of

data are expected to be twice as great for non-centrosymmetric structures

as for centrosym.rnetric ones (Cruickshank, 1950, po 72), the fl003 pro-

jection was chos en, for the main refinement of the structure 0 This pro-

jection is described by the (h k 0) data ..

Preliminary testing of the structure was carried out using (h k O)

slightly beyond the copper limit at

There were 43 reflections in this group.

. 2 \2 Q-2
data Qut to SIn Q/ /\ = O. 5 A ,

0 .... 2
0.42 A Structure factors

factor correctiono

were calculated by hand for these reflections, and converted to

logarithmic intensities without application of a Debye temperature

The differences log I' .... log It (the primes indicatingo c

that the intensities are corrected for the Lorentz and polarization

effects) were plotted against (sin
2 Q/ A2). Although there was considerable

scatter in the points, it was possible to estimate a linear regression line,

and thus to determine provisional scale and temperature fa.ctors for the

data. The calculated logariHnnic intensities were then corrected for
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thermal vibration using the provisional temperature factor parameter

B = 0.61. Observed and calculated logarithmic intensities so corrected

were reduced to the same scale and then converted to structure factor

values and cOITIpared. The resulting residual R 1 was 0.33. This value

is not entirely representative, because it is based only on data but

sin
2Q/ >..2 = 0.5, but it serves to show the general initial agreement

between calculated and obser'ved structure factors for (h k 0) data. It

is surprisingly higher than the value R 1. = o. 29 derived from the

intensities calculated and observed by Pauling (see p. 9). The reason

for this was not definitely determined, though it may be due to the fact

that Pauling's (h k 0), (h k I), and(h k 2) data went out only to

sin
2Q/ A2 = 0.20, with (h h h) data out to 0.32. Thus the resolution

of Pauling's data was lower than f?r our preliminary (h k 0) data, so

that slTIall errors in atomic positions would have relatively smaller

effects on the calculated structure factors. Another reason for the

better agreement in Pauling 1 S calculations may be the lower dispersion

of the distribution function for intensities from acentric structures, as

mentioned by Wilson (1950, p .. 398): only 30% of Pauling's data caIne

from. the centrosymrnetric projection on llOO} Cl While our value

R 1 = 0.33 was higher than Pauling's, it still was well below the value

0 .. 5 suggested by Lipson and Cochran (1953, p. 147) as the upper lim.it

for acceptable centrosyITllTIetric trial structures.

The success of line projections, on [100] and [llOJ, encouraged

the preparation of a two-dimensional Fourier synthesis, which we will

designate F I (the line projections will not be discussed). This
a

synthesis, a projection of the structure on the (100) plane, lTIade use of
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all (h k 0) data for which structure factors ,had been calculated, that is,

but to the limit (sinQ/).)2 = 0.5. In addition (h 0 0) and (h h 0)

refections out to (sing /A)2 = O. 8 were included. Of the 49 (h k 0)

reflections in this group, three were orrlitted because their signs were

in doubt at this stageG Calculation of the synthesis was carried out by

hand, using Beevers-Lipson strips.

The resulting electron density ITlap is given in Fig. 14, which

shows only the asymmetric unit of the projected structure, co:mprising

1/32 of the projected area of the unit cell (see Fig .. 25 c). The atornic

positions assumed in the trial structure are plotted, using small

crosses. The general representation of the assu:med structure is good.

The electron density is high at all positions where atOInS were as sUITled

to be located.. In addition, there are several unexpected peaks. None

of these peaks reach the height of the lowest well-defined atomic peak,

the single oxygen peak at Civ' though they approach the height of the

somewhat diffuse single oxygen peak at 0'iI1. It was originally thought

that these low peaks, or some of them, might represent electron density

localized near protons in the structure, but all of them proved later to

be false.

The resolving power of F 0 I is about O. 5 R. The Alir and Sin

peaks, at about tb.is distance, are separated but not strongly resolved.

The Al'ir peak is not resolved from its mirror image in the adjacent

asyrnrnetric unit. The 0.y atom is lost entirely, although it doubtless

contributes to displacing the Sill peak away frolTI its as sumed position.

F I suggests that several atoms are displaced from their
o

assuIT1ed positions in the structure. The biggest displacement is
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indicated for °111° The lack of resolution of the Alii peaks suggests

that these atOInS are actually closer together (as seen in the projection)

than assumed. The same is indicated for 0v by the shape of the double

QIV peak. A displa.cement of this double peak is also suggested.

Parameter changes corresponding to the indicated atolTIic dis-

placements for AlII' 0111' and 0v were estimated from F 0 I. The new

positions for 0111 and 0v were chosen at the centers of the correspond

ing peaks. The z coordinate of 0V' which is the displacelTIent of Oy
away froITl the ITlirror line located along the [100J axis, was taken to be

zero because of the shape of the double 0v peak, which is elongated

along [lOOJ rather than transverse to it. The z parameter of AlII' which

deterITlines the separation of AlII from its mirror image, was changed.

The new value of zAl was derived by a method suggested by Profes sor
II

Pauling, in which the distance between two appropriately shaped one-

atom peaks was adjusted to give an unresolved double peak of the

observed shape. The new parameters chosen in this way are contained

in Table V, which summarizes the parameter values obtained at

succes sive stages of the refinement.

With the us,e of the three new parameters, structure factors for

12 reflections showing particularly large discrepancies were recalcu-

lated to see if the parameter changes tended to iITlprove the agreeITIent

between calculated and observed values. No improvement in the general

agreement was evident. Structure factors for (h 0 0) reflections Qut to

(24. O. 0) were then systematically recalculated, and it was found that

the residual R 1 for these 12 reflections, originally at 0.25, remained

at this value as a result of the paraITleter changes. The ITleaning of this



TABLE V

PARAMETER REFINEMENT
VALUES OF THE PARAMETERS AT STAGES IN THE REFINEMENT

SF 0 I II III VI VIII XI XIII Final

Re sult of: Trial LSO LSI LSII AFIII 8FIV SFVIII LSVIII
LSV

R, 0.33 0.27 0.17 0.175 0.123 0.117
R _.... - R

l
O. 18

R.!~ 0.2'7 R i
1

O. 27

Data 43(hkO) (hkO) (hk,O) (hk-O) (hkO) (hkO) (hhl) (hhl)

Sill Xl .. 117 • 117 .. 114 o 1145 .. 1139 .. 1141 o 1141 o 1141 o 1141
01 X z -. 177 -. 177 .... 0 173 -.1742 ..... 1737 -. 1747 -. 1747 -. 1733 ..... 174
all x 3 .184 • 184 .184 • 1828 " 1823 e 1818 It 1818 o 1818 o 1818
0111 x 4 • 273 o 282 o 279 • 2791 It 2799 o 2796 o 2796 o 2776 • 279

&) 1793 • 1793 • 1793
i

o JX5 • 181 • 181 • 179 • 1793 .1793 • 1793 ~

• 545 • 545 • 547 o 5471 " 5471 • 5466 • 5466 • 5479 o 547 -J
I z5 I

o {X6 • 139 • 139 .. 139 .1389 • 1382 .1385 • 1385 • 1385 o 1385
V z6 • 006 " 006 • 002 • 0010 o 0010 • 0000 o 0000 .0000 CD 0000

AII~~~
4) 089 • 089 • 085 o 0853 o 0853 • 0853 .. 0853 " 0853 I» 0853

-. 228 -. 232 ..... 233 -. 2330 -. 2330 -. 2333 -Q 2333 -. 2333 -. 2333

it I. 00 I. 00 • 93 • 92 • 92 o 92 e 92 o 92

B
Si 1 o 28 .. 24 ., 24 • 24

B
A1 • 26 .24 o 24 o 24

Bel o. 6 o. 5 O. 5 D. 5 ,. 77 • 90 .. 90 I) 90

BOH
} .57

o 62 • 62 • 62

B O
)

I) 52 • 52 o 52
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peculiar result was investigated by carrying out a simplified least

squares adjustment of the (h 0 0) data, in which the three contribu

tions to th,e structure factor from the three atoms 0111' 0V' and AlII

were treated as the independent variables. This calculation showed

that the 0v atOITI should not have been moved at all, and that the 0111

and AlII atOInS should be moved by the full am.ount indicated by F 0 I.

Upon moving 0v back to its original position and recalculating

structure factor s for the (h 0 0) reflections, R 1 for the s e reflections

dropped to 0 .. 20 ..

Later work showed that the position of the double 0;; peak was

displaced in F I, due, probably, to series termination effects.. The
a

shape of the peak was, however, correct, and the suggested choice of

= .. 000 was in fact later established ..

The studies described above served to establish that the trial

structure was essentially correct, at least as seen in projection on tIOa},

and they suggested that it would refine. A program of systematic

refinement was therefore undertaken. This program consisted of., first,

a series of least squares refinements, followed by several refinements

using the methods of difference synthesis, and finally a last least squares

refinement. The change from least squares to difference synthesis

refinement was not planned in advance, but was dictated by difficulties

which arose in the course of the refinement.

3.. Systematic Refinement. -- The lengthy calculations required

for the systematic refinement procedures were carried out by punched-

card methods on the IBM lTIachines of the C. I. T. Digital Computing

Laboratory, 206 Throop Hall. Using the scale factor derived in the
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the preliminary calculations, the (h k 0) structure factors were reduced

to the absolute scale of the calculated structure factors. These

structure factors, together with the appropriate atolTIic scattering factors

for each reflection, and other inform.ation, were punched onto IBM cards

and thereafter all m.ajor calculations were carried Qut by machine ..

The first step in system.atic structural refinement was calculation

of structure factors for all (h k 0) reflections, and comparison with

observed values. The first of these calculations using all the (h k 0)

data was designated S. F. I. The paralTIeters used in S. F. I, were those

given by the trial structure for all atoms except 0111 and AlII' for

which the parameters derived from F I" were used. The telTIperature
o

factor paralTIeter B was arbitrarily taken to be o. 5. The results of

S .. F. I. gave a residual R l = O. 27 .. Considering that the original value

R 1 = 0 .. 33 was derived from data only Qut as far as the copper limit,

it is seen that the preliminary parameter change derived from F I,
o

caused a marked improvement in the agreelTIent ..

A least squares adjustment of the calculated structure factors

was then lTIade for variation of all positional paraITleters, and for

temperature parameter B and for scale factor a (which was taken

equal to 1. 00 in S .. F .. I.).. This calculation was designated L .. Sa I. It

was car'ried out in the fullest detail of the least squares method, with

the use of all terms of the normal equation matrix. Two sets of

normal equations were derived. In L. S. I. A" all the (h k 0) data were

used except for a group of about 15 reflections rejected because of

uncertainty in the sign of F .. In L. S. Ie, only reflections for which
o

sin2g/ ')..2 L. 0.6 were included. Almost all the parameter shifts
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derived from ~SG I C were larger than those froIn L. S. I A, suggesting

that at this stage in the refinement the structure factor derivatives were

not sufficiently reliable for high order reflections to give a satisfactory

indication of the required' parameter changes. For the sake of more

rapid convergence of the refinement, therefore, the positional parameter

shifts given by L. S. I C were adopted.

The parameter changes derived from L. So I are given in Table

VI, along with all parameter changes calculated in this study ..

With use of the new parameters from L .. S. Ie, including the

new scale factor but not a new temperature factor) structure factors

for all (h k 0) reflections wer-e recalculated (S. F .. II). The residual R
l

dropped to O. 17, a distinct improvement.

A second least squares refinelTIent was then made (L. S. II),

with variation for positional parameters only, and with use of (h k .0)

reflections for which sin
2Q/ A2

L 1. 1 (about 90 reflections). The

parameter shifts obtained were all small (Table X), only 3 shifts being

as large as .001.

Surprisingly, the residual derived from the new parameters

went up slightly, to 0 .. 175. There are three possible reasons for this:

(1) the least squares adjustITlent was for only part of the (h k 0) data,

whereas R l is calculated for all the (h k 0) data; (2) the least squares

adjustment is for minimization of the weighted sum of squares of

differences betwe-en calculated and observed structure factors, whereas

R
1

is calculated froITl the unweighted sum of absolute values (not

squared) of the differences; (3) there were errors in the calculations.

Although we did not investigate the question closely, the general
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TABLE VI

PARAMETER CHANGES DERIVED IN THE REFINEMENT

R efineITlent: Fe I LS 0 LS I.A LS I.C LS II LS III

Used data frolTI: Trial Trial LS 0 LS 0 LS I LS II

Results calc. in: SF I SF II SF III SF IV

Resulting R 1: 0.27 0.17 05 175 o. 134
5

SIll ~xl -.002 ..... 003 .. 005

°1 ~x2 . 005 .004 - .. 0012

all ~X3 .. 001 . 000 - .. 0012

°111 Llx
4

.. 009 .009 -.002 -.003 .. 0001

{ ..6X
S

. 000 -.002 .0003

QlV
.6.z

S
.000 .002 .. 0001

{ ~x6 - .. 005 .000 .000 . 000 -.0001

°v
~z6 .... 006 .000 -.003 -.004 .... 0019

4

{ ~x7 -,,003 "'0004 .0003

AlII
~z7 .... 004 ..... 004 .000 - .. 001 .0000

~{}L -.09 -.07 -.015

.6.B
Si

.... 22

~BAI ..... 16

L1B
C1

.... 07 .... 13 1
-.062(+.10)

~BOH F
} .05

,
.6,BO

. 2g 0.5
Range:

SIn
~ 0.5 (hOO) 1.9 0.6 l'. 1 1.9

2 only
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T ABLE VI (Continued)

PARAMETER CHANGES DERIVED IN THE REFINEMENT

LS V +
R efinernent: ~F I ~F III ~F IV LS V L1F III LS VIII

Used data froITl: LS II LS III~:( FIll F IV SF XI

Results calc .. in: SF VI SF VII
3

SF VIII SF XIII

Resulting R 1: o. 123 0= 121 o. 117 o. 18

Sill ~xl -~OO06 .0002 .0002 -.0004 G 0000

°1 ~x2 .0005 G 0000 .... 0010 -.0005 .0014

°Il ~x3 -.0005 .0000 -.0005 -.0010 e 0000

°111 ~x4 .. 0008 .0000 -.0003 . 0005 .. 0000 '

1
~X5 " 0000 .0000 " 0000 G 0000 .0000

QIV
~Z5 .0000 " 0000 -.0005 -.0005 .... 0020

{ ~x6 -.0007 .0000 . 0003 .0004 . 0013

°v
~z6 .. 0000 .0000 -,,0010 -.0010 .. 0000

{
~x7 .. 0000 .. 0002 .0000 " 0000 .. 0000

AlII
~z7 .. 0000 .. 0000 - .. 0003 . 0003 . 0000

~f){;

.6.B
Si

..... 18 .. 00 - .. 02

6B
A1 -. 18 - .. 08 .00

.6BC1
.24 +.. 17 +.09

~BOH, F .. 0

1.02
+.05

~BO .0 -.05

. 2g
Range: SIn < 1.9 1.9 1 .. 9 1.9 1.9 1.92 '
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NOTES TO T ABLE VI

1. This parameter change not applied in S. F .. II ..

2.. The value given in parenthesis is obtained by disregarding
off-diagonal coefficients in the normal equation matrix. See p .. 57.

3.. Calculated only for change in temperature parameters ..

4. Change actually applied in S. F. III: =. 0010.

5. Half of the improvement of this value over the 5 .. F. III
value was due to a revision of the (660) and (880) intensities as a result
of remeasurernent. Though this revision cannot be completely justified,
it is retained in Table VI, because it entered into all later calculations.
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statistical validity of the least squares m.ethod leads us to think

that (2) is probably the correct explanation.

But whatever the explanation, it seem.ed apparent at this

point that the positio-nal parameters had pretty well converged to

final values) and that further least squares calculations of the same

kind would not be worthwhile o Consequently a complete Fourier

synthesis and a difference synthesis were prepared using the re ....

suIts of S. F. III for assigning signs to the observed structure fac-

tors and for deriving F - F values.
o c

The electron density rnap~ called F II~ is shown in Fig.o

15. The comparison of F II with F I is striking. In F II theo 0 0

atomic peaks have becom.e rounded and symmetrical and there

are no significant false peaks and no areas of negative electron

density. Most striking is the im.provement in resolution. AlII
II

is now well resolved from. its m.irror im.age, and 0.y. is distinctly

separated from. the Sill peak.

The contrast between F II and F I shows decisively that
o 0

copper radiation does not provide adequate resolution for satis-

factory description of ionic crystals. This contention conflicts

with the com.mol1.1y quoted statement (for example, J. H o Sturdi-

vant, in lectures on crystal structure methods) that molybdenum.

radiation is not worthwhile unless nec,essary to avoid absorption

effects, because of the longer exposure times required e Dr.

Sturdivant (in lecture) defines the Hr-esolutiontl of a given X-ray

reflection somewhat arbitrarily as pr= TT where f'!:::: tfrr SinS/A

and T is the ITlinirnurrl separation of two electrons that can be

detected as separate particles using a reflection at Bragg angle

e. The maximum "resolution" is then r= A/if. This
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corresponds to the half .... wavelength for the highest frequency terms

in the observable Fourier analysis of the electron density, and

would seem to be a reasonable m.easure of the smallest detail in

the electron density that can be portrayed. For eu Ka this liITlit

is 00 4 A,and 0.2 A for Mo Ka. Since the atomic peaks (except

Cl) on F II are O. 4 - O. 5 A in width, clearly copper radiation iso

inadequate for describing their shape in any but the crudest way:

whereas rn.olybdenuITl radiation may be expected to give at least

a second order description of the atomic shapes. The reason for

the usual discrediting of molybdenum radiation seeInS to be that

in organic structures the large thermal motions of the atOlTIS

make the atomic shapes much broader and more diffuse, so that

on photographs with rnolybdenulTI radiation the high order reflec-

tions do not appear because tem.peratu.re factor s are so sm.all

(large values of B).

The atom.ic positions plotted on F II are the positionsa

used in So F. III, which differ but little from the final positions.

The only conspicuous difference is for the 0 1
" positions.t which

coincide (z= 0) in the final structure. With the exception of the

0.y peak, all assumed atom.ic positions lie close to the electron

density m.axilTIa of the corresponding peaks. The 0y. peak is

doubtless displaced on account of the overlap with the outer part

of the Sin atom. (as seen in this projection).

All atom.ic positions are therefore well defined except

the positions of 0
1
, On" and Div in the large multiple oxygen

peake Because of the com.plete overlapping of these three atom.s;
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without any chance of resolution, it ITlight be thought that good

atoITlic positions for them could not be derived from refinem.ent

of (h k 0) data. Actually, good positions can be obtained. 0IV

occurs in a separ-ate peak (Oilv) where its x and z param.eters

can both be determined. The resolution of the X-ray data is so

great that when all (h k 0) reflections are included in a least

squares calculation" the size of the off-diagonal coefficient (in

the normal equation matrix) representing the interaction of the

Or para:meter change with the On para:meter change is only 20%

of the diagonal coefficients~ so that the two param.eter changes,

while not independent" are nevertheless well distinguished.

It is therefore possible to derive accurate positions for

0I t 011' and 0IV from (h k 0) data o Statistical study (Chapter

XII) shows that probable errors for the corresponding param-

eters are about twice as great as for parameters derived from.

isolated peaks. For value s of the greatest reliability" there

fore, it would be necessary to work either with 3-dimensional

data or with a proje-ction in which 0
1
, 0Il' and D

IV
are resolved.

But although Or and 0Il positions can be derived from.

the (h k 0) data, it is not pas sible to establish which position

corresponds to which atom, for the tetrahedral positions

around (1/4, 1/4, 1/4) and around (3/4$ 3/4, 3/4) are indis

tinguishable in the ~1001 projection. There are, of course,

strong chemical argum.ents which indicate the proper assign-

ment. But verification by m.eans of X-rays is not possible

with the (h k 0) datao
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The difference synthesis prepared with the results of

S. F. III is designated IlFI and is shown in Fig. 16. The princi

pal features exhibited by this map are the large "holetl (negative

area) at the origin and the large peak: surrounded by a trough~ at

1/4,1/40 Each aluminium and silicon atom. on the projection, in

fact" lies at a peak o There is thus clear indication that the am.p

litude of therm.al vibration, assuITl,ed to be the sam.e for all

atoITls) is distinctly different for different atoms in the structure"

The effects of the temperature factor errors so swaITlp any indi

cations of positional pararneter error as to m.ake determ.inations

of the latter quite unreliable. Hence it is necessary to evaluate

the correct temperature param.eters B for the individual atoms

and thereby smooth out the difference map before further posi

tional parameter refinement is undertaken.

To determine the correct tem.perature parameters;

least squares adjustm.ent of the (h k O) data was carried out for

variation of BSi ' BA1 , BOH,O J and Bel . The results of

this calculation l called L o S. III, were surprising. B
Si

and B Al

decreased 3 as expected$ and B OH increased slightly (Table VI) •.

But Bel' instead of increasing strongly, decreased slightlyo

This decrease was caused by the interaction through off-diagonal

terITlS of ABCl with ABSi and ABAI Q Such interaction did not

seem reasonable physically~ in spite of the results of the m.athe

ITlatics" and so a value of 8,BCl was calculated ignoring off-diagonal

term.s. The result" ABCl ::: + 00 12" when com.pared to ~BSi := -0. 22

and BAl == -0. 16, was silTIply out of all proportion to the relative
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trough depth and peak heights for the single Cl trough and the single

AliI and Sill peaks. Without any question the largest temperature

parameter change was expected for chlorine.

These unsatisfactory results raised the possibility that the

electron deficiency at the origin m.ight be due to a statistical de

ficiency of chlorine atoms in the structureo Such an interpretation

was favored by the weak shoulder around the CI trough, when com

pared to the deep trough surrounding the AIr-Sir peak at 1/4, 1/4.

The reported anal~ses of zunyite showed no strong suggestion of

a deficiency of chlorine, however o Nevertheless" a least squares

adjustment for variation of a compositional parameter a. for chlo

rine was carried out to test this possibility. When the previously

calculated value s of the ~B t S were introduced into the additional

norITlal equation involving ~aJ the value .6.0. =: +0. 011 was calcu

lated. This allowed no change of the chlorine parameter; because

a =: 1.00 represented 100% occupation of the chlorine sites in the

structure. When the normal equations were solved simultaneously

with inclusion of terms due to .6.0. but ignoring interactions of bB
Cl

with .6.BSi and .6.BAl$ the result obtained was .6. a. ;::; - O. 08, .6.B
Cl

=:

-0 0 015, .6.B
OH

:: +0 0 031 0 This value for An was not in agreeITlent

with what could be estimated from. the depth of the trough at the

origin.

These contradictions and discrepancies ca.used us to lose

confidence in the least squares method when applied to this prob-

lema The fact that the method gives reasonable values for AB
Si

'
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~BAl$ and ~BOH is evidence that the calculations were carried

out correctly. There was abundant opportunity for checking the

calculations, too J because of the repetition involved in setting up

to calculate the nor:mal equations for compositional pararneter

variation. We are unable to explain the se difficulties. Perhaps

they are related to the greater probable error of electron density

at special positions (Cruic'kshank and Rollett" 1953).

Because of these difficultie's we turned to methods of de--....

riving ternperature factors directly from difference rnapso A

:method for this has been given by Cochran (195 1 b). For rea ....

sons given in Chapter X$ however" we found it desirable to de

velop our own m.ethods independently. The resulting formulae

were applied to llF I. In succeeding difference rnaps, tempera

ture parameter correction was carried out synchronously with

positional param.eter correction also derived fro-m. the difference

:maps. By these procedures R 1 was lowered froIn O. 154 to O. 121.

The last difference map that was calculated is shown in

Fig~ 18 0 Irregularities attributable to param.eter errors have

been largely rem.oved. The final teInperature param.eter correc ....

tions were calculated from. the remaining irregularitie s around

atom.ic positions. There are several regions showing irregulari

ties not associated with atomic positions. These irregularities

can presum.ably be due only to errors in the X-ray data. The

shapes of some of the irregularities around atOITlS along th-e

diagonal (xJ x) suggest possible applicability of anisotropic tem.

perature factors o The rno st pronounced indication is the negative

region on the [110] diagonal, adjacent to the Sir-AIr peak. This
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feature suggests a need for tetrahedral temperature factors for

these atorns o Application of such factors was studied, but theo ....

retical considerations (Chapter XI) indicated that the observed

electron density discrepancies could not be accounted for by any

reasonable atomic motions of the required syrnrnetry.

The CI + 20111 position still presents a problem. At the

stage of refinement of 6F IV,t the increased Bel has wiped out

all vestiges of th~ positive shoulder around the trough at the

center of the atom.. The final trough is probably the effect of

an error in the Fourie,r scale, as discussed in Chapter X o

Because the effective weighting system in difference

synthesis refinement differs from. the weighting system used In

least squares refinem.ent (Cochran~ 1948, p. 139)1 it is to be

expected that coordinates obtained by the two methods may dif ....

fer slightly. The structure had for practical purposes reached

complete refinem.ent using the difference synthesis m.ethod (see

Table VI under the heading 8F IV, where all positional paralTI ....

eter shifts are very small)o Because least squares refinement

is more satisfactory statistically, however, we returned to this

m.ethod to see (1) what effect tem.perature factor refinem.ent had

on positional parameters given by the least squares m.ethod"

and (2) how greatly coordinates determ.ined by least squares

and difference synthesis methods differ in a practical case o

The results of the final least squares refinement perform.ed

on (h k 0) data (LeSe V,-) are shown in Table Vlo Although all

parameter changes are small, there is a general s:m.all read-

justrnent from. the values given by the difference syntheses.
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These readjustments are of the sam.e order of magnitude as the

parameter variances derived in Chapter XII, a fact which seeITlS

to be in contradiction with the statelTIent by Lipson and Cochran

(1953, po 283) that "all reasonable systems of weighting lead to

coordinates which differ by am.ounts small compared with the

random. errors of the final coordinates. tt

It'is necessary to consider the question~ whether the re

sults of L. So VII show the (h k 0) refinement to be converged o.r

not, in the least-squares sense o Strictly speaking, they do not:

because convergence requires that the coordinate changes cal

culated from the normal equatio.ns should be zero o Strictly

speaking~ therefore, at least one additional le,ast squares re ...

fine:ment of the (h k 0) data would be required to test the conver

gence o In discontinuing the refineITlent at this stage: we were

prom.pted by two considerations: (1) The refinernent m.ay be re

garded as converged when coordinate changes are small compared

to coordinate variances; and (2) in a rapidly converging refine

rn.ent, if the coordinate changes resulting from a least squares

calculation are of the size of the coordinate variances, it may

be expected that the changes given by the next least squares ad

justment will be small cOITlpared to coordinate variances. In the

present case we have rem.oved the effects of the difference syn

thesis coordinate refinement by cornbining the results of AFTI!

plus L. S. VII in a separate colulTIn in Table VI. The sequence

of significant least squares refinem.ents is then L. S. 0 (except

QV)' Lo S. I, L. So II, and (.6.FIII + L. So VII). (The 0v coordinate

changes in L. So o. are not to be considered, because x6 and z 6
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were not treated as independent in L. 5. OJ)o It is seen from a

comparison of L.S.O. 3 LoS.! ~ and LoSoII, that the convergence

was rapid. Most coordinate changes in L o 50 II, are only a tenth

a s large as thos e in L oSo 10 The main exceptions are ~x2 and ~x3"

the parameter shifts for 01 and 0Il' which, because of the overlap,

cannot be expected to converge rapidly without inclusion of all

the (h k 0) datao 6Z6 is a special exception, discus sed below.

Comparison of the param.eter changes in L.SoII with those

in (aFIll + L. S. VIII) shows, however I that the latter are generally

as large or som.ewhat larger than the former" and that both are

about the size of the parameter variances, all of which are less

than O. 0011 (see Chapter XIII)o This demonstrates the effects

on positional pararn.eters of correction of temperature param.eters o

It is expected that these effects should be of the order of magni

tude of the param.eter variances, or larger o Because no further

temperature param.eter correction WQuld be required in further

refinement of the structure" it seems reasonable a in view of the

rapid coordinate convergence in the se'quence L o S. I - L e S. II,

that coordinate changes derived by refinem.ent of the coordinates

obtained in L. S. VII would be srn.all compared to the coordinate

variances4; The se considerations, although reasonable~ should

be tested by computation while the punched cards are still avail

able. That such calcu,lations have not been carried out is due

principally to the fact that more serious problems were found

in calculations carried out with the (h h 1) intensities.

The z coordinate of 0V$ z6~ presented a peculiar probleIn
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in the refinem.ent o The shapes of the double 0v peaks in F 0 1,

and FoIl, indicated quite unequivocally that we should take z6=Oo

L.SoI forced z6 down to 0 0 002. The !:1Z 6 of LoSo!I would have

given z6 := O. 0001, but, becaus e aFc / d Ir" = 0 strictly for z6:::: 0,

we chose z6 ::; 0 0 0010 to observe the next refinemento Difference

maps are unable to predict a parameter shift in such a case" but

LoSa VII gave ~z6:= -0 0 0010. Hence z6 is certainly less than

0 0 0010 and m.ay well be strictly zero.

4 0 Study of (h h 1) Data..... -The chief reasons for the de ....

sirability of studying the structure in other than {100 ~ projection

are as follows: (1) inability to distinguish between Or and 0Il in

the {lOaJ projection, and relatively large uncertainty in the

para:meter values derived; (2) relatively large variance for the

Z6 param.eter (OV) owing to overlap with 01 and 0Il; (3) inability

to choose an accurate value for z6 when it is so near zero" with

out carrying out a series of least squares refinements for this

paraITleter; (4) inability to make a reasonable statistical e stirnate

of the variance of z6" without going to a second order theory;

(5) inability to distinguish the positions (0, O~ 0) where a vacancy

is as sumed in the trial structure" ani (tot i, i), where the chlorine

atom. has been placed; (6) desirability of a refinement using inde-

pendent datao

The last point has been eITIphasized by Sten Samson (in

conversation). The practical investigator~ while he makes use

of the statistical methods developed by Cruickshank and others

to assess the reliability of the coordinates he has deriveda would
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very much like to see the theoretical results put to a practical

test by independent refinement of the same structure using inde-

pendent data~ either from. different layer lines or from. a different

proj ection.

It was originally thought that final refinem.ent of the 01

and 0Ir positions could be carried out with the use of (h h h) data,

but exploratory calculations did not bear this out. We will not

discuss the (h h h) calculations in detail, but- siITlply present the

results of the projection of the structure on [Ill] using this

data e Projections of p ~ p , and p - p on [111J are shown in
o c 0 c

Figo 18, and it can be seen that the observed intensities, when

used with phases determined from. the calculated intensities" ac-

count for all the ITlajor features of the assuIned structureo

One study using the (h h h) data should be mentioned: a

study of the position of the chlorine atoITl o Although structural

reasons require placing the chlorine atom at (t, t, i) rather than

at (0 0 0), it seem.ed desirable to test the possibility that the va-

cancy in the structure at (0, 0, 0) m.ight be occupied by chlorine

to some extent. A series of structure factor calculations for the

and 20% of the chlorine rem.oved from the (i, t, t) position and

placed at (0, 0, 0)0 The respective residuals R:::: L\Io-Icl/;El
o

which resulted were 00 252, 0 0 256, 0 0 259, 0 0 263, and 00 267 0 From.

these calculations there is therefore no suggestion of chlorine at

(0, 0, 0)0 Although not the best calculations for the purpose~
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these results can probably also be interpreted to m.ean that the

vacancy at (0, 0, 0) is not occupied to any extent by F or OH

either"

The (h h h) calculations showed that m.ore extensive non

centrosym.rnetric data would have to be used if detailed inforlTIation

about the structure was sought.. Although X-ray photographs of

upper layer lines (h k 1) (1 > 0) were available for Crystal

No o I, the (h h 1) data from Crystal No.5 wet'e chosen, first l

because this data was completely independent of the data ob-

tained with Crystal No. I, and second, because by construction

of the (110) projection using the (h h 1) data it should be possible

to verify the identification of Or and GIl directly.

The treatm.ent of the (h h 1) data was satisfying in that it

was carried out with the maximum. efficiency of IBM techniques.

It was possible to handle two and a half times as much data as

used in the (h k 0) refineITlent, and to carry out calculations of

considerably greater cOITlplexity, in a time much shorter than

was required for the development and use of procedures for the

(h k O)refinement. Nevertheless" the length and com.plexity of

the calculations, caused by the non-centrosymmetry of the (110.)

projection, would have made system.atic refinement quite tedious.

Because of these' lim.itations a the treatment of the (h h 1) data

was restricted to the following calculations: (1) a first structure

factor calculation (S. F .. XI)" using the param.eters derived in

La S. V; (2) a least- squares' adjustment for positional para:meters

only (Lo S. VIII); (3) a structure factor recalculation based on
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the new positions (S. F 0 XIII); (4) a Fourier synthesis and a differ-

ence synthe sis ~ proj ecting the structure onto the (110) plane.

t
S6 F. XI gave a residual R, =O~ 27 (actually O. 268). This

corresponds to a value ~l =: 0 0 18, as determined by a direct cal

culation in which the square roots of 10 and I c were extracted.

The least squares adjustrnent (LoSo VIII) gave param.eter changes

listed in Table XI and discussed in Chapter VIIIGl The sizes of

these changes is about the same as those obtained in L o S. V except

for three shifts of more than 0 0 001. Although one of these shifts

was for 01; inspection of the Fourier synthesis F 0 III (Fig. 19)

showed that Or and On had been correctly identified in the II 00)

projection. The three parameter changes m.entioned were the

only changes considered significant, and were the only ones ac-

tually applied, as lis:ted in Table VI. Upon recalculating structure

factors with these changes~ R1went up very slightly" to O. 270.

We believe this effect is analogous to the slight increase in R
1

observed as a result of L. S. 110 The parameter changes of L., So II

were applied to data m.ore in need of temperatur-e-parameter than

of positional-param.eter correction. The sam.e is discovered to

be the case in L o So VIllo

Appendix II shows that there is a marked tendency for re-

flections with intensities greater than about 80. 0 to be observed

stronger than they are calculated~ and the reverse for reflections

less intense than this. Such an effect is immediately suggestive

of temperature paraITleter error o This is brought out in striking

fashion in the (110) difference synthesis (8F V)t shown in Fig.

20 0 At the position of almost every atom. there is a crater -like
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peak, a ring of positive density with a deep depression at the center.

By applying the :methods used for correcting tem.perature param.e-

ters for the (h k 0) data, it is estim.ated that an increase of 0 0 2-

O. 3 A -2 is required for B
Si

and BAl. This amounts to approxi

mately doubling the BSi and BAlI which corresponds to a doubling

of the absolute temperature. Although it is possible that the X-ray

photographs of Crystals No. 1 and 5 were prepared at different

am.bient teITlperature, the absolute temperature doubling repre-

sents no possible temperature effect$ but instead a systematic

error in the X-ray intensity data. The recognition of this fact

establishes beyond doubt the "contrast effect f1 which we have dis-

cussed previously, but which could only be im.perfectly substan....

tiated in direct com.parisons of the (h k 0) and (h h 1) data.

In a further attempt to determ.ine which set of data con-

tains the system.atic error (supposing that only one does;), we
(hhl)

have made a study of the first 223"reflections from. Appendix rIll

Values of fJ == log I~ - log Ie for these reflections are plotted

against {sin 8/>..)2 in Fig. 21. and against log 1
0

{not log I:

in Fig. 22. It is seen that both plots exhibit regres sian, though

we have not drawn in regression lines so as not to prejudice the

readerts judgm.ent. In Fig. 25 the regression line drops off

linearly with increasing (sin 8/>..)2, as would be expected for a

general tem.perature parameter error. This slope continues

out to about {sin 9/>..)2 :I: 1. 0, and the slope of the line out to this

point corresponds to a tem.perature parameter error of .6B == 0 0 22,

essentially what is observed on .6.F V. But beyond (sin 9/>..)2::; 1. 0,
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the regression no longer continues downward$ but instead stabilizes

at approxim.ately a constant value of ~. There is a great enough

num.ber of points at large angles to show that this effect is real.

In Fig. 26# on the other hand, there is seen to be a distinct

linear regression of 8 against log 10 which persists over the

entire range of log 1 0 except for a discrepancy at the lower end

of the curve, below log 1 0 == O. 4 0 The few points in this lowest

region are unreliable at best, because their intensities are esti-

m.ated from. the faintest suggestion of evidence of aspot on the photo-

graphs o The three highest intensities drop below the regression

linea an effect which could be ascribed to extinction, although in
the

view of"previous discussion of the strong reflection problem we

hesitate to do this. The slope of the regression line would be

about 0 ~ 17, which is in tolerable agr eeITlent with slope s enCQun-

tered in the previous discussion of the contrast effect.

On the basis of Figs. 21 and 22, we submit that a regres-

sian curve can more reasonably be fitted to Fig. 22 than to Fig.

21$ and that the regression curve in Fig. 22 represents the true

physical effect--a contrast error--and that the regression in Fig o

21 is to be regarded simply as a consequence of the regression

in Fig. 22. While these considerations locate the contrast error

in the (h h 1) dataJ it should be pointed out that the case is far

from. watertight, and that the type of argument presented here

cannot really be relied upon without further investigation.. For

exaITlplea it is possible that by sm.all positional param.eter

changes the calculated intensities of the high order reflections
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in Figo 21 could be increased enough to produce a linear regression

over the entire range of (sin Q/"A)2 o The increase required is by

more than a factor of 2 for the highest ang1es:l which seems unlike-

ly, though perhaps possibleo

SOrrle features of the 8F V ITlap point toward conclusions

similar to those reached in the last paragraph. While in general

there is a crater-shaped peak at each atomic position, and while

in general the height of the crater walls and the depth of the cen-

tral depressions are roughly proportional to the heights of the

atomic peaks in the Fourier synthesis F III (Fig. 19), there areo

some conspicuous exceptions: the double peak lOr + Z 0nr' the

Cl peak, the 20V peak at (43. 4, 43.4), the zOIV peak at (0, 54. 4),

and the oxygen peaks in the vicinity of Allo Except for the latter

gr'oup of oxygen peaks, overlap with other atom.s is inadequate to

account for most of the irregularities observed. For our purposes

here a detailed study of these peaks would be unnecessarily lengthy,

but we believe that the failure of the temperature parameter effect

to appear as expected for some peaks is another indication that

the effect is not truly one ~£ temperature factor error i but one

which only sim.ulates it. The deviations would be produced by the

high order reflections which do not follow the required regression

trend of S vs. (sin Q/A)2. It does not appear that small motions

of the atom.s corresponding to the deviating peaks could in all

cases effect new peak shapes that would be in harlllony with the

general temperature parameter err'or im.plied by ilF Vo

This som.ewhat protracted discussion of the meaning of the

discrepancies in the (h h 1) data has been prom.pted by the neces sity
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to choose between. the results of the (h k 0) and (h h 1) refineITlents

in adopting final po sitional paraITleter s to de scribe the structure.

The parameter shifts given by L e S. VIII are of size s similar to

those of the positional parameter variances derived froITl the (h k 0)

data~ and actually up to several times larger for the parameter

shifts given in Table XI. These shifts are analogous to the param.-

eter shifts given by L. So II, i. eo I before temperature parameter

correction. It m.ay be that the shifts given by L. So VIII are mainly

in response to the systematic errors" and that correction of these

errors would reduce the shifts to small values o Because we are

unable to make such a correction with confidence on the basis of

present evidence, we can test the significance of the parameter

shifts only by com.paring thern with the estimated paraIl1eter var-

ianceso In Figs 23 the :magnitudes of all 20 parameter changes

given under L. S. VIII are plotted in histogram form as a frequency

diagram (for a detailed discussion of these param.eter changes"

see Chapter VIII).

Also plotted fs the normal distribution for the same nurn-

2. 2.
ber of observations and with variance 0'"' =(0.001)" which is the

value which we have adopted as the lim.iting variance for all pa-

rarneters" as a result of the statistical considerations of Chapter

XII,. The actual estimated variances (Table XVI) all lie below

this limiting value, the average value being (0. 00051
2

The value

2
(o~ 0004)i8 predicted by Booth's (1946) m.ethod from a considera-

tion of the random. errors of measurenlent. We conclude, there-

fore 3 that the systematic and random differences between the
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(h k 0) and (h h 1) sets of data result in differences between param.-

eter values which are significantly larger than differences to be

expected from. Cruickshank f s statistical theory, and in fact about

twice as large on the average; but that adoption of a limiting
2

param.eter variance of (0 0 001) for all positional paralTIeters, as

we have done independently and without consideration of the con-

trast problem." leads to agreem.ent between the results of (h k 0)

and (h h I) refinem.ent to within the accuracy claimedo

The upshot of these considerations is the choice of final

parameters for the zunyite structure: we have adopted the values

given by the (h k 0) refinem.ent" except where they are in conflict

with the (h h 1) refinement to the extent of a parameter difference

of greater than O. 00 I" as given under L. S. VIII in Table Vlo In

this case we have rounded off the (h k 0) results in the direction

of the (h h 1) prediction$ to the nearest whole m.ultiple of 0 0 001 0

The procedure is somewhat arbitr'ary, but we regard the result

as being good to 00 001 (estim.ated as variance). The final param-

eter s are given in the last column in Table IX.

Parenthetically we m.ay add that the study of the (h h 1)

data~ although apparently raising more problems than it solves"

gives a valuable insight into the difficulties of accurate X-ray

structural analysis u The problems raised have made our discus-

sian of the refinement of the zunyite structure more lengthy and

involved than we should have wished o This entire chapter~ in

fact, is a great deal more cumbersome than should have been

required by a straightforward application of the modern structural

methods that we have used. To some extent the various complications
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we have discussed may perhaps be criticized as irnaginaryo But

we believe that these cOrrlplications expre,ss in some essential way

the nature of a refinem.ent process required to get parameters of

the highest accuracy and to assess intelligently that accuracy. It

is often said that structural refinement is a ITlatter of pure routine e

Our experience lead.s us to the belief that pure routine is a diffi

cult thing to apply to X-ray data in practice o
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VII. THE CALCULATION OF STRUCTURE FACTORS

1. Atomic Scattering Factors. ... - f-values for atoms in the

zunyite structure were obtained from the recently calculated values

given by Berghnis et ale (1955). We will refer to these as the McGillavry

values.. The values given in the paper were plotted against sinG /A

smooth curves were drawn through the points, and f-values for the

(h k 0) reflections were read from these curves.. In the (h hI) calcula-

tions all f-values were derived from punched cards. The punched cards

were prepared using the IBM 604 computer. For selected values of

sin2 9 / ;..2, the computer interpolated linearly between the MacGillavry

values.. Linear interpolation between the values was considered accurate

enough for our calculations.. The f-values for (h k 0) calculations were

taken to one decimal place, and for the (h h 1) calculations to two places ..

Scattering factors for Si+
4

, Al+
3

, Cl-, and F were available

from the MacGillavry data, but no recent scattering factors have been

=published for 0 In view of the fact that atomic shapes are not critical

in structural refinement, we used serniernpirical methods of obtaining

=f-values for 0 from published values of 0 and F-, rather than contern ....

plating the extensive calculations required to derive scattering factors from

electronic wave functions.

First cons ider the comparison of scattering factors for iso-

electronic atoms. Suppose that the difference in nuclear charge produces

a simple scaling of the atomic shape: U Z(Ii-) = kU 1(?l ~) where U 1(1£,) is

the radial charge density in atOlTI 1, and ((, is the size-scaling factor.

k is a factor to be determ.ined from
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so that k = Ii. From the fact that the Illost probable radial distance

(from the nucleus) for an electron in a hydrogen-like wave function is

the radius of the corresponding Bohr orbit,

(Pauling and Wilson, 1935, p. 140), where s is the screening constant

appropriate to the orbit, the scaling factor may be taken in the forIn

Z - s,

where s is supposed not to differ greatly for ions whose nuclear charges

differ by one electron unit.. The scattering factors (James, 1950, p .. 97)

are then related by

cof U
2

(tt-) 51~~~ clft-
()

f (t!:~
, Ii)

where fA. = 4,,- sinG/ A Thus for values fAl ' fA z such that

If scattering factors for F, obtained from the MacGillavry data

quoted above, are cOTI1pared with scattering factors for Ne (.Brown, 1933,

p. 214), it is found that the ratio fl Ne / fA F - is a function of f- F-'

varying froITl 1. 42 for low angles to 1 .. 13 for sinQ
F

- /" = 1. 1. This

is a dem.onstration of the fact that the siITlple model of a scaled atOIn is
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inadequate. The effective screening constant s depends on the distance

from. the nucleus a The n for low fA- is appropriate to an Uaverage"

screening constant for the whole atom, while the {(. for high r
corresponds to scattering only from the innermost electrons and should

thereforeapproachtheunscreenedvalue n = 10/9 = 1.11.

For a rough calculation, we may suppose that s( fA') is the same

for 0 -, F-, and N e, where s( r<-) is the appropriate "averageH screen-

ing constant for scattering at an angle defined by fA Then we have

- 9 n (fF-) - I0

H.(fF-) - J

so that

9 - s
8 - 5

=This relation has been used to calculate scattering factors for 0 froITl

scattering factors for F-, and the results are given in column 1 of

Table VII.

A second set of values was obtained by correcting the MacGillavry

=
values for atomic oxygen with the difference between the values for 0

and 0 given in the cOITlpilation of the Internationale Tabellen (1935, po 57l) ..

There is general agreement between the values obtained in these

two ways, except for tL < 0.3, where values obtained in the second

way are higher by up to O. 4 electrons. In our (h k 0) calculations we

used the second set of values.

=
A third set of a i-values was obtained through the kindess of

Eo L. Eichhorn of the Gates and Crellin Laboratories 0 These are
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TABLE VII

ATOMIC SCATTERING FACTORS FOR 0=

sin Q 1 2 3
~

0.00 10.0 10.0 10.00

0.05 9.1 9 0 54

0.10 7.8 8.2 8 0 33

0.15 6.5 6.82

0 0 20 5.4 5.8 5.42

0.25 4.5 4.33

O. 30 3. 8 4.0 3.60

O. 35 3. 3 3. 13

0.40 2 0 9 2.8 2.80

O. 50 2.2 2 0 2 2.28

D. 60 1. 9 1. 9 I e 94

O. 70 I. 7 1 .. 7 1G 71

0.80 10 5 1. 5 I. 57

0.90 1.4 1. 4 1.46

I. 00 1.4 1.4 1. 37

1. 10 1. 3 1 0 3 1. 30

1 0 20 1. 2 1 0 2 1.22

1. 30 1. 2 Ie 2 1. 14

I. By m.ethod of Chapter VI, Section I.

2. MacGillavry values for atoInic oxygen, corrected by the differ-
ence between values for 0= and 0 from. the Internationale Tabellen.

3. Values courtesy of Eo L& Eic.hhorn, extrapolated using MacGillavry
values (atomic oxygen) for Sl~ Q > O. 60.
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semi-empirical values derived by Frank Eiland .. Though they cover the

sinQ / A range only Qut to the copper limit, it is found that they can

be m.atched nicely to atomic 0 values for higher values of sinQ/ A

These values were used in the (h h 1) calculations. The slight difference

in scattering factors between the (h k 0) and (h h 1) calculations could

cause a change in effective temperature factors for the oxygen atoms,

but this change would be small cOITlpared to the differences actually

observed between the two sets of data.

Scattering factors' for 01' 0Il' and 0y were taken to be the f O:::

values.. For 0111 and DIY the values used were f = 0 .. 8fo = + 0 .. 2 f F -,

corresponding approximately to the fluorine content of the mineral.

2
2.. Structure Factor for T d -- Although given in the

International Tables (1952, p .. 508), we derive the structure factor

briefly here, so as to show the forITIs it takes for various point positions.

The coordinates of the general position are x, y, z; x,y, z; x, y, z;

x, y, z; and all coordinates obtained by cyclic and acyclic perITlutation

of indices and by adding the four face-centering translations. The

structure factor, which gives the amplitude and phase of the X-ray waves

scattered by the contents of one unit cell through an angle defined by the

reciprocal vector ii, relative to the wave which would be so scattered

by a single Thomson electron at the origin of the unit cell, is

F

where r·t is the position of the center of the i l th atom. Consider,

first,part of the contribution from the general position:
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2rri (h ~ - ky - J z )
+ e

2ITi (-hx+k\/-I-z.) zrri (-hx-ky+lz..)+ e 7 + Ie

+ (

+ (

+ (

) (

) (

) (

+

) (

) (

) ( +

)

)

)

where a, = cos 2n h')(

a z = sin2rr hx, etc.. All cross product terms vanish because each of

. theITl occurs four times, half with a plus sign and half with minus. The

contribution to the structure factor for a given point position p is

4 f i L cf-xyz
P(x,Y,Z)

where the sum is over the permutations of x, y, and z, and the

factor 4 is introduced by the face centering translation for allowed

reflections.. Hence for 'point position 48h = (x, x, z), the number of

pe rITlutations is 3 and we have F h = Ah + i B h ,
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'A - (cosZnhxcosZnkxcosZnlz. + cos2nh~ coslnkxcos2n\x
'" h-

+ cos 2n hx cos 211 kz. cos Zn Ix) f i = AI fi ( 1)

I~ Bh = replace cos by sIn
( 2)

Let us now write for any point position p that is a special case of

48h =(x, x, z),

If we expand by the saIne procedure used above, we obtain the following

set of 'Y values:

Point position (Wyckoff) 48h

1

24f

1/2

16 e

1/3

4

1/12

The structure factor is then calculated as

F [ ( YPiA h(Pi ~ + i 'Y~1' 131-1 (Pi) J,
Pi

where the sum is over atoms by.point positions, and we siITIply put in

for (x, x, z) the appropriate coordinates for the atom. in question. This

is the forITl m.ust suitable for calculation, because we can write
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Ib 'L f i'Yp' ( AI - i 6' )
t\ 1

(3)

and treat all atoms alike, with scattering factors

o -5- 51
f· = f - e 1

1 1

where

( 4)

and

(5)

3. Calculation~ Structure Factors for (h k 0) data. -- When

1= 0, Equation 3 can be written Qut specifically as

I~ Fe = 1ItS· f. Co 5 1n h Xj coS Zn k Zj
j J ]

(Part a) (6)

where we have assumed a common telTIperature factor for all atoms,

and have introduced the scale factor -cJG .

factor is real for 1 = o.

It is seen that the structure

The form (6) is the one used in all hand calculations and in IBM

calculations carried Qut before introduction of separate temperature

parameters for the separate atoms.. Part a is the only part depending

on the positional paraITleters, and consists of 14 terlTIS coded by the

nUlTIber j as shown in Table VIII.

Equation 6 and Table VIII have been written to show the form

that is suitable for machine computation, which we discuss in section 4 ..
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TABLE VIII

CODING TABLE FOR (hkO)

STRUCTURE FACTOR CALCULATIONS

Atom. No. Code (j) 13· f. x. z.
-J -J -J -J

Sill 1 01 I f
Si xl xl

Or 2 02 1 fa X z X z
°Il 3 03 1 f

O
x x

33

°IrI 4 04 1/2 fOR x
4

0

05 1/2 f
OH

0 x 4

C
lV

5 06 1 f
OH

X s Zs
07 1 f

OH
X s Zs

08 1 f
OH Zs X s

°v 6 09 1 fa x6 x 6

10 1 fa x 6 z6

11 1 f O z6 x6

AlII 7 12 1 f
AI

x
7

x
7

13 1 f
AI

x 7 z7

14 1 f
AI z7 x 7
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In hand calculation the terms given in the table are simply written Qut

in full, and the trigonometric parts obtained froITl tables (Buerger, 1941)0

4. Evaluation of Scale and Temperature Factors. - - Let us

write equation 6 in the form

-BSJ
F == F/-vLe

C G

,
In a preliminary calculation which gives values of F, we wish to chaos e

c

a scale for F o such that F
o

Fe
c If the original observed values

are F' on an arbitrary scale, and we wish to have iJl, = 1 .. 0, then we
o

need to choose a scale factor A so as to make

A r:-I r-' c' -13~
r o /'-' fc. e

One can plot log(F' /F')against
o c

~ and fit a regres sian line to the

resulting array of points. Because we require

-,
log ro ~ - log A - 5 Jog e · Sl

~I

*0-13 9J ')

we call -log A the intercept of the regression line and -B log e the

slope ..

It is customary to perform. some averaging process for reflect-

ions in suitable intervals of 5l , so as to reduce the scatter of points

around the regres sian line.. In our work we have instead fitted the

regression line directly, and have asked the question, what is the best

way to do this on statistical grounds?

For centrosyIl1metric structures Wilson (1949) has shown that

the structure factors corresponding to a given Bragg angle are, for

sufficiently large angles, distributed according to
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V2n Z

F'2

21 cI F

where r == [' f~ summ.ed over the atoms in the structure, the f.
111

being atomic scattering factors appropriate for the Bragg angle can-

cerned. We have disregarded cell centering as it does not affect the

result. We may assume (Wilson, 1950, p. 397) that the calculated values

F and the observed values F are both distributed in this way. Then
c 0

Fa
letting D. = In -- we find that

Fe

I

2n
sec~ Ll e16

Because of the interesting fact that '[ drops out, the distribution of

~ is the same for any value of Q or 71 , which ITlakes pas sible a

simple procedure of estimating the scale and temperature factors.. In-

troducing F 0 = AF~, F c = F~e - T3~ , and r = ln ~? we find
c

where 1( = - log A ..

I sech (r + ')( - B Sl )
211

If we now have a series of observations ( 1'., ~ .), the best choice of ?i
1 1

and B will be that which maximizes the likelihood function (Mood, 1950,

p. 153):

L
N

(2f
T! ) N -II sec h ( r i + 11

I .
1=1
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In other words, we require

C)L
dX

o

or siITlply

Similarly, from

L ton h (ri + ')( - B S1 i ~ 0

1

d L/ aB = 0 we have

o

Because of the shape of the tanh x function, we may write these

relations approximately

t:

L (Ii +?{ - B$li~
i= I

N

+ 'i (±r)
i= 1:+'

o

~.(r.+ Ii - 57\·\
1 1 1)

1 =- I

N
+ L (±l) f-l i

i::: r+ I

o

where the summation froITl 1 to T is over values of the argument for

which tank x ~ x, and the remaining terms are for large }x ,

where \tanh x l ~ 1. The maximum likelihood estimate of the scale

and temperature factors is thus seen to be in the form of a simple

least squares fit to a linear regression line, with the additional feature

of a "cut off" which prevents large discrepancies from making large

contributions to the solution. For the scatter encountered in our data,

the "cut offu feature was unimportant.. Hence we simply used the least

squares fitting procedure ..
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The above considerations apply to the case where the scatter in

r is due to errors in the trial structure. This may well be true in

the early part of a structural investigation, and our treatment actually

applies rigorously only to the case of a randomly chosen trial structure ..

At a later stage, the scatter will be due in part to randoITl errors of

measurement, and in part to systematic errors which we can not

evaluate, and therefore ITlust disregard in this discus sian. Because of

the logarithmic nature of the intensity :measuring process, the obser

vations r i will be normally distributed around the regression line,

with a dispersion independent of ~ 0 Hence a least squares fit is

appropriate for Ineasurement errors, and therefore, in view of the

above results, for errors of either kind.

4.. Calculation~ (h k 0) Structure Factors With The Use ~

IBM Machineso -- The machines used in the calculations described

here are: (1) electronic digital computer, type 604, with punch unit,

type 521; (2) reproducing and summ.ary punch, type 514; (3) collator,

type 77; (4) accounting machine (tabulator), type 402; and (5) card

sorter.. These machines are described in manuals published by the

International Business Machines Corporation (for exaITlple, 1954) ..

Crystallographic calculations for cubic space groups are ITlore

cumbersome than calculations for space groups of lower symmetry ..

The high symmetry produces a large number of positions equivalent to

a given atom., and this gives rise to complicated structure factor

expressions when the contributions of equivalentatorns are combined so

that the structure factor can be written in ter:ms of contributions of non

equivalent atoms only.. The high syrnrnetry also makes possible a
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variety of special positions of different multiplicity, for each of which

the structure factor contribution takes on a different form. For hand

calculation these features present no difficulty and in fact are a

distinct advantage, because the greater the number of contributions

that can be cOITlbined into a single term due to space group equivalence,

the shorter is the required computation.. For machine calculation, how

ever, it is desirable to be able to treat every atom by one routine

procedure, or at least by one of a limited number of procedures, de

pending, say, on parity of (h + k), etc. This could be done for cubic

space groups by ignoring the space group equivalence of atoms, treat

ing each atom. as independent, and using structure factor expressions

for a space group of lower sYITlmetry (say, orthorhombic).. Such a

procedure would have two disadvantages: (I) the number of equivalent

atOITlS is so large (e. g. up to 24 for the structural unit in T~ ,

neglecting the face-centering repetition) that machine calculating tilTIe

would be lengthened far beyond the additional tiITle required for the

preparation of more cOIT1plicated calculation prograITls, especially if

the calculation is to be repeated several times and with a large amount

of data; and (2) the procedure would run into great difficulty in least

squares calculations, where it is necessary to vary the parameters for

all equivalent atom.s synchronously- -unles s, of cours e, the equivalent

atOInS are treated as non- equivalent in the least squares refinem.ent, in

which case the power of the refineIT1ent procedure is greatly reducede

An alternative approach is to take the structure factor

expressions as given in terms of non-equivalent atoms, and to code the

calculations in such a way that the proper procedure is followed for each
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point position.. This method requires complicated program for the

computer, which is a disadvantage because testing and perfecting a com.-

plicated program can use considerable computer time. More fundaITlent-

al is the fact that storage space in the computer is limited, so that for

the m.ore complicated calculations it is impossible to read enough

information into the cOlTIputer and still have room for the answer to

appear, if the structure factor contribution from a given point position

is to be cOITlputed in full in one operation - that is, from the inforITlation

contained on one IBM card.

We have followed an intermediate method. The structure factor

expression, in terlTIS of the contributions of non-equivalent atoms, is

rewritten in such a way that each term has the same form.. For (h k 0)

calculation, the form is as shown in equation 6, where j is a code

number designating a particular ter'm in the structure factor expression,

and /3.. is a constant factor by which the f. must be lTIultiplied so as to
J J

give the correct contributions from the different point positions. When

written in this way, and when coded as shown in T able VIII, atoms in

point position 16e require one terITl, in 24f two term.s, and in 48h three

terms. The resulting calc'ulation for Part a of the structure factor

expres sian can be carried out easily with the machines, and the com-

plications introduced into least squares calculations are not excessive.

In our calculation of structure factors on the IBM lTIachines, we

have used the conventional system in which trigonometric terms are

calculated on "detail cards u and the calculated structure factors are

punched out on "reflection cards". In our first calculations, Part a of

equation 6 was calculated from the detail cards, there being 14 detail
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cards (one for each value of j) for each reflectiono Part b (the

parameter-insensitive contribution) was calculated as the re ...."

flection cards passed through the :machinea and in the same oper-

-PH -B$l
ation Parts a and b were added" :multiplied by vl; and by e

and the result punched& as well as F0 - Fe • The need to vary

temperature param.eters separately for each atom required the

systeITl to be changed to the sitnple form

The num.ber of detail cards per reflection was thus increased to

This m.ethodvalues a

18., but the calculating program was simplifiedo

-B~
Values of e were originally obtained by gang -punch ....

-x
ing from. a permanent lTIaster deck of e

is curnbersom.e, as it requires first calculating Bll values for

-x
each card l and becomes particularly unwieldy when the e values

must be gang punched onto all 3, 000 detail cards o We therefore

-x
computed the e values on the 604 cornputer$ using the perma-

nent e--)<. control panels designed by Eo Lea Eichhorn. In this setup

the B and ~ values were given to the machine separately and

the multiplication carried out internally.

5. Calculation of (h h 1) Structure Factors. --The struc-

ture factor for (h h 1) reflections is in general complexJ and it is

neces sary to calculate both real and imaginary parts. For (h h 1),

equations 1 and 2 becoIl1e

(8)
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AI (05
2 2nhx cosZlllz + 2eos Znh-z COS Znh~ COS 211J><

5' = replace cos by Slt1
( 9)

Because of the form of Ah~ it is no longer advantageous to

separate the structure factor contribution for a given atom. into

several terms:; The reason for this is that the general term would

have to contain three different trigonom.etric factors. It is possible

to calculate only two cosine values and two sine values in one oper-

ation on the 6043 and so all cards rnust be run through the ITlachine

twice in any case. It is therefore m.ore economical to calculate

the four cosines and four sines required in equations 8 and 9~

which ca,n also be done in two passages of all cards through the

machine o The storage capacity of the 604 is such that one can

then calculate and punch ~ f i 'Y i A'i in one ope ration, and
1

then~ in an operation identical except for interchanging sines for

I
the corresponding cosines, ~ f i r i Bi 0 This procedure re-

I

quires only one detail card per atom. for each reflectiono The

final step of the (h h 1) calculations" which is carried out after

separation of the reflection cards from. detail cards, is to form

2 2
A + B :;: I,and I 0 - I c 4)

Pages 96,97 are missing.
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VIllo ADJUSTMENT OF PARAMETERS BY

THE LEAST SQUARES METHOD

1 0 Principles. --The least squares method of param.eter

adjustm.ent was introduced into crystallography by E. W o Hughes

(1941). It consists of lTIinirnizing a weighted sum of the squares

of the discrepancies between observed and calculated structure

factors: 'f Wh [Fo(h) - Fe (h)j2:;;: min. This is accomplished in
h

successive steps, by making parameter changes L\ Xi I which" to

first order" change the discr'epancies to

The best parameter changes are those which rninirnize the weighted

sum: 2 '>; w (F - F')'2 = 0
\A . L h 0 L
o I...! Xl ~

The resulting equations~

(10)

are known as the normal equations. The num.ber of norrn.al equa ....

tions is equal to the num.ber of parameter changes" so that the

latter are completely determ.inedo

2 0 Procedure for (h k 0) Data: Positional Parameters..... -

Our m.ethod of carrying out (h k 0) structure factor calculations

has the result that a given param.eter may enter into the contribu ....

tions of from one to three detail cards for anyone reflection"

This introduces a complication into the least squares calculation~

because only a part of a~ I'd Xj can be calculated from one

detail card if x·J also occurs in the trigonom.etric argUITlents
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of other cards o The cards were therefore divided into three

classes on the basis of their contributions to the structure factor

derivatives" as shown in Table IX.

A further complication is caused by the fact that for some

atOITlS CJ Fe / dX is to be obtained from one detail card" for SaIne

from two1 and for som.e from three cards. In the usual applica ....

tion of least-squares theor'YJ off-diagonal coefficients of the nor-

mal equations are neglected, and onIy the coefficient I Wh (d Fc. )d )( j ) 2

h
is calculatedo The derivatives are calculated and squared and the

sum carried out in one operation~ the inforrnation being read from.

the detail cards, which are sorted by atoIns» and the results

punched on summary cards which follow each pack corresponding

to a given atorno Such a procedure would be more difficult with

multiple card groups for each reflection, as in our calculations,

though it would still be possible with proper control punching o

But for off-diagonal coefficients, which it was necessary for us

to calculate$ the m.erging and separating operations that would

have to be carried out~ in addition to the control complications"

make this procedure unm.anageable.

We therefore resorted to a procedure suggested by L o L.

Merritt (in conversation), in which a set of "observational equa-

tion cards" is prepared from the detail cards, and the observa-

tional equation cards are then used to calculate the normal equations.

The detail cards are sorted by atom number (not by code num.ber),

and the sequence in hand k is preserved so that for a given atom

all detail cards corresponding to a given reflection remain
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TABLE IX

CALCULATION OF STRUCTURE FACTOR DERIVATIVES

Class Contribution to ~F Contribution to aoF Codesx. z.
1 1

I 21Th sin 21Thx. cos 2Trkz. 0 1, 2, 3, 4,
J J 6, 9, 12+ 21Tk cos 21l"hx. sin 2Trkz.

J J

II 21Th sin 21Thx. cos 21Tkz. 2TI'k cos 21Thx. sin 21Tkz. 7, 10, 13oj J J J

III 2n-k cos 21Thx~ sin 21Tkz. 21Th sin 21Thx. cos 21Tkz. 8, IlJ 14
J J J J
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together,.. The observational equation cards, one for each reflec-

tion, are ITlerged with the detail cards so that each observational

equations card follows the group of detail cards for the correspond ....

ing reflectiono The rnerged cards are passed through the com.puter,

and the derivatives are calculated on the detail cards and punched

on the observational equation cards. The derivatives are of course

obtained by adding the contributions from the several cards if the

detail card group is m.ultiple. Calculation of the contributions is

controlled by pilot selectors actuated by control punches corres ....

ponding to classes I, II, and III of the detail cards o This procedure

enables all atOlTIS to be treated alike, and rninilTIizes the amount of

m.er ging and separating required.

Summation to form the coefficients and constant term.s in

the norm.al equations is then carried out with the sm.all pack of

observational equation cards, the derivatives being read from. the

various fields as required o While curn.bersorne~ this m.ethod is

much m.ore flexible than the standard technique, and enables all

coefficients in the normal equations to be calculated.

3. Weighting Systems. -- The weighting factors in equation

10 are introduced to take into account the fact that the differences

(Fo -Fe ) are of different reliability for different reflections"

the expected scatter being proportional to IF0 I because of the 10"'"

garithmic nature of the intensity m.easurement process o In con ...

sidering what weighting factors would be m.ost appropriate" the

lTIaximurn likelihood principle m.ay be applied. If the discrepancies

Fo(h) - Fe (h) , where h labels the refiectionsl are norm.ally

'Z
distributed with zero means and variances <fl, , then this principle
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2.

leads to the least squares criterion with weighting factors w h = ()o

()h?"
z

where Uo is arbitrary. This was the weighting system. used origi ....

nally by Hughes (1941), the standard deviations being taken propor ....

tional to IF0 I for the stronger reflections o

If we consider the normal equations, however" this weight ....

ing system. seems anornalous. The constant term in each normal

equation rn.ay be regarded as a measure of the correlation between

the structure factor discrepancies and the changes in those discrep-

ancies which would re sult on altering a given parameter 0 In con-

structing this correlationt we would want to require that the dis ....

crepancies for all reflections contribute on an equal basis, so

that the contributions to the correlation from. all reflections, large

and srn.all~ are on the average equal. Because the m.agnitudes of

the derivatives dF/ ax are es sentially independent of the lTIagni-

tudes of the Fe IS except for a broad correlation depending on the

m.agnitudes of the f .... values, it is seen from. equation 10 that the

reflections are taken on an equal basis in the above sense by choos-

ing If we choose 2/ 2.W h= (To (fh ~ as suggested by

the Illaxirnurn likelihood principle l then the stronger a given reflec ....

tion" the less it contributes to the correlation which determ.ines

the paraITleter shiftse

The anoITlalous contradiction of these points of view has

led us to investigate the weighting question !nore fullyo We have

found that the m.axim.um. likelihood weighting can be justified on

more general grounds, and we have been able to m.ake somewhat

plausible the basis for the failure of our intuition in the argument

of the last paragraph.
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It is possible to avoid the ITlaximurn likelihood and least

squares criteria altogether by considering the question, what is

the best way to choose the LlX i regardless of what criterion is

used? There are two properties that reasonable estimators

should have: They must be unbiased, so that the estirnated value

of .6)(i is on the average equal to the true parameter errorJ and

they should have the lowest variances possible,t so that on refin-

ing the structure with independent sets of data the randolTI errors

of measurement will have the smallest possible effect on the es-

tirnated pararneters o If in addition we ask that for matheITlatical

sirnplicity and to be consistent with our first-order theory, the

~'X. be given as linear functions of the (F (h) ... F (h)) values,
'1 0 C

then we have specified the three conditions for "best linear un-

bias edne 5S tf of the e stiITlator s. Kernpthorne (1952, ppo 54-46;

and p. 64) has shown that these three conditions alone give esti ....

mators which are identical with those derived from. the rnaxiITlum.

likelihood criterion" and in particular they specify that the weights

should be W
h

= (Jo2/ (fl.?" •

The significance of the "best linear unbiasedness" property

can be seen in terms of the normal equations" in which" for sirn-

plicity, we keep only the diagonal coefficients" so that the equations

rn.ay be written

Lw~ ot; b. X· = L W h rX hj Yh
h J J h

Here the Yh are the discrepancies and are taken to have variances

Since the are given as a linear combination of the

y~ a the Central Limit Theorem. (Cramer" 1937, pp. 56-60) shows

that, regardless of the distributions of the Yh , the variance of
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the estimator 6)(j approaches (for a large number of reflections)

the value
'2.

()
6X'J

'2.
If we now ask for weights which minimize the (J6X' , we require

J

from. which

C.
Wk =

0-."2
k

where C is a constant, independent of k 0 This is the weighting

system. given by the maxim.urn likelihood criterion.

Our intuition in this lTIatter may be bolstered by considering

a limiting case. Suppose that for some reason (that we need not

specify) the F 0 for one reflection,say k , were very accurately

known. This would mean that a"k was very srnall G If the struc

ture were nearly correct, ~ (k) - ~ (k) "'"" ~. Now the fact that

~ (k) is so accurately known ITleans that no parameter change can

be carried out which allows ~(k) - Fe. Ck) to becoITle larger than

~ (f'k. In other words, for paraITleter changes fj)( i we ITlust have

G<Y FJk) 6)( i """ ()k "" 0
. dX'1 1

Now compare the results of least-squares calculations using the

two weighting systeITls in question. If WI-,:::' Cfo / ()~ "then the

contribution

to the correlation term in the least squares calculation is of the

same order of m.agnitude as the contributions from. other reflections,
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so that k plays no special role and a m.ore or less "usual" set of

norlTIal equations results (usual except for the domination of the

'2./ '2.coefficient matrix by the k term.s). But if W~::: 0'0 0h: the con-

tributions of reflection k dom.inate both on the right and on the

left of equation 10, and all normal equations reduce simply to

L Cl~ (k) {\)(. = Fo(k) - Fe (k) r--' 0ox. 1
1

since we suppose the structure is already good enough that

fo ( k) - FJk) '" uk •

Thus the lTIaxirnurn-likelihood weighting takes care of this

special case in a reasonable way, whereas the weighting Wh =:. 6;, I 0h

does not. Parenthetically we ITlay add that the solution for the

param.eter shifts in this case would be cOlTIpleted by use of the

m.ethod of Lagrange m.ultipliers$ using as the function for mini-

mization

LW
h

(Fo - ~' {- + ALaFe (k) ~ X .

h i aXi 1

'" a~ n-' L\x' =F (k)-f(k) which wouldr ax- 1 0 (.,
1-

terInS from. the resulting sUInlTIations.

This discus siop-" while it m.ay seem. far .... fetched, is perti-

nent to our refinement of the zunyite structure o On the basis of

the norm.al equation argument above, we originally adopted weights

for the (h k 0) refinem.ent according to the system. Wh= K/\~(~)I.

The incorrectne ss of these weights was not realized until the calcu-

lations were completed. We m.ight fear on this account that the

paralTIeter values derived are subject to some error. While it is

likely that the values would change somewhat upon application of
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the correct weighting system, the statistical theory shows that the

values would not be likely to change by amounts larger than the cal-

culated standard deviations. This follows from the fact that the

least squares refinement gives an unbiased estimate of the paraITl ....

eter s whether or not it is optim.ally weighted (cf. Ke:mpthorne~

1952, p. 55, eqn. 12}o The rnain effect of the weighting system

used by us is therefore to give estimated parameter variances

som.ewhat larger than could have been secured with optimal weight-

ing. These considerations are not very worrisome~ because we

have seen that the limiting standard deviation3 which best de scribes

the probable accuracy of our param.eters, is larger than any of

the standard deviations we have estimated statistically.

In practice" of course, the relation ()h:: 1<1 I ~(h) I cannot

be applied over the entire range of intensities, because of the in-

creasing uncertainty of the intensity estim.ates for very faint re-

flections. We have used a weighting system siITlilar to the one

ern.ployed by Hughe s (1941)0 It is shown in Fig. 28, as applied to

the (h h 1) data, for which we used the cor'rect weighting system

2/ 1W\-) =:. Cfo ()h 0 The shape of the weighting curve for the (h k 0)

data was similar to Fig o 28.

Fig. 28 shows that in handling the (h h 1) data we tried two

different weighting systems" called WI and W2~ with low and high

licut off" respectivelyo A comparison of the results of W 1 and W 2

will be given in section 6 0

4. Results of the (h k 0) Least Squares Calculations o --

The procedure followed in solving the norm.al equations was to

r educe them. to a standard form by dividing each equation by the
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TABLE X

COEFFICIENT-S IN THE NORMAL EQUATION MATRIX

FOR L. S. I.

A. Data out to • 2 e I 'A2 L 1.9Sin -

xl x 2 x 3 x 4 X s Zs x 6 z6 x 7 z7

xl 1.00 O. 01 0 0 01 0.00 0.01 O. 00 -0.08 -0.06 -0.16 0.08

x 2 0.03 I. 00 ... 0.36 0 0 03 -0.78 -0. 07 -0.01 0.03 0.12 O. 01

x
3

0.06 -0.46 1.00 -0.04 1000 00 10 -0.29 0.15 -0.30 0.08

x 4 -0.05 0.06 .... 0.08 1.00 -0.22 -0. 05 O. 11 -0.08 0.09 O. 32

X s 0.03 -0.42 O. 41 -0. as 1.00 0.08 -00 11 0.06 -0.20 0.12

Zs -0.01 -0.08 0.09 -0 0 03 0.17 1•. 00 -0. 18 0.15 -0.17 .... 0.02

x 6 -0.18 0.00 -0.09 0.02 -0.09 -0. 06 1. 00 0.03 -0.16 O. 10

z6 -0.44 0.04 0.16 -0.05 0.14 O. 18 0.10 1.00 0.12 0.03

x 7 -0.10 0.. 02 -0.03 0.01 -0.05 -0.02 -0.05 0.01 1.00 -0.04

z7 0.10 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.00 0.06 0.00 -0.08 1. 00

BID Data out to 5,n2e/)~ L 0.(;

Xl 1 0 00 0.04 0.02 -0.02 0.01 -0.04 -0.03 -0.02 -0.36 0.08
x 2 0.24 1. 00 -0. 61 0.02 -0.90 -0. 10 0.07 -0.02 0.20 0.23
x

3 0.15 -0.74 1. 00 -0.08 0.99 O. 19 -0.21 0.03 -0.45 -0.03
x 4 -0.30 0.04 -0. 16 1. 00 -0.14 O. 06 0.3.6 -0. 11 O. 15 0 0 82
X s 0.03 -D. 47 0.43 -0.03 1.00 O. 14 - O. 15 0.03 -0. 3 9 0.00
z5 -0.24 -0.09 0.14 0.03 0.25 1. 00 -0.17 0.04 -0. 43 -0 0 09
x 6 -0.08 0.02 -0.06 0.06 -0. 11 -0. 07 I. 00 0.02 -0.05 0.19
z6 -0.45 -0. 05 0.08 -0. 14 0.15 O. 13 O. 16 1. 00 0.24 0.07
x 7 -0.19 0.02 -0 0 03 0.01 -0.06 -0.04 -0.01 De 01 1.00 -0. 11
z7 0.08 0.03 0.00 0.05 0.00 -0.01 0.07 0.00 -0.19 1.00
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coefficient of its diagonal term, to produce such an arr-ay as

shown in Table X. The Table shows for comparison two sets of

normal equations obtained by taking the sam.e set of dataJ in A

using all reflections, and in C using reflections only out to (sin Q/A.)2 ::

o. 6. It is seen that even with all the dataJ SOITle of the off-diagonal

coefficients are non-negligible. The most noticeable are the coef-

ficients corresponding to the 0
1

- 0Il - 0iv overlap. The resolu ....

tion obtained in L. So V was greater than in L o S. I A J because in

the latter about 30 reflections were eliminated due to indeterminate

sign of F o. In L.S V J the X z x
3

coefficient was -0 0 19 and the x
3

x 2

was -0. ZO. Note that the coefficients xzxs and x 3x S remain surpris

ingly high" in spite of the presence of the resolved 0i'v atom.

Solution of the normal equations was accomplished by ne-

glecting all off-diagonal terms less than O. 1 (at first, higher

values)" and solving the resulting equations, by iter'ation where

srn.all off-diagonal coefficients were involved, and sirn.ultaneously

for the three equations for 8.XZ' ~x3 and ~x5.

5. Least Squares Calculations for Variation of Scale and

Temperature E'""'actors. -- We list here the equations used for varia-

tion of scale factor and of temperature parameters for separate

atoms:
A-

I" W~ Fc'2. l1 G\ [ D. B. LWI, Fe, Fi 51",
h i 1 h

/It. ~):" A"'" 2l W~ ~ ~ 51 h~ CI - ~ ~ 131L WI-, Fi ~ )1 h
h 1 ~

where ~a::: f!tt 1m
[ Wh 71 h Fj ( r-D - Fe.-J
h
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and

PI! e- Bi ~ h "i ()... f. 1 L Z kF· :;: VLt L (~ cos nnXj cos 11 Zi
1 . . J J

J t 1

, .
where the summation J E 1

ponding to a given atoIll o

is over the code nUlTIbers corres ....

Variation of compositional parameter for chlorine,by put

ting fCl (actual) =: 0( f C1 (100
%

), adds the equation

1\ 1\

LWI, Fc~ 11d. + ZWn Fe FCI 6lA - L1E\Lw~Ji ~l ~h == LWh (F;,- Fe) ~I
~ hi\., h

plus appropriate off-diagonal term.s in the previous equations.

6. Least Squares RefineITlent of (h h 1) Data. --This is by

far the most complicated calculation carried out in the present

study. We describe it here completely but com.pactly.t with apol-

ogies for laconism..

Variation is for tninirnization of

where

This leads to normal equations

where 5i =ZTI Xi 0 Off-diagonal terms were omitted;. as justi

fied by the large amount of data.

- ~A =[2 h cos hs Cos I~ sin h'.5 -t 2 hcos h's cos \~ sin h.5 -t ZI cas h'5 cos h:5 sit) Is1 f e- £) $I
5 (1) (t/) en (1.)

_ dB ::
dS

_dA ==
a~

_dB =:

C)~

Lnterchanfe s;n and cos

[lcos2 hs Slt1 15 + 2hcc>sh~ cos\~ sinh5] f e- BSl

interchange SIn and c05
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TABLE XI

RESULTS OF (hhl) LEAST SQUARES CALCULATIONS

L. S. VII L. S. VIII Accept fo-r
S. F. XIII

wI W z WI W z

Xl • 0005 • 0018 .. 0002 • 0005 • 000

X z • 0031 • 0057 • 0012 .. 0016 +.0014

x 3 • 0041 .0108 (; 0003 0 0004 .. 000

x 4
-.0060 -.0093 -.0019 -.0020 -. 0020

x 5 • 0000 00000 -.0004 +.0005 • 000

Zs .0039 • 0082 0 00 15 • 0012 +.0013

x6 o 0021 " 0046 .. 0000 ... 0007 G 000

z6 • 000 1 e 0020 -. 0002 • 0000 II 000

x 7 • 0002 1& 0004 * 0000 -.0002 o 000

z7 • 0000 • 0000 Ct 0005 -.0003 • 000
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Procedure:

1. From detail cards J separate atoms All') Sir') CI.

2 a Calculate and punch on detail cards:

D~A == [ ({OS 1c,os4 + cos 2 cos 3) sin' · 2h + (Os l c.os 3 sin2· 21J T i

D~A= [(cos 1 [os2 + 0 ) sill 3, 2h + cos 1 e.oS 15,'114' 1 ]T1.

b' B= ~ fX - 1nterc h ange
D2 B =

)( -
-B,~

T== e 1-
~

sin and cos

This requires 4 trips for all cards through the ITlachine e Sim.ul

taneously punch Y in col. 5 for atom.s 1 - 3.

3. Detail cards are filled, so reproduce, retaining basic

data plus the Dr s~ Merge new detail cards, which remain sorted

on hI 1, with reflection cards J and gang punch A, B, and AI onto

detail cards o Rem.ove reflection cards. (B::: - B).

JJ~==

o
AD2 A-60L.g

)( )(

4. Calculate and punch on detail cards:

JJ.)(===

A ( D~A + D
X

2
A ~ - B(D~8+ D:8)

AD 1A-BD I 8x x

Y Col. 5

NY Col.5

5. Sort detail cards by atom., with a normal equation sum ....

mary card to follow each atom.

6. Calculate on detail cards, and punch on surn.rnary cards:

and

and~ as appropriate" the corresponding terms with JJ z replacing

JIx These are the numerical constants in the norm.al equations t

less a factor (-41T) on the left-hand side.
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The final summations were carried out twice", using weight-

ing systems W 1 and W20 The param.eter changes calculated froIn

the results are given under Lo So VII in Table XI o It is seen that

the changes using W2 (high I1 cut offlt
) are about twice as great as

those using W 10 An investigation revealed two serious errors in

the least squares data. The errors were in the observed intensi-

ties I of (115) and (333), and were caused by mistakes in conver
o

sian of logarithmic intensities to absolute intensities for pun.ching

onto cards. These errors caused: (1') erroneous values of 61;

(2) abnorm.ally high weights for these reflections, both of which

are strong, and for both of which the I values in error had beena

too low. The errors were corrected by hand, and it was found

that these reflections made large contributions to the least squares

correlation constants. The corrected results are given under

L o S. VIII. For the larger shifts, WI and W2 give about the saITle

results" This is an interesting example of the use of two weight-

ing system.s to indicate errors and to distinguish between probably

significant and probably non-significant param.eter changes o
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IX. CALCULATION OF FOURIER SYNTHESES

AND DIFFERENC E SYNTHESES

1 0 Projection on {IOO} 0 - .... The electron density in a crystal

is given in terms of the structure factors for X-ray diffraction, as-

suming no anom.alous scattering, by (Lipson and Cochran, 1953,

p. 12)

-+00

-00

-zrri (h~+ ky+ Iz)
F(hl,t) e

( 11)

where V is the volume of the unit cell. Although x" y, z are given

in fractions of the cell edges~ the density in equation 11 is given in

electrons per unit volume, and the nurn.ber of electrons in a volume

dx dy dz is a~p dx d)' dz. • From the list of coordinates of the

2
general position in T d (Chapter VII) it can be shown that

F ( hk I ) = F (h kI) := F ( hkI) - F (h I(I,

- F*(hkl)= F~(hk\) = F*(hkl) - F*(hkl) ( 12)

With these conditions, and with F :: l\.. + iB" equation 11 re-

duces to the result given in the International 'libles (1952, p. 489):

8 0000 00

P ::: -ll[ (A cos Zn Iw cos Zn ky cos Zn lz. - Bsin 2nhx sin 2n ky sin Zn 17. )
V 000

This result is not very useful~ however, as it fails to show the

proper treatITlent for special structure factors with low rnultipli-

city (Lipson and Cochran, 1953,. ppo 76-78). Starting with equation

11, we project the density onto (001):
ao ~

P()(N) = f paodz ILL F(hkO) e- 2TIt (hx+lfy)
o A -00
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3 2
where V = a and A :: a • Introducing conditions 12, and re-

o 0

rnem.bering that F (h k 0) is real j we obtain

0C1

p(X,y) = ~ Z'[ F(hkO) cos 2nhx coslnky (13)

-£Xi

where m.ultiplicity is now explicitly taken into account. Now define

C(OOOI

C (h 0 0)

c lhkOl -

-Lit FCOOO) =LJ( (115b)
2.

c(0 h 0 ) Fo' (h 0 0 ) h "* 0

C(k h 0) ::: Z Fo ' ( h k 0), h I k -F 0

( 14)

and write$ in consideration of equation 7 J

F(hkO) =~ F~ (hkO) ,
tt

where F t is the observed structure factor on the scale of Appendixo

II. Then

00 00

32 L co S Zn k y 2: C ( h k 0) co s 2 TJ h )(
ACt k=O 1,=0

This is the form. of the actual cOITlputations$ and is suitable for

calculation with Beevers-Lipson strips or by IBM methods. In

the actual computations, of course, only the sum.m.ations are car .....

ried out~ using amplitudes C as defined above. The constant

32/Att - is to be used in converting the results to electron units.

Hand calculation of p{x~ y) using Beevers -Lipson strips

is a straightforward but tedious procedure. Strips in intervals

of 60ths of the cell were used to calculate projections in 120ths

by halving the frequencies and separating odd and eV'en half-

frequencies. The chief difficulty in hand calculation is the
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possibility for error. One error in the first summation produces

31 error s in the final surn.rnation, for a proj ection 1/4 x 1/4 of the

cell in size. Fortunately the presence of the diagonal m.irror plane

ITlal<es it possible, by calculating the full 1/4 x 1/4 projection$ to

have a direct check on the internal consistency of the calculations.

By this device an error in the first sum.m.ation can be quickly 10 .....

cated before Inuch com.putational effort is lost.

Except for F I: all syntheses were calculated by IB'M m.etho

ods$ using the system. devised by Professor Verner Schomaker and

described by Ro Ae Pasternak (1954). Coding of first detail cards

and transfer of the proper amplitudes to th-ese cards t according to

equations 14, was performed in one operation on the 604 computer,

using the reflection cards from (h k 0) structure factor calculations.

Difference syntheses are carried out by the sa:me ITlethod

as equation 15~ but with F' .. F t substituted for F t in equations
o c 0

14, and with the term. C(OOO) dropped o

2. Proj ections on (110) • - -Because the correct form.ula-

tion of procedure for this projection requires some care, we give

it here in detail o Starting with the density, equation 11~ we make

a change of variable (j =X + y, T = X -y • so that

· ( h;k (J + -l,2+ k , -+ Iz)
I L'l LF e- 2n1- '--

2V

Now project on (110) G As shown in Fig. 25a l

2 -2ni (h<J;' )z)
P ((T, Z) =: Jp a o d'l == '!--z- LL F( hhi) e .

o Cto

Per unit area in the 110 planea the density becoITles
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{i '7 L F -2111 (ho-+ Iz..)
P (~, Z) =: --- L e

Q~
o

since an interval d<r corresponds to a distance a
o

da' I {2. Now

using conditions 12, and expanding, we find that

co 00

p{u,z) = 2~ LL Cos Znho-- [At (hhl)wS2TiI1. +1)t(hhl) sin 2n1L]
Cl o 0 0

where

At(OOO) -- 1- FlooO)- 2-

At(OOl) = A(OOl) I "* 0

t)t(OOl) - 0 (16 )-

At(hhO) A (hh 0)
')

h;tO

At(hhl) - 2 A (hhl) h) 1 i= 0-

BtChhl) 2 B(hhl)

If in accordance with our calculations we now define

then we obtain the result used in practice:

p(a-,z)

The resulting projection has plane group sYITlm.etry ClTI, as

shown in Fig. 29b. The unique unit, shaded in the figure, has dilTIen-

sions 1/2 x 112m The mirror planes are represented in equation 17

by the fact that p (0-, z) = p ( - (f, z) and the centering translation

by p ( a-, z) = p ( (j + 1/2, z + 1/2) which follows from the fact that
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hand 1 are always of the same parity for a given term in the series ~

The am.plitudes A and B are derived by taking the m.agnitude

IF 1 to be IT and taking the phase of F to be the phase of F .
o 0 0 c

The aITlplitudes are therefore calculated from

/\

B
o

us).

.I'. ""

The difference synthesis amplitudes are simply A - A ando c
1

Be (where Be = 11) Be and was the actual 'value calculated by

3. Plotting Atomic Positions on Projections.. - - The plotting

of positions on the \1001 projection is straightforward because pro-

jection coordinates are simply the atomic coordinates, properly chosen

and modified where necessary by the symmetry operations of the pro-

jection so as to fall within the calculated unit. For the (1 1 0) projection,

however, the procedure is not so direct, and we therefore list in

Table XII the coordinates of all atomic positions on the projection and the

combinations of parameter values which give ris e to thes e coordinates ..

4~ Electron Counts and Atoll1ic Shapes. -- Lipson and Cochran

(1943, p. 106) have emphasized the desirability of integrating the

electron densities derived by Fourier synthesis in order to compare the

number of electrons in the calculated atolTIic peaks with those in the

postulated structure.. Of course, if the difference map of the final

structure is flat, one may say that the postulated and real structures

have the saITle electron distributions, and there is no need for recourse
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TABLE XII

COORDINATES OF ATOMIC POSITIONS ON THE (110) PROJECTION

Atom Multiplicity2 Parameter Combinations () Z

(J z

Sill 1 2x x 27.4
1

13.7
1

2 1/2 1/2 - x 60.0 46.3

Or 1 1/2 + 2x 1/2 + x 18. 1 39.0

2 0 ... x 0.0 21.0

011 1 2x x 43.6 21.8

2 1/2 1/2 - x 60.0 38.2

0111 1 1/2 1/2 - x 60.0 26.7

2 x 0 33.3 0.0

2 1/2 - x 1/2 26.7 60.0

1 0 0 0.0 33.3

°rv 2 0 1 - z 0.0 54.4

2 1/2+x-z 1/2 ... x 15.9 38.5

1 1/2 - 2x z - 1/2 17.0 5.6

2 1 ... x ... z x 32.9 21.5

°v 2 1/2 1/2 - z 60.0 60.0

2 x + z x 16.6 16.6

2 1/2+z-x 1/2 - x 43.4 34.4

1 2x z 33.2 0.0

AlII I
2 0 -z 0.0 28.0

2 1/2+z-x 1/2 ... x 21.8 49.7

1 1/2 ... 2x 1/2 + x 39.5 32.0

2 - (x + z) x 17.8 10.2

1. In units of a /120.
D

2. Multiplicity in atOITlS per two structural units.
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to electron counting. It would also seem. that deviations in electron

density could best be evaluated from. the difference rnapo The diffi-

culty with this rn.ethod is one of scale: unless one is able to convert

reliably from. the somewhat arbitrary units in which the calculated

electron densities or density differences appear" no counts on the

difference m.aps have any quantitative significance o The only sure

way to verify that the scale is taken properly into account is to dem.-

onstrate that the correct electron counts can be obtained from. the

Fourier syntheseso If this is shown" then counts on difference maps

can be trusted o

Our interest in perfecting reliable electron counting tech-

niques for the zunyite structure arises from. the use of the atomic

shapes, peak heights, and other electron density details in the con-

siderations of the next chapter, where it is necessary to have elec-

tron densities in absolute units. 'We have therefore carried out

electron counts for a nUIllber of atoms in the structure. For ionic

crystals the ato:m.s prove to be essentially spherical (projections

can show only circular symm.etry, ~of course), and que stions of

deviation from sphericity due to redistribution of electrons in bond-

ing do notarise o From equation 15 we find that for counts on F II,o

the number of electrons is

N = o. 0218 ~ Po (calc.) electrons,

the sum being over squares 1/120 of the cell edge on a side. Elec-

tron counts by this method--sulTIming over densities calculated at

specific points in the structure, which is the method mentioned by

Lipson and Cochran (1953, p. l06)--does not prove particularly

satisfactory for the zunyite projections o For the AlII peak on
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F II, containing one aluminium. ion l it gives a good value of 9. 9a

electrons, but for the double O~ peak on the same proj ection it

gives only 8. 9 electrons~ whereas 20 should be found o

The m.ethod that we have found m.ore useful and m.ore illu:m-

inating is the ftradial sum" method, in which a plot is made of p as

a function of distance r from. the center of a given peak, by corn-

piling all the point-by-point inforlTIation from the projection onto

one plot of p(r)~ and drawing a sInoath curve through the points o

Such plots of atom.ic shape are shown in Fig. 26. Electron den-

sities are shown in arbitrary units$ but can be converted to elec-

2 -2trons A by

Po 1.63 po (cClle.1

The electron density at the center of an alurn.iniuIn peak is about

Q -2 ~ -264 e Pi. J and at the center of an oxygen peak about 32 e.fi. 0

Figo 27 shows the shape of the 2A1 I1 peak at (21 0 8, 49. 7) on

F III. Here the conversion iso

Po = 2, t 2 po (ca Jc.)
-2

eA

The central density is found to be 63 e A -2.

To find the num.ber of electrons in a given peak, the p(r)

curve is multiplied by r and the resulting radial charge density

is integrated graphically. Table XIII shows the results for sev-

eral atom.s in F II.o

In this table the total char'ge N (r-) is given as a function of

the radial distance out to which the integration is carried. It is

seen that the total charge depends rather critically on the behavior
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TABLE XIII

ELEC TRON COUNTS FOR F II
o

2
N(r) for:

1
r ~liI

4 0 8 10.8

20" Sir + All CI + 20111-v

8. 7

16. 6

18. 2

11. 6 19. 3 22. 9

20.4

21 0 2

5.2 11.0

5. 6 11. 1

6.0

6. 4

6.8

8.0

8.8

9.6

11. 2

11. 3

II. 3

16. 8

17. 7

20.4

21.0

21. 1

21. 1

23. 2

30. 2

1. r::= radial distance from. center of peak in units of a / 120.
o

2 0 N(r)::: num.ber of electrons within a cricle of radius To
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of p at large values of r~ but that" with reasonable sizes for the

ions l the expected num.ber of electrons can be accounted for in

all caseso

The main feature of the shapes of all peaks is their general

resemblance to Gaussian curves, as has been discussed by Booth

(1946)0 They show an additional important feature, however e

This is the flapronH of charge density which extends to values of

r at which the Gaussian distribution would have dropped practi-

cally to zero. The importance of this apron is especially -great

for oxygen atoms" as can be seen in Figo 26 and in Table XIII.

The central Gaussian core accounts for only half of the electrons

in the peak, the rest lying out in the apr'ono This fact adds to

the difficulty of making accurate electron counts, because an ac-

curate scale factor is required if the contribution of the apron to

the total charge is to be correct. For cations the central core

accounts for about thr ee fourths of the total char geQ

The radii of the cations: taken as the radius of the sphere
A

enclosing the expected chargel is O. 50
A
for the SiI+Al

11
peak,

which agrees tolerably with Pauling,! s (1948, po 346) crystal

radii for these atoms o But the value for oxygen is conspicuously

low" O. 9 Ao The value for Cl cannot be reasonably estiITlateda

because of irregularities in charge density in the outer part of

the atom.

Following Booth (1946), we have fitted Gaussian curves

to the density profiles of the core:
~-pr

per) =jJoe
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The sim.plest ready evaluation of p is fro'In the radius at half

maximum:
1t1 2

'2

~/2.

Values obtained in this way are in the range 19 :.. 23 A -2 for all

peaks in the structure.

The fact that p for all peaks observed on our Fourier syn-

theses is close to aD m.ight be inter'preted as indicating the limit

of resolution of our X-ray data. That this is not the case is shown

by the difference maps, where peaks with half-widths correspond-

ing to values of p up to 60 are observed.

The values of 19 - 23 A - 2 for p in zunyite are to be com-

pared with Megawts (1952, po 484) values 9. 7 for Cal 9.0 for

Si~, and 8. 2 for 0 in afwillite o In view of the fact that Megaw re-

ports a teITlperature parameter B ~ 0 0 4 A for the afwillite struc-

ture, the values of p obtained by her are probably influenced

mainly by the resolution of her data.

Cruickshank (1949 a$ p. 80) finds values p =: 2. 9 or 3.4

for carbon peaks in dibenzy1t the different values corresponding

to different rnethods of fitting the Gaussian curve to the peak

shape o The value 3.4 corresponds more closely with the method

used hereo This low value doubtless reflects a high temperature

pararneter for the structure o Jeffrey (1947); who obtained the

data used by CruickshankJ does not report a tem.perature param.-

eter for dibenzyl, and Robertson (l934)~ who did the original anal ....

ysis of dibenzyl, used empirical scattering factors. On the basis

of equations 28 and 30 of the next chapter; and as suming (for the
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sake of a rough calculation) p := 15 for carbon, we obtain the irno
-2

probably large value B ::: 8. 9 A ~

Booth (1946) found that the shapes of peaks due to carbon, ni-

trogen, oxygen and chlorine in a number of structures could be

well accounted for (in their central regions) by taking p ;: 4 0 690

This circum.stance parallels our observation that all peaks in the

present study can be accounted for by p near to 20. However,

it see:m.s unlikely that the cause is the sam.e in the two cases" as

Boothfs value was derived from. organic structures where the

shapes are determined to a considerable extent by the thermal

motion alone$ the value 4 0 69 corresponding to a B :: 60 4, which still

seem.s excessive" in view of the statement by Megaw (1952) that

B for organic structures is in the neighborhood of 2 0 5.

A m.ore accurate treatm.ent has been applied to the peak

in Fig. 31,t with the result p == 114, P == 19. Since the heighto

of the peak is 118, the fit is not perfectJ but values of p(r) cal-

culated from these paraITleters are generally in good agreelTIent

with observed values for the corel as shown in Table XIV. The

table shows that the apron appears at about r == 3 0 0 (120ths) or

With the Gaussian density function, electron counts can be

carried out easily.

N ~o
Core = p

2
For the AlII peak" which contains 4 aluminiulTI atoms, the re-

sult is 40 0 5 electrons. This value is puzzlings since it accounts
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TABLE XIV

2
p(r) FOR AlII IN F 0 III

r .e. calculated ..e. observed

O. 0 114 118

00 5 107 108

1. 0 89 89

1 0 5 65 64

2. 0 41. 5 41

2 0 5 24 24

3 0 0 .12 150 5

30 5 5 12

4. 0 2 9. 5

4. 5 0 0 7 6. 5

TABLE XV

TEMPERATURE PARAMETER CORRECTION
DERIVED FROM ~F'I

Equation

33

Cl-20
II1

Peak

+0 0 24

56

-0. 16

-00 41

-0 0 015 +0 0 17 -OD022

-0 0 034
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entirely for the num.ber of electrons in the peak without consider ....

ing the contribution of the apron$ which is estiITIated to amount to

at least 10 electrons. A similar result is obtained by this method

for other cations, the core accounting for the full number of elec .....

trans"

We have not pinned down the explanation for this and for a

few other discrepancies, but it is seen that the electro'n counts

indicate a general consistency and correctnes s for the atoITlic

shapes derived from the projections.
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x. REFINEMENT OF THE STR DC TURE

BY MEANS OF DIFFERENCE SYNTHESES

1. Positional Parameters. Following the discussion by

Lipson and Cochran (1953, pp. 300- 301), we have calculated positional

parameter changes from the relation

(~ ~)i
(~\a X2.)i

where D represents the density on the difference rrlap. This equation

can be applied quite satisfactorily, and even small positional param.eter

errors cause a distinct gradient on the difference map.

Our chief concern in the use of difference maps has been with the

correction of temperature parameters, and we therefore devote the

remainder of the chapter to that problern.

2. Temperature Parameters II - - The evaluation and correction

of temperature parameters from information obtained from difference

syntheses was first discussed fully by Cochran (1951 b). It had been

shown (Cruickshank, 1949, p .. 155) that difference synthesis refinement

is equivalent to least squares refinement with weighting factors

w = l/f., where f. is the atomic scattering factor for the atom whose
1 1

coordinates are to be refined. Cochran made use of this analogy to

derive normal equations for least squares refinement of temperature

factors using the weighting w = 1 If.. Thes e equations, although applied
1

to anisotropic temperature factors, are entirely analogous to the

equations we employed (Chapter VIII, sec. 5) in nUITlerical calculations

for correction of isotropic teITlperature factors. Cochran showed that
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these normal equations reduce to a silTIple expression in terms of the

Fourier and difference lTIap densities.. His result for two dimensional

data (equation 4 .. 8 of the paper cited) reads, when reduced to the

isotropic case and written in our notation:

6. B·1.

where the derivatives are

( a
2

D"
12n2. a r--zii

(~c)a r 4 .
1

evaluated at the center of the i Ith atom.

(20)

For

purposes of calculation Cochran gave an expression for d 4 Pc- / () r 4

derived froIn the Fourier synthesis formula, with the usual trigonolTIetric

averaging:

(21 )

where the SUlTI is over all reciprocal lattice points for which structure

factors were used in making the projection on which D is measured,

and s = 2 sinQ / A "

Cochran's results suffer from two drawbacks: (I) the presence

of the fourth derivative in equation 20 is difficult to understand

intuitively; and (2) the fact that this derivative cannot be evaluated

from the Fourier synthesis directly requires calculation of the SUITt In

equation 21 D The disadvantage of using large sums is, first, that it

reduces the method to a crank-like numerical operation siITlilar to the

least squares or differential synthesis ITlethods" Th.e use of difference

maps and Fourier synthesis should enable one to get away from thes e

purely nUInerical lTIethods, and to evaluate the parameter shifts from
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the distribution of electron density itself as seen in the maps. Second,

the use of formulae such as equation 21 is always attended by the need

for a re- examination for special space groups.

These disadvantages appeared the Il10re acute to us becaus e

of the fact that Cochran' s ll1ethod is based on a least squares calcula-

tion, whereas we had gone to difference synthesis ITlethods for the

expres s purpose of avoiding the uncertainties and contradictions which

had arisen in our least squares refinement of the temperature para-

meters (Chapter IV).
,

When, therefore, the ~B. s calculated by
1

Cochran ' s method carne out absurdly large (due to an error in the us e

of equation 21, as we subsequently discovered), we were ready to look

for other approaches. In the following pages we describe our approach,

and then discuss the telTIperature factor question from a more general

standpoint, from which it is possible to show the relationships between

the various methods.

The effect of thermal motion is to broaden the apparent shapes

of the atomic peaks 0 Let R = i x + J Y + k z be the displacement of

an atom from its equilibrium position, and let P CR.) be the probability

density of displacement due to thermal motion. Then the apparent

electron density p (R) is related to the atoITlic electron density fJo(R)

by

JPo (R-S) peS) c1vs (22)

the integral extending over all of space. The t1apparentH density is of

course the time average for a given atom, or the instantaneous averag,e

for all equivalent atoms in the crystal~ The probability P (R) is given
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by BoltzlTIann's principle (Fowler, 1929, p.48)

U (R)

C e kT (23)

where U (R) is the difference between the potential energy of the atom

- -
at R and at its equilibrium position, R = O. Without a more detailed

analysis we will regard this as an approximation, justified by the time-

averaging of the potential distribution due to the surrounding atOITls.

We take the environment to be isotropic; and we suppose that the dis-

placements R are small enough that the atom behaves as though bound

by Hooke's Law forces, an approximation satisfactory for describing

the thermal properties of most substances at ordinary temperatures

(Seitz, 1940, p. 100). Then

(24)

where a is a force constant. Writing a/2kT ='I,

(25)

We now as SUITIe that fo (R) is a Gaussian distribution of

electron density. This assumption has been criticized by Cruickshank

(1949 a, pp. 81 .... 82) and by Professor Schomaker (in conversation). But

we support its use for the following reasons: 1.. It does approxim.ate

the observed atomic shape in the main part of the peak quite closelyo

2. Even if the observed shape is conditioned more by X- r'ay resolution

than by the true electron distribution, the Gaussian peak still approxi-
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mates the general shape of the central part of the real peak, which for

our purpose will be at least roughly satisfactory, since we work with

the general shape of the peak rather than with such details as may be

determined by high-order derivatives. 3. Use of the Gaussian

distribution makes simple a calculation which would otherwise involve

tedious numerical integrations for each application, a feature which,

'7f -l..85
2

4
like the evaluation of L e 4 5 ,we expressly wish to avoid.

We therefore take

Po(R) (26)

Perfor'rning the integration in equation 24, we obtain

?.
-pR

p(R)= p(o) e

where

PaY
Po+Y

(27)

(28)

and
v

p ( 0 ) is a constant. The density
-P (R) can now be projected

on the x, y plane. If r = IX + r y, then

(29)

the sim.plicity of the projected density being another happy consequence

of the use of the Gaussian form.

From this result the effect of thermal lTIotion on the observed

peak shape is seen directly. For large thermal motion ( "f <:::: Po ), the
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shape is determ.ined largely by the statistical distribution of the atoITlic

centers, while for sm.all motion ('{ > P ), the thermal effect is only ao

small modification of the electron distribution for the atom at rest. The

parameter y can be interpreted directly in ter'ms of the temperature

parameter B (James, 1950, p. 23) by using equations 23 and 24:

B (30)

For zunyite, and for hard crystals generally, the observed values of B

(around 0.5) lead to '{ > P , whereas for organic crystals, witha

values of B up to 5 or more, the situation is '( < P 0

o

The required method for correcting temperature parameters is

then clear. From the shape of the difference map peak we evaluate the

error ~p in the as,sulTIed dispersion param.eter p. From equation 28

we interpret D.p in terms of ~:y, and from equation 30 we derive l1B.

The result is simply

(31 )

The problem. then is how best to deterlTIine Ap. For the most

satisfactory determination, one would wish to mal<:e use of the shape of

the entire difference map peak.. We will, however, be concerned

mainly with the so-called "paracentric" lTIethods, as they are more

adaptable to application and :more capable of precise analysis ..

It can be shown that to first order the width of the difference

map peak or trough is independent of ~p:
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r being the radius of the O-contour on the difference map. The only
o

satisfactory readily determined measures of ~p are

IT D(O)

Z

where Z is the number of electrons in the atom and D( 0) is the

difference m.ap density at the center of the peak, and

(33 )

~p
Tf (()2 D)

4p'Z a r2. r=o
( 34)

Equation 33 is the more simple and direct to apply, but its use

is endangered by the possibility of scale factor error, which gives rise

..
to siITlple peaks at all atomic positions on the difference map. This

difficulty can be avoided by introducing the scale factor as a parameter

and solving equations corresponding to 33 and 34 simultaneously.. If

we let

D - rr

'-z - pr
(I-x)-pe

11 (35)

where x is the fractional error in the scale factor, then the result is

0" )-_TT(_+D
Z 2p

(36 )
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)( ::: ~ (~I -+ 2D)
p'Z 2 P

2 2= ( a r> / or). and D = D( 0) 0

1

(37)

Equation 36 corresponds

to an equation us ed by W. C 6 Ham.ilton (1954, p. 20) for refining

temperature parameters. He arrived at the result in a more formal

way which did not show explicitly the mann er in which it corrects for

scale factor error.. And he derived constants for the atoITlic shapes by

means of numerical integration rather than directly from. Fourier

syntheses, as done here ..

In practice, equation 36 gives results little different from

equation 33, if the scale factor correction is small, as was the case

here. That scale factor error leads to noticeable effects can be seen,

however, from the peaks on ~F I, which do not satisfy equation 32, but

have r o values displaced froIn the predicted ones in accordance with a

negative value of It , an effect which can be calculated from equation

40 (above). Equation 37 can be used to compare the results from

different peaks. Results and comparisions are given in the next s ectiono

A simple non-paracentric method which takes into account the

general shape of the difference map peak may be derived by using the

central density, D(O), the density at the stationary points in the trough

surrounding the central pe'ak or the crater lip surrounding the central

crater, D (1), and the radius of the sm.allest 0 -contour, ro . The

resulting equations are

2.

"IT [ 2 pro () J~ z 0(0) - e 0 I (38)
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The three data are not independent, because ro

(39)

should be given by

( 4.0)

This lTIethod has the advantage that it avoids calculation of the

second derivative on the difference map. It is not practicable, how-

ever, and we present it only as an illustration of a basic difficulty

2
inherent in non-pracentric methods. The factor p r can be greater or

o

less than one, but if peaks with Ap > 0 and others with ..6p < 0 are

both present, it will be greater than one for one group or the other

2
(equation 40) 0 If the scale factor error is small, p r = I. In any

2 0
2pr o 2

cas e, the factor e ~ e = 7 0 4 multiplying D (1) in equation

38 and 39 makes the probable error of Lp large, because D (1) is known

to no greater accuracy than D (0). The result is that local irregularities

in the out.er part of the difference map peak can have large effects on

~p. These local irregularities may be lar'gely spurious.

Thus the main objection to non-paracentric methods is that

they are forced to use information froIn the low-density Quter parts of

the difference map peaks, where the percentage error of the density is

much greater than at the center. A sirnilar effect tends to ente.r in the

calculation of derivatives, but it can be shown that the standard derviation

of the terlTI D
1f

' /2p in equation 36 is only twice that of D, so that the

effect is not too serious for paracentric methods.
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We turn now to a more general discussion in which we will use

an approach suggested by Professor Hughes (in conversation). The

atom.ic scattering factor and the electron density are Fourier trans ....

forms of one another (James, 1950, p. 96):

and the inverse

(41a)

(41b)

where q is a vector in reciprocal space ( f q I = 2sinQ/A). The result

of introducing the Debye temperature factor exp (- .L Bq2) is a trans-
4

formed density (apparent density) given by the (three-dimensional) fold-

ing theorem (Waser and Schomaker, 1953, p. 684):

where T(S) is the transform of the temperature factor:

(42)

S
_1. 8q'2. -'lwi Cj. 5

T(S) - e 4 e' dv-
q

where ,
B

(43)

the integral in equation 42 being evaluated by standard ITlethods.. Hence

equation 41 reads
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(44)

This is identical with equation 25, derived from a quite different stand-

point, and shows the close connection between the Debye temperature

para.meter B and the interatomic force constant a.

Instead of specifying the shape of p (R - S), we now derive

paracentric relationships for determining changes in " for any

radially symmetrical distribution of electron density.. Since we are

interested in two-dimensional data here, we note that the projection

00

per) = JpeR) dz
-00

can be carried out explicity in equation 44:

(45)

Now differentiate and set t' = o. Because of the radial

syrn:rnetry,

vp \
a~ 0

00

~ fe- YS
'2. S'lpo(S) 2115 ds + ~ pro)

o

(46)

-
after integrating twice by parts.. Now for r = 0,
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\7; Po(F- 5) = \7; fo(r-s) 1

r=o r = 0

and in cylindrical coordinates, for radially symmetric p (8),

Hence by interchanging the order of integration and differentiation in

equation 46,

dp \
CJy

o
(47)

and since

we obtain

vp \ _
~'Y 0

(48)

By the same procedure we derive

(49)

and since

8 a4p ,
3 ar4

o

this results in

(50)
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Equation 50 describes Cochran's :method of temperature para-

meter correction for the case of no scale factor error:

_ 4rr L\y 
yL 12 n L (51 )

Since this result is entirely equivalent, through equation 44, to

the simple lTIethods previously discussed, Ol1.e can understand the (at

first) puzzling fact that equations 31 and 33 J which involve no

derivatives at all, give the same result as is obtained by introducing a

Gaussian density into Cochran's equation, which involves the fourth

derivative of p . This see:med remarkable at first because there was

no particular reason to expect the fourth derivative of the Gaussian

density to bear much relation to the fourth derivative of the actual

density.

FroITl equation 48 a second correction formula is obtained:

L\ B = BITt. D(0 )

~,
d r'2.. o

(52)

This result expresses the physics of the situation more under-

standably th.an equation 51, and obviates the need for the fourth

derivative and hence for the sum in equation 21, regardless of the shape

of the dens ity profile ..
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Equation 52 describes a paraITleter refinement procedure which

was given in essence in an earlier paper by Cochran (1951 a, p. 84) ..

Equation 8 of that paper can be reduced exactly to our equation 52 by

taking advantage of the circular symm.etry at the center of the atomic

peak.

The results derived above can be used to construct a paracentric

refinem.ent m.ethod which takes into account a possible error in scale.

If we write

Pobs (\+ x) P l + ClPcalc dv
ca Cay 0 (53 )

and use equations 48 and 50, which are valid irrespective of scale factor

error, the result analogous to equation 36 is

D"
pI!

(54)

where all densities and derivatives are to be evaluated at the center of

the peak. The coefficient of .6.B in equation 54 involves
IV .P ,and IS

therefore unsuited to e-valuation from electron density maps. This

difficulty can, however, be avoided by what seelTIS to us a justifiable

a.pproxim.ation. The critical feature in equation 54 is the right hand

side, because it deterlTIines what portion of the observed peak height is

due to scale factor error and what portion to temperature factor error.

The coefficient of ~B is unrelated to these effects and would be

expected to be the same from peak to peak for a given ato:m. The fourth

derivative evaluates the "first order" departure of the peak frolTI

parabolic shape, and is therefore the term which causes the peak to have
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the shape of a Gaussian curve rather than a parabola.. In this sense it

is an intrinsic feature of the Gaus sian shape in the central part of the

peak, and we n1ay therefore expect to evaluate the coefficient in

equation 54 by ITlaking use of this observed shape.. On this basis

I'
P

P

2. plV _

3 pI'
2p (55 )

where p is the parameter in equation 29 II The suggested refinement

procedure is then sin1ply

1/
4rr?. ( Q _ !2 )
p P (JI'

The scale factor error can be determined from

(56 )

o
}(:::.

p
(57 )

We regard equation 56 as inherently the most satisfactory means

of isotropic temperature factor refinement using data derived directly

from Fourier and difference syntheses. Unfortunately we h,ave not had

opportunity to test it Qut thoroughly in practice for purposes of corn-

parison with other rnethods, because it was developed after the refine-

rnent was completed, using the methods given by the Gaussian approxi-

mationG Equation 56 makes use of that approximation, but only as a

m.ultiplying factor whose value is not critical. The basic feature of

equation 54, the difference of the ratios of densities and derivatives,

is retained in equation 56 ..
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The foregoing considerations have taken no notice of the fact that

the electron densities obtained in practice are affected by the finite

termination of the Fourier series. Thus in equation 41b the integration

is represented as extending over all of reciprocal spacec> But the effect

of terlTIination is readily taken into consideration. We rewrite equation

41 b by including the cutoff function:

(58)

I -
Po (R) (59 )

The density
I

P could be evaluated by using the folding theorern.,
o

but for our purposes there is no need to do this,
I 

because Po (R) is the

density distribution which would replace Po(R) in equation 42 and the

ensuing discussion, and hence it is seen that the results we have

obtained apply directly to the densities calculated with series termina-

tion.

The above discussion leads, we believe, to a more unified

approach to the problem of isotropic temperature parameter correction

than has hitherto been given, and allows the formulation of an i:mproved

ITlethod for direct application, equation 56 ..

3. Results .. -- The zunyite structural refinement did not have

the benefit of the comprehensive point of view developed in the preceding

section. Instead we were obliged to rely more on rule-oi-thumb methods,
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and particularly on equation 33, which is the !nost readily applicable

refineITlent method but neglects the effect of errors of scale. In practice

it was found that parameter shifts derived from equation 33 do not

converge to the final parameters as rapidly as might be expected.. This

fact was conspicuous for the chlorine atom, as shown in Table VI, which.

was all the more puzzling because the estimated scale factor error

('K negative) should have caused an overestimation of the paran1.eter

change ~BCl .. Probably the first order theory is at fault here, and the

paralTIeter changes should have been computed directly froIn equation 28"

The scale factor error seen in the difference maps is of course

ficticious in the sense that it represents only the weighting system of

the Fourier refineITlent, because the scale factor had been refined by

least squares methods to a final value before the difference synthes es

were calculated.. In the refined difference map (F IV), the effects of
o

scale factor error with X < 0 are visible at the Cl, Sir and Al~'I

positions to At the other positions there is no definite evidence of scale

factor error, but, in fact, perhaps even evidence for X > 0 . Hence

it is debatable whether the error at the former positions is truly a

scale factor error in the sense of the preceding section or is due to some

other effect.

The present study does not provide an adequately rich sampling of

temperature parameter corrections to allow a satisfactory comparison

of the relative ITlerits of the various refinement methods discussed in

the previous section.. As an illustration of the type of cOITlparison that

should be made, we show in Table XV the results of the various refine-

,
ment methods applied to the two peaks Cl + 20111 and Sir + AIr- The
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comparison is interesting because the effects of scale factor error

should work in the opposite direction for the two peaks 0 However, with

out a greater number of examples, and particularly peaks at non-special

positions, we do not feel justified in discussing the results in detail.
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XI. THE TETRAHEDRAL TEMPERATURE FACTOR

The observed electron distribution around the Sir - All position,

as found in the difference maps, leads to the suspicion that these atom.s

may have thermal motions corresponding to a tetrahedral tem.perature

factor, that is, a temperature factor that is the transform of an electron

density modification having tetrahedral symmetry. At first this idea

appears absurd, becaus e the (100) projection was chos en for the specific

purpose of projecting out the effects of tetrahedral symmetry. However,

the projection can show such effects - as, for example, if the atOITl

should move solely on lines directed toward the vertices of a tetrahedron.

The main feature of the observed difference density is a strong

negative anomaly 'projected onto the main diagonal [llOJ at a distance of

0.32 A from the Sir - AIr position. If the isotropic temperature

factor were completely corrected, as well as real or spurious errors in

scale, the difference map density in the neighborhood of this position

would appear as shown in Fig. 28a.

Unfortunately it is not possible to make a least squares calcula-

tion to see whether a small displaceITlent of the average position of the

atom.s in tetrahedral dire-ctions would improve the F ,F agreeITlent,
o c

a displacement corresponding to dividing each atom into "fourths" and

putting each part in point position 16e. The calculation cannot be done

because all the required derivatives vanish. The necessary experi ...

mental approach is first to place the "fourths ll at a small arbitrary dis-

placement an,d make a structure factor calculation with these positions.

Due to the fact that the tetrahedral temperature factor has not

hitherto been discussed, we deemed it advisable before carrying out the



a.

b

F/G.28
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suggested experimental approach to study its formulation froIn a theo-

retical standpointm This study, which we now describe, showed that the

observed electron density defects could not be accounted for with any

reasonable thermal motions of the atom.s, and the experiITlental calcula-

tions have therefore not been attempted, though it might still be of

interest to do so.

We approach the probleITl from the standpoint of equations 22

and 23 of the previous chapter, and investigate the probability distribu-

tion of the center of a cation moving in the potential of four anions

surrounding it at the vertices of a regular tetrahedron. For the inter-

atom.ic potential we employ the simple Coulomb-Born m.odel which has

been used by Pauling (1939, p. 337 ff. ) in treating ionic crystals:

U(F) (60)

In this equation a is the equilibrium cation-anion distance, and Z 1 and

L
Z

are the respective charges on the ionsm

Choosing a cartesian coordinate system with the equilibrium

. . f h . h· . 1 h· (1 1 1)posItIon 0 t e catIon at t e orIgIn, we pace t e anIons at x , y ,z =

(a, a, a), (-a, -a, a), (a, -a, -a), and (-a, a, -a). Now we expand

the potential, due to the four anions, in powers of the displaceInent

(x, y, z) of the cation from its rest position. The calculation is

cumbersome but straightforward, and we simply state the result:

u
(61 )
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where all terms of third order have been retained.

The xyz term is the only third order terIT1 that appears, and it

is just what is required to describe a potential distribution of tetrahedral

sym.metry. The coefficient of this term is positive, meaning that the

cation tends to :move toward the tetrahedral faces rather than toward the

anions.

We now ask what kind of probability distribution of the cation

results when the system is projected onto the x, y plane" The projection

of equation 23) introducing U from equation 61, is easily carried out.

Writing U in the form

U

kT

where all constants are positive, we find

( 62)

It is not possible to normalize this density, but we ignore this fact

becaus e we work with small displacements 0 The electron dens ity

which would result from equation 62 is shown in Fig. 28b" The result

ing difference map would have the plus and minus signs of Fig. 28a

interchanged.. This is true regardless of the sign of C, as seen from

equation 62. Hence, lTIotions with tetrahedral symmetry cannot

account for the observed electron densitYe

We have overlooked something, however. Because of the pro

jection, a potential of octahedral syITIm.etry would be expected to project

to give an x
2

y 2 term to add to equation 62, and this term might
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correspond to preferred motion of the cation toward the tetrahedral

edges, which might reverse the sign of the x
2

y 2 term.

This proves to be a definite pos sibility. It requires an expansion

of the potential to fourth order J and results in a new projected prob ...

ability density:

(63 )

where

e

and

(64)

d is the coefficient of the fourth order terITl in the expansion.. It has

not been reduced to sirnplest form, but evidently d is much less than

b since the motion is mainly isotropic, and so we obtain

(66)
2b

2 2
A conclusion as to the sign of the x y term depends on the

relative size of Q and do We have evaluated these nUIT1erically using

n = 9, and find (in arbitrary units)

e 455

cl - 3 G. 2
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There seems therefore to be no possibility of d > Q, and hence

inclusion of the octahedral terms does not r.aodify the previous con

clusions e The calculations admit of easy error due to their complica

tion, however, and have not been thoroughly checked ..
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XII. STATISTICAL EVALUATION

Cruickshank (1949a, 1949b, 1950) has given methods for estilTIat-

ing standard deviations of parameters derived from difference syntheses"

We have used his approach and have estimated standard deviations of

positional parameters for cOITlparison with standard deviations estimated

in the standard way (Mood, 1950, pp. 301 - 303) froITl the least squares

calculations.. The results are given in Table XVI.

The lTIain difficulty in applying Cruickshank's method is that the

2
formulae have to be revised for the high symmetry of T d" If this is

not done properly, the formulae may lead to a doubling of the electron

density curvatures for atoms at special positions. Curvatures derived

by Cruickshank's m.ethods are found to agree roughly (to within about

5 %) with curvatures derived directly from the Fourier syntheses using

the Gal.:lssian approxim.ation.

A peculiar feature of the standard deviations given in Table XVI

is the high value for z6 derived from. the least squares calculations.

The reason for this is the fact that z6 was taken allnost zero (actually

0.001). This causes all derivatives to be small (they

would vanish strictly for z6 = 0), so that the coefficient of the diagonal

terITl for z6 in th-e norm.al equation matrix is very small. Evidently a

second order theory would be required to estimate correctly the z6

variance.

The estiITlated standard deviation for the electron density is 1. 3

o -2
electrons A by Cruickshank's ITlethod. Cruickshank's method takes

as the estimate of (J for a given reflection the value of (F - F). An
o c

alternative approach was propos ed by Booth (1946) and Booth and
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TABLE XVI

ESTIMATED STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR
POSITIONAL PARAMETERS

Least Square s Fourier
Atom. Coordinate Estim.ate Estimate

Sill xl 0 0 00022 0 0 00016

Or X z 0.00066 0 0 00042

all x
3

0.00077 1iiIIIIl.-& Ill:II:Ilo __

0
111

x
4

0.00085 0 0 00046

{
X s 0 0 00059 .... ~_~t:::II:I:lI

D
IV 0.00060Zs ... MIlIIl ..... IIIIIaI ...

{ x6 0.00033 0 0 00042

°v
Z6 0 8 0103 .... "" ... 1lmlI IIIlIiiI

{
x 7 0 0 00017 0 0 00018

AlII
z7 0.00023 0.00018
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Britten (1948), and later revised by Lipson and Cochran (1953, p. 288).

In this lTIethod, () is estimated from the intensity m.easurement errors.

Taking (J (F ) = o. 1 IF I for a single structure factor estimate, which
o 0

is an outside limit on the basis of the infor:mation given in Chapter III,

we calculate on this basis

~

er(p)

A

(f (X)

-z
2.1 eft..

.0004 =.0055 ~

~ (x) is the estiITlated variance of an atomic coordinate. There is seen

to be rough general agreeIl1ent between these estimates and the values

quoted previously, suggesting that randoITl measurement errors con-

tribute a large share of the final discrepancy between calculated and

observed structure factors.

/\
The values of (j ( P ) lTIerit special cOlTIITIent, in view of the

desirability of attempting to locate the hydrogen atoms in the structure

by lTIeans of difference syntheses. Mc Connell (1955) found the heights

of the hydrogen peaks in a difference synthesis of diphenyl napthacene
0- 2

to be slightly under 0.5 A Projections given by Cochran (1951a,
o -2

p. 87) of adenine hydrochloride show hydrogen peaks of height 1.0 eA

If these values are representative, it is evidently Qut of the question to

locate the hydrogen atOInS in zunyite by this method, becaus e the

electron density around the proton is less than in organic molecules,

owing to the large electronegativity difference between oxygen and

hydrogen.. The above authors did not quote standard deviations for their

electron densities, but it is evident that the values must have been
0- 2

0.2 eA or lower. One wonders why the standard deviation for the
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zunyite projection is so rrluch higher.. The reason is that the peak

heights in the Fourier synthesis are much higher in zunyite, because

of the heavier atom.s present .. Booth (1946) has shown that cr (p)

is proportional to the root mean square electron density in the Fourier

synthesis, which increases with the total number of electrons per

square Angstrom in the projection and also with the sharpness of the

Fourier peaks. Thus high density and low temperature factor lead to

high values of (j ( p), and it therefore seems unlikely that protons

can be located in silicate structures by difference synthesis m.ethods ..

Accuracy of temperature parameters could be estimated from.

the estimated standard deviation of the electron density.. The teITlpera

ture parameter s. d. estimate would be rather beside the point, it

would seelTI, in view of the large discrepancy between the temperature

parameters for the (h k 0) and the (h h I) data.
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XIII. DISCUSSION OF THE STRUCTURE

The present study verifies the structure proposed for zunyite by

Pauling (1933). The main features of Pauling's structure, and the

features making the structure unique, as described in Chapter III, are

entirely retained. The atomic positions in the refined structure differ

by significant but not large amounts froIn the positions chos en by Pauling

for the trial structure. The differences are such as to give interatomic

distances and shapes of coordination polyhedra in good agreement with

those found in related ionic structures.. In this chapter thes e detailed

features of the refined structure will be discussed. The availability of

accurate interatolTIic distances makes possible the prediction of the

proton positions in the structure, and this will be atteITlpted. Finally, a

theoretical treatment of the shapes of coordination polyhedra in zunyite

will be mentioned.

1. Interatomic Distances and Accuracy. --- Final atomic

paralTIeters, obtained in the way described in Chapter VI, and listed in

Table V, have been used to calculate interatomic distances given in

Table XVII.. Values derived from the trial structure are given for

comparison. For these, values given in Pauling's paper (1933, p. 452)

have been used where available.

The accuracy of all interatolTIic distances derived from this

o
study is taken as + O. 02 A .. This figure is arrived at as follows.. By

using the paralTIeter standard deviation estimates given in Chapter XII,

standard deviation estimates can be calculated separately for each

interatoITlic distance by considering the cOlTIbination of parameters by

o
which it is derived. The resulting estilTIates are less than 0.01 A for
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TABLE XVII

INTERATOMIC DISTANCES AND BOND ANGLES

Tetrahedra:

AtolTIS Trial Final

Sir -0Il 1. 59 A 1.64 A

Sill-OIl 1. 59 1 0 625

SiII-O V I. 59 10 65

All"" Or 1.74 1.82

Octahedra:

Atorns Trial Final

AlII-Or 1.86 1.92

AlII-DIll 1. 85 1.79

AlII-OrV 1. 89 1.85
5

AlII-O V
1 0 93 1.92

Chlorine:

Atoxns Trial Final

CI-O
III

3 0 14 3.07

CI-0
1V

3f;J59 3.58
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TABLE XVII (Continued)

INTERATOMIC DISTANCES AND BOND ANGLES

Tetrahedron Edges:

Atoms Trial Final

011 -011 2.60 2.67

°II-OV 2.60 2 0 66

°V-OV 2.60 2.72

01- Or 2 0 84 2.97

Octahedron Edges:

Unshared:

Atom.s Trial Final

Or-DIY 2.68 2.69

GIII-Orv 2.67 2.635

°III-DV 2. 67 2 0 74

Drv-DIv
2.67 2e 60

°IV-OV 2 0 64 2.67

°v-ov 2.84 2.676

Average 2.68 2.676

Shared:

Atoms Trial

2.64

Final

2 0 51
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TABLE XVII (Continued)

INTERATOMIC DISTANCES AND BOND ANGLES

"Non-bonded" Contact:

Ato:ms Trial

2.71

Final

Cation-Cation:

AtOIl1S Trial Final

Sir-Sill 3.18 3 0 26

Sill-AlII 3.27 3 0 24

AlII-AlII

Sharing edge 2 0 72 2.90

Sharing 0111 corner 3.49 3.34

Sharing 0IV corner 3.58 3 0 56

AlI-AlII 3.17 3 0 24

CI-AI
II

4 0 16 4 0 06

Angles:

Atoms Trial Final

AlII - 0111 -AlII 1420
137

0 + 1.60

AlII - DIV - AlII 1420
1470
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o
cation-oxygen distances and are froITl 0 .. 008 to o. 016 A for oxygen-

oxygen distances .. However, the separate calculation of estimates for

each interatomic distance is not justified by the limited significance

that can be attached to the individual parameter standard deviations.

We therefore adopt as an inclusive parameter s. d. estimate the value

+ O. 001, from a consideration of Table XVI. This estimate

harmonizes with a comparison of the results of the (h k 0) and (h hI)

refinelTIents, as discussed in Chapter VI. The resulting interatoITlic

o
distance accuracy, .± 0.02 A , can be regarded therefore as an outside

limiting estim.ate. Further refineITIent of the (h h 1) data, after

correction of the contrast effect, would perhaps justify a clai:m to

greater accuracy ..

a
Using the estimate + 0.02 A for the bond length accuracy, the

o
estimated bond-angle accuracy is ± 1.6.

2. Discussion of Distances. The refined structure differs

significantly from the trial structure in the following ways: (1) enlarge-

rnent of the SiO4 tetrahedra; (2) enlargement of the Al 0
4

tetrahedron;

(3) increased separation of AlII atOll1S in octahedra sharing edges;

(4) distortion of the AI06 octahedra, with prounounced shortening of

shared edges; (5) decrease of the CI- 0111 bond distance. All of these

features can be given a satisfactory interpretation.

Enlargement of the SiO 4 tetrahedra is due to partial replace:ment

of silicon by aluminium. J. V. SITlith (1954) has surveyed bond

distances for tetrahedrally coordinated Si and Al in various compounds

showing differing degrees of replaceITlent of Si by AI.. He finds the

o 0
distance 1 .. 60 + 0 .. 01 A for the pure Si positions and 1.78 + 0 .. 02 A
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for the pure Al positions, and he postulates a linear dependence of the

mean bond length on cOITlposition, forrandorn replacement. The

o
observed distance in zunyite, 1.64 .±. 0.013 A, corresponds to

replacement of 1" 1 + 0.4 out of S silicon atoms by aluminium. This

rough m.easure is in rough agreelTIent with the observed cOIl1position

(Appendix I) of crystals froITl the Zuni Mine, in which the silicon

percentage is 7 % below the ideal composition corresponding to 5

silicon atoms in the structural unit ..

In,asm.uch as the Si- 0 distances are equal within the accuracy of

lTIeasurernent at the Sill and SiI positions, substitution of Al for Si

must be at random within the Si
S

0
16

group. This random substitution

should h.ave the interesting effect of imposing an apparently increased

temperature paraIl1eter on the atoms of the SiS 0 16 group.. Supposing

that the largest displacernent of any atom from its unsubstituted (pure

SiS 0 16) position is half the difference between the pure Si- 0 and pur e

o
Al-O distances, 0.09 A, the root mean square displacement of such

o
an atom is 0.041 A for 20 % substitution~ The temperature

parameter B = 0.24 corresponds to a root mean square displacement
o

of 0 .. 056 A.. Thus the thermal effect and the randoIn substitution

effect are of the salTIe order of magnitude. The difference between

B = 0.25 and B = 0.50 being strongly apparent on difference n1aps,

it might be expected that the random substitution effect could be

detected" There is no evidence for it in zunyite, but it is not possible

to draw any substantial conclusions from. the observed teInperature

parameters, because of the likelihood of systematic error due to
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contrast errors. To our knowledge, such an effect has never been

reported in careful studies of structures with random substitution (for

example, in the feldspars: Bailey and Taylor, 1955).

The increased size of the SiO 4 tetrahedra allows the 0v atom

to pull back into the xy, yz, and zx planes, and increases 0-0 distances

throughout the SiS 0
16

group.. The 0V- 0v distance increas es by a
o

significantly greater amount, 0.06 A, producing a distortion in the Quter

four tetrahedra of the group, by enlarging the outward-directed faces of

these tetrahedra.. This distortion is caused by the effects of repulsion

between the AlII atoms ..

The effects of this repulsion are probably the most striking

features that distinguish the trial and final structures.. The AlII atoms

occur in groups of three at the centers of three octahedrally coordinated

groups of oxygen atoITls, sharing edges to form an A1
3

0
13

group (see

description and diagrams in Chapter III).. In the trial structure, the

octahed.ra are nearly regular in shape, and the aluminium atOInS located

nearly centrally in them, the distance AI
II

-Oy being elongated so:mewhat

by the pulling in of the oxygen atOITlS toward silicon. In the refined
o

structure, the aluminium atOInS increase in separation by 0. 18 A, and

the octahedral groups become markedly distorted.. The shared edges

o
contract to a length of 2.51 A. There is a general rearrangement of

the other 0-0 distances, but the average length of the unshared edges

does not change significantly.. The increased separation of AlII atoms

is facilitated by the increase in the 0y- 0v octahedral edge length, the

distance AI11-O V remaining practically unchanged.. The AlII atoms

move away from the centers of the distorted octahedral groups, and
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-
toward the 0rII atoms G This effect is strikingly shown in the (110)

projection of the structure (Fig. 20). in which the AlII peak~s noticeably

2 2
offset from the geometrical center of the projected 0r- DIIr- Drv - 0v

o
octahedron. The average Al- 0 distance, 1.88 A, remains in close

o
agreeITlent with the radius SUlTI, 1. 90 A (Pauling, 1939" p. 346).

o
The contraction of the shared edges to 2.51 A is in harmony

with shared-edge lengths in aluminium octahedra found in other struc-

o 0
tures: 2.. 50 A in diaspore (Ewing, 1935) and 2.49.± 0.03 A (average

value) in gibbsite (Megaw, 1934). The usual comparison with corundum

(Struktunbericht, 1931, p. 242), for which a value 2.49 R is quoted,

o
does not seem entirely justified, inasmuch as the value 2.49 A refers

to the edge of a face shared between two octahedra, while the lengths

o
of single edges shared between octahedra is 2,. 61 A. It would be

desirable to compare the shared- edge length with values found in the

chemically related structures of topaz, andalusite, sillimanite, and

kyanite, but the early deterrnina~ions of these structures have not been

systematically refined. The available values (Strukturbericht, 1937,

o
pp. 110 - 117) are scattered: 2.59, 2.83, and 2 .. 47 A.

Another effect of the shortening of shared edges in the A1 3 0 13

group is the enlargement q~ the coordination tetrahedron around AIr"
o

The value 1 .. 82 A for the Al
I
- Or distance is greater than the Al- 0

o
distance of 1 .. 78 A for pure aluminium tetrahedral sites given by

SITlith (1954), though the difference is on the margin of significance. To

the extent that the difference is significant, it disputes SlTIith's contention

that the surrounding cationic environment has no effect on bond

distances at tetrahedral positions ..
\
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3.. ~ocation of the Protons. Of the 38 oxygen atOITlS in the

zunyite structural unit, 18 IT1ust have protons attached in order to

satisfy the electrostatic valence rule, or lTIust be substituted by fluorine

(see Chapter III). Becau$e it has proved impossible to locate these

protons by X-ray means, we propose to assign their positions on the

basis of structural arguITlents.

Pauling's reasoning (Chapter III) shows th.at the protons are

as sociated with the 0111 and 0lV atOITlS" We first consider 0111. If the

oxygen and chlorine ions were simply in contact, the expected inter-

o
atolTIic distance would be the sum of the crystal radii or 3 .. 21 A, well

o
in excess of the observed value 3 .. 07 A. This shows that the proton

on 0111 forITIs a hydroxyl bond (Bernal and Megaw, 1934) with the

chlorine. The observed distance rnay be accounted for in the following

way. The non ... bonding radius of the hydroxyl ion has values ranging
o

from 1.6 to 1.8 A (lac. cit.). To be specific we take the contact

o
radius 1 .. 60 A shown in brucite (Strukturbericht, 1931, p. 193). The

o
non-bonded Cl ... OH distance is then 3.41 A. The shortening of this

bond due to hydroxyl bond forITlation may be estimated froITl cOITlparison
o a

of the OH-OH distances in brucite and gibbsite: 3 .. 19 A and 2 .. 79 A,

a
respectively, giving a shortening of 0.40 A. This shortening implies

o
a hydroxyl-bonded CI-OH distance of 3.01 A, which, while short, is

a considerable improvement over the non- bonded distanc e"

The above calculation is open to attack, of course" Another

approach, due to Professor Pauling (in conversation), is as follows ..

The equilibriuITl positions of the proton between two oxygen atoms in

o
ice are 0.8 A apart. Thus, in the CI---H-O bond, the distance
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expected is the sum of the proton-anion distances In Hel and in H
2

0,

o 0
lengthened by 0.8 A. This results in 3.08 A, in excellent agreement

o
with the observed value of 3.07 A.

These considerations indicate that the proton lies along the line

0.£ centers of the Cl and 0111 atoms, a location that is supported by the

bond angles at 0111. Bernal and Megaw (1935) have pointed out that the

proton in hydroxyl bonding tends to assum.e a tetrahedral orientation

with respect to the surrounding cations, as seen from. the oxygen ion to

which the proton is attached. Professor Pauling suggests (in conver ....

sation) that the acceptable proton positions be found by the intersection

o 0 f

of cones of apex angle 360 - 2( 109 28 ), the apices located at the

oxygen ion and the cone axes directed toward the surrounding cations"

For two cations subtending the tetrahedral angle at the oxygen ion, this

construction gives, of course, two possible proton positions in regular

tetrahedral orientation. As the cation.... oxygen-cation angle is increased,

the possible proton positions approach one another, and when this angle

rea·ches 141
0

the cones becoITle tangent and the single possible proton

position is coplanar with the two c'ations and th.e oxygen ion. This is

ve ry nearly the situation at 0nI' bee aus e the Aln -0In- Aln angle is 137
0

•

The symlTIetry then places the proton along the 0III-CI line.

Fluorine probably does not substitute for 0111' because the sum

o
of the fluorine and chlorine crystal radii is 3. 17 A, and there would be

no hydroxyl bonding.

We now turn to the QIV atoms, of which there are 12 in the

structural unit. These atom.s are arranged at the corners of a trun-

cated regular tetrahedron, shown in Fig ... 29, at the center of which is
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the AIr atOlTI. The Or atoms lie at the centers of the four large faces

of the truncated tetrahedron.. Each of these large faces forms the face

of an A1
3

0
13

group (better, A1
3

0 4(OH)9) which attaches on the outside ..

Now the bond angle A1II-OIV-A1II is 147
0

• If this is interpreted

to requir~ that the protons occupy the coplanar positions J as in 0111'

then they ITlust stick Qut perpendicular to the long edges of the truncated

tetrahedron, as shown in Fig .. 29a.
,

This places the atoms 0rv and Grv
(Fig. 30a) in a non-bonding arrangement, an arrangem.ent which seems

to us unlikely in view of its expected effect on the 0IV-O~V distance.

I
The 0IV and D

IV
atoms are not bonded together by forces frolTI within

the truncated tetrahedron" Instead, they form one edge of a tetrahedral

group of oxygen atoms with no cation at the center. Neither are the D
IV,

and 0IV atOInS bonded together by forces froUl the A1 3 0 l3 group outside ..

There again they forIn part of a tetrahedron with no central cation, as

can be seen in Fig. 30.. We therefore have reason to expect the

0Iv-oiv distance to approach the non-bonded hydroxyl distance of

3.2 R or greater. This expectation is substantiated in gibbsite, in which

the octahedral groups distort in such a way that the oxygen atoms

equivalent to 0IV and 0iv are placed at an average distance of 3. 20 +

0.20 A, (see Megaw, 1934). The actual 0IV-O;V distance is only

o
2.77 A. Although this is notably the longest 0-0 distance in the A1

3
0

13

group, it falls far short of the expected non-bonded distance, and is

instead a typical hydroxyl- bonded distanc e e

I

We therefore introduce hydroxyl bonds between the 0rv and 0rv

atoms by rearranging the protons according to a scheITle such as shown

in Fig .. 29b, in which one proton is assigned to each long edge of the
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truncated tetrahedron, and one to each truncation, sticking out toward

the chlorine atOlTI.. In disregarding the requireITlent of coplanarity we

make use of the fact that the angle AlII-OIV-Al
II

is greater than 141°,

so that in the strict sense of Professor Pauling's construction the

protons no longer have a preferred position.. This interpretation is of

course specious as long as the bond angle is not strictly 180°, but

serves to elTIphasize the fact that th.e more n-early 180
0

is approached,

the les s deterlTIinative is the tetrahedral orientation, so that the

protons become free to adopt. positions most favorable electrostatically.

It seems clear that the configuration proposed by us is more favorable

in this way than the configuration required by coplanarity, becaus e it
,

reduces the repulsive potential between the 0IV and 0IV atoIns.. But

in any case the proposed arrangement is required by the interatom.ic

distances, in our opinion"

It may be worthwhile to note that tetrahedral proton orientation

is not a rigid requirement, because in many structures it is ilTIpossible

to satisfy. In diaspore, for exam.ple, where three aluminium cations

are as sociated with the proton-bearing oxygen ions, the most ace eptable

position for the proton would (due to symmetry) be in the b direction

from the OIl oxygen ion (see Ewing, 1935), at an angle of 112° to the

aluminium atoms. Although this angle differs by only 2~5 from the

tetrahedral, interatomic distances show that the proton moves around

so as to form a s:maller angle with two of the aluITliniuln atorrlS and a

larger angle with the third.. With the positions proposed by Ewing we

o 0
calculate angles of 104.4 and 143.5 respectively, for the proton

attached to the 0Il atom. (Ewing's notation). Likewise for the proton on
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Or in diaspore we find two aluminium atoms at l09?8 and one at 82?3.

It seems more likely that the protons adopt intermediate positions as

suggested in the diagralTI of Bernal and Megaw (1935), but in any case

it is clear that the requirement of tetrahedral proton orientation is

mitigated by features peculiar to each individual structure ..

The proton arrangement proposed for the 0IV atoms of zunyite

allows only 10 of the 12 protons to be placed in the truncated tetrahedral

group.. Two more could be added, of course, by introducing two protons

into positions on two of the truncated corners.. This would ITlake the Drv
atoms non .... bonding on these corners, but inasmuch as these atoms are

held directly to the same alurn.inium cations no conspicuous distance

effects would be expected.. Ho'wever, such an arrangem.ent is bound to

have higher energy (lower binding energy) than the IO .... proton arrange

ment, and it can be avoided by replacing two of the D
IV

atoms by

fluorine.. This, indeed, !nay be the true role of fluorine in the structure"

That fluorine does have a special role is suggested in a striking way by

the synthesis of presumed zunyite by Niggli, as discussed in Chapter

XIV. The mineral has been synthesized under hydrotherlTIal conditions

in the 'presence of a small amount of fluorine, but not without. The

Zuni Mine crystals contain consistently about 3-3 .. 5 atoms of F out of

the 18 (OR + F), which accords with our expectations.. The saIne is

true for the new analyses of crystals from Uaxactum and from Kazakhstan

(see Appendix I). For the Postrnasburg material values of only

0 .. 3 .... 0.5 for F are reported, but for two of the three analyses the SUIn

OH + F is low by about 2. 0 and the third was considered untrustworthy

by Pauling for other reasons.. Hence there seems to be support for the
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proposed special role of fluorine in the zunyite structure, a role which

can be expressed by reformulating the composition thus:

It should be mentioned in conclusion that the proposed proton-

fluorine arrangement is of 'course statistical, the configuration shown

in Fig. 29b being only one of many equally likely configu_rations.

4. Relationships to Other Structures. Zunyite is elas sified

by Dana (1932, p .. 591) with helvite and the ultraITlarines, probably on

the basis of morphological similarity.. There is no basic relationship,

however, the only feature in common being the inclusion of chlorine or

other large ions in the structures.. There is no counterpart in any other

known structure for the SiS 0
16

group in zunyite, whose existence

conflicts with the well-known rule that silicon tetrahedra do not share

corners unless the ratio O:Si is less than 4: 1 (Bragg, 1937, p. 140).

The closest structural relative of zunyite is diaspore, AIHO 2' which is

built by linking together Al 3( OR) 13 groups of the kind found in zunyite m

The groups link together by sharing edges to form endles s ribbons

through the structure (the double rutile strings of Ewing), and the

ribbons are linked together by sharing corners of aluminium o,ctahedra

and by hydroxyl bonds. The linking is such that no tfnon-bonded" oxygen

atoms equivalent to 0IV- O~V in the A13 0 13 group occur, becaus e every

pair of oxygen atoms is common to at least one octahedral group

around an aluITlinium. atOIT1. The nearest equivalent in diaspore of the

i
0IV- D

1V
pair in zunyite is a pair of hydroxyls which are an unshared

edge with respect to one ribbon and a "non-bonded" pair with respect to
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the adjoining one. The interatoITlic distance of this pair is 2.84 A, which

is accurately known because it is the C-axis repeat distance of the

crystal. This distance is significantly larger than the 0rv-O;v distance
a

of 2. 77 A in zunyite, and provides additional support for the expected

repulsion between non-bonded hydroxyl ions.

In bohmite the ribbons are linked together in a different way,

with the result that OH- and 0" positions are distinguished in the

structure, a point of similarity with zunyite.

The aluminosilicate minerals andalusite, sillimanite, kyanite,

topaz, and zunyite all have ratios Al:Si 2: 1, and it would be

desirable to give a structural interpretation of the conditions required

for the stability of each.. This cannot be adequately done, but we may

remark that a basic hydroth,ermal environm.ent leads to topaz .,

(Al(OH~F>Jz Si04 , and the additional requirement of including chlorine

atoms would favor the zunyite structure.

5.. Other Properties.. _.... Ordinary X- ray data cannot distinguish

between the two possible orientations of the zunyite structure relative

to the external morphology of the crystals, owing to Friedel's Law.. 'We

therefore predict the orientation, by considering the growth process of

the crystal.. The basis of the argument is that the structure builds up

by a packing together of SiS 0 16 groups and of large aluITIiniu:m-oxygen

groups, Al 13 0 16(OR) 24 ' formed by addition of four A1 3 0 13 groups to

the truncated tetrahedron of Section 3. The oxygens in these large Al-O

groups are approximately in closest packing, and because of the result-

ing compactness it may be expected that such a group could build up
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relatively readily on a crystal face of any orientation,. especially

with the help of the hydroxyl bonding scheme proposed in &ction 3.

The sa:me is not true of the relatively spindly 5i50 16 group. For

growth of the (Ill) face in Pauling's orientation, which is described

by the coordinates we have used (Chapter III), it is necessary for

5i
5

0 16 groups to build out from. the crystal face into the surround

ing m.edium. in order that growth can continue" whereas on the

(Ill) face the 8i
5

0
l6

group builds up in accomrnod-ating niches be

tween the large Al-O groups. We regard the formation of the

Si
5

0 16 group as the rate-limiting processa> and hence predict that

Pauling!s orientation is in accord with the external morphology,

the (Ill) face being the positive tetrahedral face (large, i o eo ,

slow-growing) and the (Ill) face being the sm.all negative tetra

hedral truncation.

The observed octahedral cleavage (Spencer" 1930) of zuny

ite can be explained by planes of weakness sitnilar to the basal

planes of topaz. Twinning is observed (Spencer, 1930) with [111J

as twinning axis and (ZI1) as com.position plane. We have been

unable to find a satisfactory structural interpretation of this.

6. Shapes of coordination polyhedra: theoretical. - .....

Pauling (1937) has shown that it is possible to account satisfac

torily for the shapes of coordination octahedra in rutile and aJ:?a .....

tase by m.aking use of the Born .... Madelung theory of the energy of

ionic crystals. We have been interested in carrying out sim.ilar

calculations for the shape of the A1 30 13 group in zunyite. The

calculations are too involved to report here in detailJ and have
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not led to satisfactory quantitative results, but we wish to mention one

feature of special interest. For small displacements of the atOInS frolTI

the undistorted configuration for the three octahedra in the Al 3 0 13

group, the change in potential energy takes the form

where the are the changes in interatomic distances from the

(67)

undistorted configuration, atOInS being labelled as shown in Fig. 31, and

~ij and w··1J are the coefficients of the first and second order

terms in the expansion of the interatomic potentials for srnall displace-

:ments from equilibriuIT1,. The C1 UK-K term is the change of ITIutual

(Coulomb) energy of the cations. Because of the fact that an undistorted

octahedron is separately in equilibrium, the sum of the first-order

energy terrns vanishes, leaving the second order term in equation 67 ..

When the octahedra share edges, however, a linear term appears for

the shared edges (the 1-5 term), in addition to a term due to repulsion

I

in the "non-bonded" 0rv-Orv contact. This linear term for the shared

edges is responsible for the pronounced shortening of these edges, and

the form of equation 67 shows that the shortening would be expected

irrespective of whether or not it leads to a decrease in the m.utual

coulOITlb energy of the cations. The effect of the latter would be dis-

tributed among all 0-0 bond distances, :more or less. These qualitative

considerations are in accord with the observed distortion of the octahedra

in zunyite, as described in Section 2.
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XIV. GEOLOGIC OCCURRENCE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF ZUNYITE

1 0 Natural Occurrence. Zunyite has been found at five

localities in the world: the Zuni Mine and the Charter Oak Mine, near

Silverton, in the San Juan Mountains, Colorado; Uaxactum, Guatemala;

Postmasburg, South Africa; near Lake Balkash, in Kazakhstan; and

recently reported froIn Afn, Algeria ..

The Zuni Mine locality, where the mineral was discovered,

apparently was never visited by Hillebrand (1885).. The following

statement is quoted from the Proceedings of the Colorado Scientific

Society (1885, p. 131): tlMr. Guiterrnan, in reference to the occurrence

of the zunyite in the Zuni Mine, mentioned that there seemed to be no

indication of a fissure vein, but that the ore appeared to occur in a pipe

enGlarged in places. The ore is a heavy lead are containing arsenic and

a little silver, and much altered at the surface" tI A more illulTIinating

report was given by Penfield (1893), who visited both the Charter Oak

and Zuni Mines.. At the Charter Oak Mine the mineral occurs only in

the wall rock, which is described as an It altered porphyrite"" The rock

is "very hard, fine grained, grayish white .... " and very much altered by

stream. and fumarolic action so that only remnants of the original

minerals are left;, tI The zunyite crystals in the rock are fresh and clear.

It is unfortunate that an adequate petrological description and cheITlical

analysis of the "porphyrite" are not available.

Penfield found that zunyite crystals also occur in the wall rock

of the Zuni Mine. The wall rock is this same "porphyrite", and the

two localities are closely related, being only 5 miles apart.. Penfield

states: tI At both localities zunyite is plainly secondary and forlTIed by
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furnarolic action on the silicates of the rock. '1 The as sociated minerals

at the Zuni Mine are guiterITlanite, and, in the oxidized zone,

anglesite. At the Charter Oak Mine they are enargite, pyrite, scorodite,

and sulfuro

The most illuminating occurrence of zunyite so far reported is

the locality near Postmasburg, South Africa, described in detail by

Nel (1930). The zunyite occursin sInall patches in a diaspore-bearing

highly aluminous shale of the Gamargara Series (probably younger pre

Cambrian in a.ge).. The shales are red, purplish, and gray, occur at

the base of a thick quartzite section, and overlie a coarse, ferruginous,

basal breccia. Chem.ical analysis of a sam.ple of the Garnargara shale

is quoted in Appendix III, with typical analyses of zunyite and camInon

shale for comparison. Nel considers the shales to be a lateritic residue

derived from the weathering of a large m.ass of older liITlestones and

dololTIites.

Nel finds the alteration to zunyite difficult to explain as hydro

therm.al, because no igneous rocks of age as young as the shales or

younger are found in the area. Instead, he regards it as due to It changes

set up by circulating waters or some other process without the conditions

of high telTIperature and mechanical force" ..

The intimate association of zunyite and diaspore is noteworthy,

in view of the similarity of the two structures ..

Palache (1932) reported the bizarre discovery of zunyite in

powder contained in pots from graves in the ruined Mayan city of

UaxactuIl1, in the plains of northern Guatemala. The powder is red and

contains an abundance of fine hematite scales, typical of fum.arole
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deposits. Palache interprets the powder as a pigment brought by the

natives from the volcanic highlands of San Salvador to the south. The

zunyite presuITIably ·was formed in place with the hematite, as a

superficial deposit.

Astashenko and Moleva (1939) desc ribed zunyite froIn near

Lake Balkash as occurring in a vein in tI secondary quartzite", derived

from grandodiorite porphyry. The crystals occur in a green nl.atrix of

mirnetite and anglesite, an environment resembling that of the Silverton

occurrences.

The most recent report is by Turco (personal letter, 1956) who

has discovered a mineral resembling zunyite at Afn in Algeria. It

occurs in a kaolinite-rnontITlorillonite gangue, but unfortunately the

locality is no longer accessible, for political reasons.

2. Synthesis .. - - Schlaepfer and Niggli (1914) carried out hydro

therlTIal mineral syntheses in the system. SiO
Z

-AI
Z

0
3

-K
Z

O, and found

that when KZO was absent, a zunyite-like mineral was formed under a

range of ITlole ratios Si0
2

:AI
Z

0
3

from 6:4 to 3:7, spanning the co:m

position of the Gamargara shales. The :mineral was isotropic,

tetrahedral, insoluble in Hel (as is zunyite), and had index of refraction

1.545 -1. 547 .. Far natural zunyite are reported indices of 1 .. 589

(Larsen, 1921), 1.602 (Albis, 1921), 1.595 (Gassner and Mussgnug, 1925),

1.600 (Spencer, 1930), 1 .. 590-1.594 (Astashenka and Moleva, 1939). The

average value is n = 1.596. The difference between the index of natural

zunyite and of Nigg1i's synthetic crystals is nicely accounted for by the

lack of chlorine in the latter.. We rn.ake use of Fajan's and Jos s' s

treatment of the Lorenz-Lorentz equation (see Seitz, 1940, POl 660)', and
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calculate ~n =0 .. 049 for the contribution of the chlorine atOITl to the

index (assum.ing no change of density). This gives a predicted n = 1.547

for the chlorine-free synthetic crystals.

The am.ount of synthetic m.aterial obtained was microscopic, but

the above facts confirm its identification as zunyite.. The syntheses

were carried out in a closed bomb with water in excess, heated to 470°C

for 8 to 10 hours. The remarkable fact is that in no subsequent phase

studies of the system. SiO
Z

-Al
Z

0 3 -H
Z

O has zunyite been synthesized. In

the recent study by Roy, Rusturn, and Osborn (1954), a wide range of

conditions was explored, with controlled pressures of H
2

0 up to 25, 000

p. s. i. The phases stable in the teITIperature range 420
0

_575° are

reported to be pyrophyllite, hydralsite (hydrous aluminosilicate related

to pyrophyllite), rnul1ite, corundum, andalusite, quartz, and water.

The conditions of Schlaepfer and Niggli's synthesis differed in

only one tangible way from. conditions covered in the m.ore recent study:

the presence of fluorine. Schlaepfer and Niggli used silicic acid which

they prepared themselves from SiF4' and they state that the product

contained a little HF & There is strong suggestion that the presence of

fluorine is required for formation of zunyite &

Chlorine does not seem essential to the zunyite structure, to

judge from the chlorine-free synthetic crystals. Nel (1930) reports

that the chlorine is expelled froIn natural zunyite on heating.. It is

difficult to see how chlorine moves through the structure, but perhaps

under the influence of large thermal motions it is able to squeeze

past the SiS 0 16 group. But in any case, chlorine appears to be

necessary for the stable rnineral as formed in nature.
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In the syntheses of Schlaepfer and Niggli, the addition of 10 rnol

percent.. KZO (the lowest non-zero K
2

0 cornposition reported)

inhibited the forlTIation of zunyite in every case, and resulted in phases

such as kalinepheline, orthoclase, and phyrophyllite.

3. Conclusion. FroITl the various lines of evidence present-

ed, the geologic role of zunyite becomes distinct: it is form.ed at

moderate pres sures and temperatures, under hydrothermal conditions,

from rocks containing roughly equal proportions of alumina and silica

(e. g. aluminous shales), in the presence of solutions containing fluorine

and chlorine. Nel's objections to a hydrothermal origin is based only

on negative evidence, and seeInS premature in consideration of the

heavy ferruginous alteration of the basal Gamargara breccia and the

presence of extensive ITlanganese deposits at the same horizon (psilolTIelane,

braunite, and manganese-bearing rnica: see Nel, 1929). The presence

of diaspore also indicates hydrothermal conditions at ITloderately high

pressures ( > 2000 p. s. i., see Roy, Rustu:m, and Osborn, 1954).

Palsche's evidence for surficial origin of the zunyite froIn Uaxacturn

seems insubstantial ..

Aside frorn these diverging interpretations, all evidence points

to a well-defined and special geologic ITleaning for zunyite. If the

present structural study has helped to clarify this meaning, it has been

in pointing out and offering an explanation for the special role of

fluorine in the structure.
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APPENDIX I

ANALYSES OF ZUNYITE *

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Si 4.66 4.62 4 0 63 4. 65 4.62 50 58 4.82 4.85

Al 13 0 21 13.05 13 0 17 12.97 13.. 00 12 0 39 12.90 12.94

Fe 0 0 03 0.09 0.03 0.19 0.21 0.07 0 0 23 0.01

P 0.10 O. 11 0.09 0 0 04 0.04 0.03 0 0 08 0.09

Ca 0 0 02 0 0 07 0.04 0.02

Mg 0 0 12 0 0 09 0 0 01

Na 0.09 0.18 0.12 00 62 0.55 0.05 0.05

K 0.02 0.04 0.02

Cl 0.96 0.86 0 0 96 1. 15 1. 58 0.81 0 0 89 0.83

F 3 0 44 3.56 3.17 00 31 0.25 0.49 3.29 3.34

OR 140 04 14. 37 14. 37 140 71 15 0 05 17.39 13.54 13. 18

0 20.28 20.45 20.08 21 0 54 21. II 20.57

1 0 Hillebrand (1885)

2. Penfield (1893)

3. Gassner and Mussgnug (1926)

4. Nel (1930)

5. Nel (1930)

60 Nel (1930)

7" Palache (1932)

8. Astashenka and Moleva (1939)

~"Com.position given in atoms per structural unit (1/4 of the unit
cell)a Colurnns 1 - 6 were calculated by Pauling (1933) from
the published analyses.



APPENDIX II

STRUCTURE FACTOR AND INTENSITY TABLES

Unobserved reflections marked with an asterisk (see p. 25)

(h k 0) DATA

h

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
4

k

2
4
6
8

10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38 *

2
4
6
8

10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36 *
38

4
6

IF Io

3.6
2.5
4 0 5
6.3
9.0

18 0 0
3.6
7.0
1.2
2.2

10.0
4. a
2.2
3.2
2.5
I. 8
3.2
2.8
0.6

G. 8
10 0
3.2
9.0
I. 8
5 0 0
5. 6
I. 1
4.5
1 0 8
I. 2
3.2
2.0
1.0
2 0 5
1. 1
0 0 9
0.6
O. 6

11 0 0
00 8

F AFc

-3. 6 O. 0
.... 2. 2 00 3

3. 3 I. 2
8. 5 2. 2
9. 0 O. 0

18.0 QoO
-3.1 0.5
6. 3 O. 7

-0. 3 O. 9
-2 0 1 O. 1
10.20.2
4. 6 O. 6
2. 7 O. 5
3. 0 O. 2

-3. 4 O. 9
-2 0 0 O. 2
4. 8 10 6
3. 1 O. 3
O. 7 O. 1

.... 2.8 0.0
O. 1 O. 9
3. 5 0. 3
9. 7 O. 7
1 0 7 O. 1

-5. 9 O. 9
60 6 1. 0

-1 0 1 O. 0
4 0 2 O. 3

..... 1 0 4 O. 4
1. 0 O. 2

-3G 3 Oe 1
2. a O. 0

-De 6 O. 4
2. 7 O. 2

..... 1. 0 O. 1
0 0 5 O. 4

-De 3 O. 3
O. 5 O. I

10.4 0.6
-0.20.6

h

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

k

8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30 ~'{

32
34
36
38 *

6
8

10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32 ~~

34
36

8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22

IF to

2.5
2.0
8.0
5 0 0
0 0 7
50 6
2. 8
Ie 8
2.8
3 0 6
1. 0
O. 7
2.8
2.2
0.,9
0 0 4

35.0
5.0
2.2
9. 0
2.8
7 0 0
7 0 0
0.9
4.0
2e O
2.8
5.6
2.5
0 0 8
I. 2
I. 2

22.0
4.5
00 9
8 41 0
3.2
0.8
5,4 0
3. 2

F c

-2 0 5
-1.8
8.2
5. I

-0 0 4
-6. 0

3 0 0
1. 7
3.2

-3. 3
10 0

-D. 5
2 0 7

-1 0 9
0.8

.... 0.4
36 0 3
.... 5 0 9
-Ie 7
-9. 3
2.4
5.9
6.8
Ie 4
30 7

.... 2.2
-3 0 0

5-.. 6
2 0 I
0.5

-1. 8
-1.3
22.2

4. 1
-0.6

6e 8
2.9

-0.3
50 3

-3 0 3

6F

0.0
O. 2
O/0'Z
O. 1
O. 3
0.4
0.2
O. I
0.4
O. 3
O. 0
O. 2
O. 1
O. 3
O. I
O. 0
10 3
O. 9
O. 5
O. 3
0.4
10 1
O. 2
D. 5
O. 3
O. 2
D. 2
O. 0
0.4
O. 3
O. 1
Oc I
D. 2
0.4
O. 3
1. 2
O. 3
0 0 5
O. 3
00 1
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8 24 3.6 3. 1 O. 5 14 34 ...,.. 0 0 5 0 0 2 O. 3'r

8 26 1 0 6 1. 6 DoO 14 36 ..'.. 0.4 I. 5 1" 1~l'"

8 28 2 0 0 2.0 0 0 0 16 16 5.0 50 1 O. 1
8 30 ...... 0.8 0.2 OQ6 16 18 1. 8 1. 6 0.2.......

8 32 1. 8 1" 3 005 16 20 I. 8 1 0 6 0 0 2
8 34 1.0 -0. 5 O. 5 16 22 * 0.7 -0. 1 0.6
8 36 4 0 5 4 0 5 000 16 24 ...... 0 0 9 0 0 3 O. 6.......

10 10 4.0 4.2 0.2 16 26 1" 8 -0. 7 D. 1
10 12 3. 6 -3. 5 O. 1 16 28 5.0 4 0 2 0 0 8
10 14 2.2 10 8 0 0 4 16 30 I. 6 .... 1. 5 D. 1
10 16 1.4 .... 1. 1 0 0 3 16 32 ..... O. 6 0.7 O. 1"I'

10 18 4.5 4 0 5 0 4 0 16 34 10 2 -1.2 0.0
10 20 2.2 -I. 8 0.4 18 18 5.0 50 2 0.2
10 22 1. 8 1" 5 00 3 18 20 1. 0 -0 0 9 001
10 24 1.8 -1. 6 0.2 18 22 1.4 -1.4 0 0 0
10 26 3.2 3.4 0.2 18 24 ...... 0.9 -0 0 4 0.5'l'"

10 28 1.4 -1 0 2 0 0 2 18 26 -;,'" 0.8 0 0 3 O. 5,'"

10 30 0.9 0.5 0.4 18 28 2 0 8 2.2 0 0 6
10 32 1. 6 .... 1. 6 0.0 18 30 1. 0 -I. 1 . D. 1
10 34 10 2 I. 3 O. 1 18 32 ...i, 0 0 5 -0 .. 2 D. 3....t...

10 36 ....,
O. 5 -0.0 D. 5 18 34 * 0.4 0.0 0.4......

12 12 9.0
J 9. 8 0.8 20 20 2.2 2.4 0.2

12 14 2.0 1. 7 O. 3 20 22 1 0 2 -I. 5 O. 3
12 16 2. 5 -1 0 9 O. 6 20 24 * 0.8 -D. 3 O. 5
12 18 5.0 -4. 7 O. 3 20 26 0 0 9 -1 0 2 D. 3
12 20 ,J.. 0 0 6 -0. 7 O. 1 20 28 I. 6 1. 8 OoZ'r

12 22 50 6 5.4 0 0 2 20 30 0& 6 I" 0 0.4
12 24 Z.O 20 1 O. 1 ZO 32 10 4 1.4 0.0
12 26 1. 1 -0 0 8 0 0 3 22 22 7.0 9. 1 Z" 1
12 28 1.2 -1. 6 0 0 4 22 24 0.9 00 7 0.2
12 30 ..J.. 0.8 .... 0 0 4 O. 4 22 26 ,J... O. 7 -0.0 0.7~ "I'"

12 32 * 0 0 7 .... 0. 7 0.0 22 28 ..... 0.6 -0.1 O. 5......

12 34 ,J.. 0 0 6 0.7 O. 1 22 30 1.4 01;/9 0 0 5....("

12 36 oJ... 0.4 .0.4 0.0 24 24 ....... O. 9 -0. 1 De 8""r- ...~

14 14 140 0 14. 3 0 0 3 24 26 * 0 0 6 -0. 1 O. 5
14 16 2. 5 -2. 7 0 0 2 24 28 ...', 0.5 -0. 1 0.4'l'"

14 18 I. 4 -1. 3 0 0 1 24 30 ...... 0.4 0.6 D. 2"'.'"

14 20 3.2 2.. 7 0 0 5 26 26 2. 0 20 2 0.2
14 22 4,,0 4.0 0.0 26 28 I. 2 .... 1.4 0.2
14 24 ...1.. 0.7 0.2 00 5~

14 26 1.4 1 0 3 0 0 1
14 28 0.9 -1.2 0.3
14 30 4.5 4.6 00 1
14 32 1. 0 o. 6 0 0 4
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(h h 1) DATA

h 1 I I 61 h 1 I I 61
- .- -0 -c ..- - -0 -c

0 2 17 0 1 16 0 0 1. 1 2 18 7.9 8.5 0.6
0 4 90 4 705 I. 9 2 20 28 0 9 32. 0 3. 1
0 6 31.8 10 1 30.7 2 22 6.6 9.6 3. 0
0 8 860 4 88e 9 2. 5 2 24 1e I 1 .. 9 0.8
0 10 99.8 85.4 140 4 2 26 2.2 60 4 4.2
0 12 441.0 377.9 63. 1 2 28 5. 6 90 0 3.4
0 14 17.0 10.8 6 0 2 2 30 1. 0 1 0 6 0.6
0 16 51 0 7 48 0 3 3.4 2 32 ..J... 0.8 3 0 2 2 0 4.......

a 18 10 0 o. a 10 0 2 34 2. 1 4. 2 2 0 1
0 20 4 0 0 4.8 0 0 8 2 36 ..J... 0.5 0 0 5 0.0.......

0 22 129. 6 123.2 6.4 3 I 73.2 49 0 5 23. 7
0 24 20. 5 23 0 5 3 0 0 3 3 1726.2 964.7 761 0 5
0 26 5. 5 8 0 1 2.6 3 5 348.0 164. 3 183.7
0 28 14. 1 6. 7 7.4 3 7 50.0 46.8 3 0 2
0 30 9. 5 11 0 .7 2.2 3 9 393.4 292.9 100 0 5
0 32 3 0 4 5.5 2. 1 3 11 343.0 269 0 6 73.4
0 34 30.2 28.4 I. 8 3 13 46 0 6 56.8 10.2
0 36 10 0 6 12 0 5 1 0 9 3 15 28.2 30.7 2.5
a 38 De 6 a. 5 0 0 1 3 17 52.7 540 4 I. 7
1 1 110. 4 182 0 5 72 0 1 3 19 8 0 7 10.9 2 0 2
1 3 147.7 207. 1 59 0 4 3 21 7.9 13. 5 5.6
I 5 386. 3 230.6 155 0 7 3 23 8. 9 17. 6 8.7
1 7 21 0 3 11. 6 90 7 3 25 6. 1 12.0 5.9
1 9 112 0 8 93.6 190 2 3 27 2 0 8 6.9 4. 1
I 11 112. 9 112.2 0 0 7 3 29 9.8 140 0 4.2
1 13 150 6 130 7 I. 9 3 31 lID 2 17. a 5.8
I 15 23.8 36.5 12.7 3 33 8 0 3 12.9 4.6
1 17 1.8 3. 3 1 0 5 3 35 """ 0.6 1. 4 0.8"',"

1 19 150 0 15. 3 O. 3 3 37 4.8 10.5 5. 7
1 21 27 0 3 23.2 4.1 4 0 131" 9 130.2 I. 7
1 23 5. 5 8.0 2. 5 4 2 1" 3 0 0 4 0.9
1 25 6.0 13.8 7 0 8 4 4 1302.7 820 0 9 481 0 8
1 27 I. 4 3.8 2.4 4 6 14. 1 IS. 0 O. 9
1 29 oJ~ I. 0 I. 0 o. a 4 8 308.0 282 0 4 25.6"'.'"

1 31 ...., o. 9 10 3 0 0 4 4 10 26.5 34.1 7., 6.......

1 33 2. 1 3.9 I. 8 4 12 I. 0 2.4 1.4
1 35 2.0 3 0 4 1 0 4 4 14 38.0 51. 9 13. 9
I 37 oJ, 0.4 0 0 1 0 0 3 4 16 126. 1 112. 5 13. 6......

2 0 II. 1 10.0 10 1 4 18 185.6 167.2 18.4
2 2 225.9 318. 3 92.4 4 20 9. 6 11. 2 1.6
2 4 289.0 189.5 99.5 4 22 12. 1 21. 9 9.8
2 6 55.9 50.0 5 0 9 4 24 ..J... 0.8 1 0 6 0.8"'I'

2 8 93 0 5 63.2 30. 3 4 26 14.0 22.8 8.8
2 10 93.2 88 0 4 4.8 4 28 9.9 14.4 4.5
2 12 129.2 118. 6 10.6 4 30 ....... 0.9 1. 5 O. 6' ....

2 14 155.8 135.4 20.4 4 32 2. 6 4.6 2.0
2 16 18.8 24. 1 5. 3 4 34 ..I, o. 6 0.4 0.2.......
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4 36 I. 0 10 6 0 0 6 7 33 0 0 9 1 0 5 00 6
5 1 119. 9 74. 1 45.8 7 35 50 5 8 0 3 2 0 8

5 3 \ 328.6 185. 9 142.7 8 0 782 0 4 5920 4 '190Ct 0

5 5 67. 7 53. 1 14.6 8 2 660 6 75.2 8 0 6
5 7 27 0 9 20 0 3 7.6 8 4 22 0 1 22.4 0 0 3
5 9 11 0 8 170 5 50 7 8 6 60 0 2 57 0 9 2 0 3
5 11 39.2 440 4 5 0 2 8 8 189. I 134. 5 540 6
5 13 41.4 58. 7 17 0 3 8 10 6. 7 9.0 2. 3
5 15 61 0 2 74.4 13. 2 8 12 10.8 14.3 3. 5
5 17 79.9 690 7 10.2 8 14 97. 0 101.8 4.8
5 19 60 5 70 4 0 0 9 8 16 62 0 0 72.4 10 0 4
5 21 8.3 14. 5 6 0 2 8 18 8.8 17.8 9.0
5 23 23 0 0 42.8 19. 8 8 20 21 0 8 29.4 7.6
5 25 I. 8 3. 1 1 0 3 8 22 5. 3 6. 7 I. 4
5 27 2.8 5(15 2 0 7 8 24 * 10 2 O. 1 1. 1
5 29 ~:=: 1.0 1" 9 0.9 8 26 50 0 10. 5 5. 5
5 31 * 0 0 9 1. 3 0.4 8 28 160 8 22. 3 5.5
5 33 10 0 1. 0 0.0 8 30 10 2 2.0 0 0 8
5 35 * D. 5 O. 2 0.3 8 32 10 0 1. 1 O. 1
5 37 1. 3 3.4 2 0 1 8 34 * 0 0 5 1. 9 1.4
6 0 2244.3 1983. 8 260.5 8 36 O. 8 2.0 I. 2
6 2 190.8 1520 4 38 0 4 9 1 * 0 0 2 O. 1 O. I
6 4 5. 2 4. 8 0.4 9 3 196. 4 155.6 40 0 8
6 6 295.0 263. 7 31. 3 9 5 165. 6 127 0 5 38 0 1
6 8 130 5 140 9 1.4 9 7 0 0 9 1 0 6 0.7
6 10 2.0 4.8 2 0 8 9 9 1120 2 90Q 1 22 0 1
6 12 183. 1 148.3 34.8 9 11 O. 6 1 0 0 0 0 4
6 14 4 0 2 7. 1 2.9 9 13 39. 2 43.6 4 0 4
6 16 12 0 4 19. 6 7 0 2 9 15 80 8 16. 5 7. 7
6 18 14.2 200 1 5.9 9 17 30 9 7 0 7 3.8
6 20 2.0 4.8 2.8 9 19 4. 3 7 0 0 2. 7
6 22 170 9 330 6 150 7 9 21 11 0 8 21. 1 9.3
6 24 7 0 6 9. 1 1" 5 9 25 50 6 J 0 2 Ie 6
6 26 ~t: 1.0 I. 1 O. 1 9 37 * 10 a 0.4 O. 6
6 28 1.8 6.2 4.4 9 29 30 9 5. 6 I. 7
6 30 2 0 5 4. 7 2 0 2 9 31 8 G 0 12.2 4 0 2
6 32 2.4 6. 8 4 0 4 9 32 4 0 5 7 0 3 2.8
6 34 2.9 4 0 3 1 0 4 9 33 * O. 5 0.2 0 0 3
6 36 2 0 1 4.0 1 0 9 9 35 * 0 0 3 1. 7 1.4
7 1 312 0 5 249.3 63.2 10 0 17. 3 17 G 4 O. 1
7 3 9.2 7.0 2 0 2 10 2 88.0 91 0 2 3. 2
7 5 56.8 56.. 3 005 10 4 258.5 200.2 58.3
7 7 71 0 0 590 5 11 0 5 10 6 15. 5 14. 3 1 0 2
7 9 80 0 0 60 0 0 20.8 10 8 66.9 73.7 6. 8
7 11 93" 0 80 0 4 12.6 10 10 30 7 12.0 8. 3
7 13 75 0 2 798 9 4.7 10 12 109 1 19. 1 9.0
7 15 8. 6 17. 6 9.0 10 14 5.0 9.2 4.2
7 17 1. I 10 1 0 0 0 10 16 14.0 21 G 2 7 0 2
7 19 12. 5 230 5 11 0 0 10 18 30.6 31 0 6 I. 0
7 21 55e 5 58 0 6 3. 1 10 20 3. 7 5. 1 I. 4
7 23 9.5 14. 1 4.6 10 22 4.4 9.2 4.8
7 25 140 0 20 0 1 6. I 10 24 * I. 0 0.6 0.4
7 27 * 1.0 O. 2 0.8 10 26 50 4 7.6 2. 2
7 29 I. 3 I. 9 0.6 10 28 70 8 14. 1 6. 3
7 31 * 0 0 8 0 0 6 0 0 2 10 30 1. 3 a. 3 1., 0



10 32
10 34"~

11 1
11 3
11 5
11 7
II 9
11 II
11 13
11 15
11 17
11 19
11 21
11 23
11 25
11 27
II 29
11 31 *
11 33
12 0
12 2
12 4
12 6
12 8
12 10
12 12
12 14
12 16 *
12 18
12 20
12 22
12 24
12 26
12 28
12 30
12 32 *
13 1
13 3
13 5
13 7
13 9
13 II
13 13 *
13 15
13 17
13 19
13 21 *
13 23 *
13 25
13 27
13 29
13 31
14 0

2 0 9
'0 0 4

31. 6
140 4

2990 5
20.1

1. 5
26 0 6

3. 7
140 3
97 0 7

4 0 7
4 0 4
4 0 5
2. 1
3 0 6
8'0 7
0 0 6
3 0 0

126 0 1
20.2
41. 6
77.4
16.4
0.7
9 0 6
4 0 1
O. 7
2 0 1
I. 4
1 0 4
2 4 1
4.5
3. 5
1 0 1
0 0 5

440 9
25 0 7

105 0 5
909

11 0 7
1 0 4
1. 0
7 0 1
2 0 7
4. 5
1,.. 0
I .. 0
2. 5
1" 1
1 0 8
4 0 2

281 0 4

8.9
0.6

31 0 7
18 0 4

236.3
28.8

3 0 7
32 0 1

60 0
25.4

137. 1
4 0 8
60 6
8.3
3.9
5.3

12.8
1 0 7
4 0 1

122.. 5
27 0 1
33 0 2
69 0 5
22.3

10 3
17.9
8.2
l Q 3
3. 1
0.3
OQ 1
2.5
4 0 4
5 0 0
0 0 6
I. 3

34. 7
28 8 6

103. 5
21 0 9
16 0 0

1. 7
0.3

10 0 1
4.8

12.9
0 0 7
0 0 7
5. 5
2 0 3
50 9
7 41 6

225 0 9

... 188-

6.0
0 0 2
O. 1
4 0 0

63 0 2
8 0 7
2 0 2
50 5
2. 3

11 0 1
39.4

O. 1
2 0 2
3 0 8
1 0 8
1 (# 7
4. 1
Ie 1
1 «I 1
3 0 6
60 9
8 0 4
7,,9
50 9
0 0 6
8 0 3
4 0 1
0.6
1. 0
1 0 1
1. 3
0 0 4
O. 1
1. 5
0.5
0 0 8

1041 2
2 G 9
2.0

12 0 0
4. 3
O. 3
0 0 7
3.0
2 41 1
8 0 4
0.3
O. 3
3c 0
1 0 2
4 4 1
3 Q 4

55 0 5

14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
IS
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
17
17
17
17
17
17

2
4
6
8

10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30

1
3
5
7

9 *
11
13
15
17 *
19 *
21
23
25 *
2 7 ~~

29
31 *
o
2
4
6
8

10
12
14
16
18 *
20 *
22
24 *
26 *
28
30 *

1
3
5
7
9

11

20 0 1
50 7

13.4
44.2

5 0 9
40 4

46 0 4
21.6

3 0 5
17. 7

80 6
30 1
4 0 9

l1 Q 5
0 0 7
7 0 8

150 8
9. 1

10 0 5
0 0 9

10.2
101 9
3.4
10 0
10 0
90 6
50 0
0.8
0 0 6
10 7
0.3

30 0 1
34. 1

8 0 6
7 0 0
5.8
3.8
7. 7
20 2
2 8 2
1.0
0 0 9
I. 6
0.8
0 0 6
4 0 2
O. 3
50 8
3 0 7
5.9
Ie 9
2. 1
I. 6

22. 1
12 0 2
17. 3
58 0 7

70 6
7 0 7

450 9
32. 1

50 2
250 8
10. 6

10 6
98 5

12 0 8
I. 5

130 9
230 4
130 7
15Q 9

0 0 4
16. 8

20 6
30 4
O. 4
1. 2
90 8
90 3
0 0 7
O. 1
40 7
2. 3

320 6
4909
180 6
100 I
100 6

90 7
139 5

30 9
I" 8
OQ 5
I. 0
3. 2
Oe 3
00 7
8. 1
1. 2

12. 3
50 4
8. 5
4~ 2
6. 1
60 1

2 0 0
6 0 5
3 0 9

140 5
1 0 7
3 0 3
0.5

10 0 5
1 0 7
8 0 1
Zea D
1 0 5
4. 6
1. 3
00 8
60 I
7 0 6
4.6
5 0 4
0. 5
6.6
0.7
Q.O
0.6
0.2
0 0 2
4.3
O. 1
0 0 5
3 0 0
2.0
2 0 5

15 0 8
909
3. 1
4 0 8
5 0 9
5 0 8
1 Q 7
0 0 4
0 0 5
00 1
10 6
O. 5
0 0 1
3 0 9
0 0 9
6 0 5
10 7
2.6
2. 3
4.0
4 0 5
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17 13 \6. 3 11. 8 5.5 21 1 100 8 11 0 3 0.5
17 15 3 0 5 7 0 0 3 0 5 21 3 ,I.. 10 0 2 0 1 1 0 1.....

17 17 30 0 7 40.8 lao 1 21 5 7 0 5 10 0 6 3 0 1
17 19 * 0 0 9 I. 3 0 0 4 21 7 2.0 4. 2 2 0 2
17 21 3.0 4 0 4 1.4 21 9 2 0 5 1. 5 1 0 0
17 23 10.4 20 0 2 9 0 8 21 II 2.. 4 4. 1 1 0 7
17 25 ~~ 0 0 6 0. 0 0.6 21 13 2 0 3 O. 5 10 8
17 27 ~~ 0 0 5 10 3 0 0 8 21 15 2. 1 4. 1 2 0 0
17 29 1 0 3 30 4 0 0 8 21 17 * O. 7 0 0 4 0 0 3
18 0 24.2 31 0 8 7 0 6 21 19 * 0 0 6 1. 0 0 0 4
18 2 ::~ 1 0 0 2 0 9 1. 9 21 21 3.9 4.2 0 0 3
18 4 30 0 8 37.2 6 0 4 22 0 79 0 7 96 0 4 16. 7
18 6 1. 0 0 0 3 0.7 22 2 ~a< 0.9 0 6 6 0.3
18 8 14.0 23 0 6 9 0 6 22 4 40 a 50 5 1e 5
18 10 3 8 2 4. a 0 0 8 22 6 * 0 0 9 0 0 4 0.5
18 12 2 0 8 4. 8 2.0 22 8 10 8 60 5 40 7
18 14 4.4 7 0 3 2 0 9 22 10 * 0.8 2. 3 1 0 5
18 16 7 G 5 100 6 3. 1 22 12 1. 3 4. 1 2 0 8
18 18 22.4 290 5 7 tf, 1 22 14 0 0 9 o. 9 0.0
18 20 * 0 0 8 0 0 7 0 0 1 22 16 5.8 90 5 3 0 7
18 22 * 0.7 10 2 0,,5 22 18 * 0.5 1. 4 0" 9
18 24 I. 0 00 3 O. 7 22 20 * 0.4 0 0 4 0.0
18 26 6.9 8 0 4 1 0 5 23 1 Oli 8 20 1 I. 3
18 28 1. 2 I. 8 0 0 6 23 3 2.2 40 1 I. 9
19 1 1 81 8 4 0 3 2. 5 23 5 0 0 9 0 0 5 0 0 4
19 3 7 .. 1 12. 5 5 0 4 23 7 2 0 1 2 0 7 0.6
19 5 * 1.0 10 3 00 3 23 9 * 0 0 7 0.9 0.2
19 7 10.0 130 7 3. 7 23 11 60 5 8. 9 2.4
19 9 ~~ I. 0 I. 5 0 0 5 23 13 * 0.6 10 1 0.5
19 11 13. 9 24.2 10 0 3 23 1,5 * D. 5 1.2 0 0 7
19 13 1. 7 O. 8 0 0 9 23 17 10 8 5.2 3,,4
19 15 4 0 1 50 5 1.4 23 19 * 0.3 0.0 0.3
19 17 10 5 1. 0 OQ 5 24 0 1. 1 00 0 10 1
19 19 3.5 70 2 3. 7 24 2 60 0 140 2 8.2
19 21 * O. 7 0.2 0.5 24 4 60 6 11. 5 4.9
19 23 ~" O. 5 2 0 0 1 0 5 24 6 * 0.6 O. 3 0.3
19 25 * 0.4 1. 4 I'll 0 24 8 2. 7 30 0 0 0 3
20 0 4 0 0 50 4 1 0 4 24 10 109 30 4 I. 5
20 2 ,I.. 1 0 0 1. 0 0 0 0 24 12 D. 7 2. 6 1. 9~..

20 4 ~< 1. 0 3. 1 20 1 24 14 1.4 30 6 2" 2
20 6 3 0 5 7. 6 4. 1 24 16 0 0 9 30 2 2.3
20 8 5 0 5 8. 7 3.2 25 1 * 0 0 5 1. 3 0.8
20 10 1. 9 5. 5 3 0 6 25 3 3. a 7. 7 4 0 7
20 12 4. 1 60 5 2 0 4 25 5 0 0 9 0 0 5 00.4
20 14 12. 2 21. 9 90. 7 25 7 20 4 2e 8 0.4
20 16 3. 6 4. 7 1 0 I 25 9 1. 5 3. 4 I. 9
20 18 * O. 7 0.4 O. 3 25 11 5.8 90 0 3.2
20 20 8.6 14. 7 6 0 1 26 0 4.4 60 9 2 0 5
20 22 * O. 5 O. 3 0.2 26 2 * 0.6 O. 8 0.2
20 24 1 0 0 I. 3 0 0 3



SiOZ

Ti0
2

AIZ0
3

Cr Z0 3

Fe Z0 3

FeO

MgO

MnO

CaO

F
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APPE-NDIX III

ANALYSES':C

1 2
-

24. 25 46. 5

10 75

56. 75 42.2

0 0 05

10 3 D. 7

0 0 2

0.4 nil

tr

0 0 35 tr

tr
00 35

1. 65

30 5

00 5

0.Z5 0.05

11. 4 8. 35

0.4 OG 1

17. 78

3.53

2.77

2.65

3. 16

0.29

I. 70

Total (less
o for Cl, F) 99. 75 100.25 10 I. 53

I. Zunyite: Nel (1930): s.m.all crystals G

2. GaInagara shale (white or pale grayish): Nel (1930)0

3. A "common l1 shale: Pettijohn (1949) Sedim.entary
Rocks. Harper and BrOSe po 285.

*Weight percent
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